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The Township of Georgian Bluffs operates four (4) municipal water systems including the
East Linton water system, the Pottawatomi Village water system, the Shallow Lake water
system and the Oxenden water system. The East Linton water system features membrane,
UV and chlorination treatment with source water from Georgian Bay. The Pottawatomi and
Shallow Lake water systems feature groundwater wells as the source of the drinking water
and the Oxenden Water system is an extension of the former Town of Wiarton water
system.
Over the last 10 years, the East Linton water treatment system has been upgraded and the
rated capacity of the plant increased to 2,600 m³/day. This expansion was completed in
part to service the major Cobble Beach development, as well as to allow expansion of the
East Linton water distribution system within the established water service area north of
the Indian River. The water treatment plant expansion also allowed the distribution system
to connect to the former, independent Presquile water system located north of Cobble
Beach.
This Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) was initiated by the Township in the
spring of 2017 with the objective of reviewing municipal water supply alternatives for the
Study Area. The Study Area for this Class EA extends south of the Indian River along the
Owen Sound shoreline to the north limit of the City of Owen Sound, and westerly to include
the Brooke area and south to Pottawatomi Village. A map of the Study Area is provided in
Figure 1.
This area is currently serviced by private wells, and by private shore wells along the Owen
Sound shoreline adjacent to Grey Road 1. As well, the Study Area includes Pottawatomi
Village which is serviced by a small, stand alone, municipal water system that supplies
potable water to the 25 homes in the subdivision. In addition, small portions of the Study
Area are serviced by extensions of the City of Owen Sound water system, including the
VLA subdivision on 16th Street West and a relatively small number of homes and
businesses just north of the City limits on Grey Road 1.
The Terms of Reference for this Class EA identified four preliminary alternatives to provide
municipal water service to the Study Area. These included 1) expansion of the East Linton
water system 2) construction of a new surface water treatment plant on the shore of Owen
Sound south of the Indian River with a new, independent water distribution system 3)
expansion of the City of Owen Sound water system and 4) Do Nothing.
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Of the four alternatives, Alternative 1 has been recommended as the preferred alternative.
Key features of this alternative include the following:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Construction of new 200 and 300 mm diameter watermains beginning north of the
Indian River on Grey Road 1 and extending south toward the City of Owen Sound limits
on Grey Road 1.
Connection of the above watermain to existing watermains forming part of the existing
East Linton water distribution system at the intersection of Grey Road 1 and Balmy
Beach Road approximately 400 m north of the Indian River bridge.
Construct new watermain on side of Indian River bridge including insulation and heat
tracing.
Construction of new 200 and 300 mm diameter watermains on Grey Road 17 A and
Range Road south to 30th Street West.
Construction of new 200 mm diameter watermains on 30th Street West and in the
Edmonstone Street area.
Construction of new 300 mm watermain on Somers Street from 30th Street West south
to Grey Road 17 B.
Construction of new 200 mm diameter watermain on Nicol’s Gully Road (Grey Road 17
B) and on Youngs Drive from Grey Road 17B to the north end of Atkins Street and
connection of the new watermain to the existing Pottawatomi Village water system.
Decommissioning of the existing Pottawatomi Village supply well and water treatment
system.
Construction of a new booster pumping station for peak flows and future fire flows on
south side of Grey Road 17A approximately 120 m west of Mount Pleasant Drive. The
pumping station to feature back up power, and extra room, pipe fittings etc., to install
fire flow pumps in the future. Site also to be large enough to allow future construction
of a new 1,300 cubic meter water standpipe to supply fire flows for the Study Area.

The watermain expansion would service approximately 221 existing, Equivalent
Residential Units (existing homes and businesses). The number of water connections in
the Study Area is expected to increase over a 20 year planning period to a total of
approximately 272 Equivalent Residential Units (ERU’s). The projected, 20 year average
day water demand for the Study Area is estimated to be 212 m³/day. The projected, 20 year
maximum day water demand for the Study Area is estimated to be 462 m³/day. The
preliminary estimate of the 20 year fire flow is 3,600 litres per minute (800 IGPM) for a
duration of 2 hours.
As noted, the rated capacity of the East Linton water treatment plant is 2,600 m³/day. The
current, maximum day water demand in the East Linton water system is approximately 800
m³/day. The remaining capacity of the East Linton water plant (i.e. 1,800 m³/day) is therefore
significant. Based on typical growth rates in the existing East Linton water system service
area, including significant new residential units and additional commercial buildings in
Cobble Beach, the 20 year projection of maximum water demand for the established water
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service area north of the Indian River is 1,981 m³/day. This would reduce the remaining
reserve capacity of the East Linton water plant to 620 m³/day.
However, as the estimated, 20 year maximum day demand of the Study Area is 462 m³/day,
the East Linton water system has the capacity, without any expansion, to service the Study
Area and established East Linton water service area for at least the next 20 years.
Capital Construction Costs
The estimated cost to construct Alternative 1, including the booster pumping station, is
approximately $6,700,000. Based on receiving at least a 50% provincial and/or federal
government grant, and a $1,000,000 cost contribution from the Township of Georgian
Bluffs, the estimated net cost to be funded by system users is $2,350,000. The $1,000,000
cost contribution provided by the Township of Georgian Bluffs will help fund select
portions of the new water distribution system.
A presentation was made to Township of Georgian Bluffs Council on March 21, 2018 (and
at the Phase III Public Meeting) whereby the following capital construction costs were
recommended for the following areas of the Study Area:
•
•
•

Homes in Pottawatomi Village – approximately $28,000 per home
Homes in the 30th Street West Area – approximately $16,400 per home.
Homes and business along Grey Road 1 and the Mount Pleasant Area – approximately
$6,400 per home or per ERU.

The capital construction costs would recover the actual, net cost to build the new
watermains and booster station, including water services, fittings, hydrants leads etc. and
road restoration.
As per the ESR report, and specifically Figure 7.1, the $1,000,000 contribution from the
Township will be used in part to fully fund the construction cost of the watermain on
Somers Street between 30th Street West and 16th Street West.
For most of this length of watermain (and for the section of watermain on Somers Street
south of 16th West and west on Youngs Drive to Pottawatomi Village), residents would be
exempt from the capital construction cost until the property owners decide to connect. At
that time, the capital construction cost would need to be determined but is recommended
that the capital construction cost would be a minimum of $20,000 per connection.
Payments received over time from property owners connecting to the Somers Street
watermain would repay the initial $1,000,000 contribution by the Township.
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Reserve Fund Contribution Costs
In addition to the capital construction costs, there would be a second cost being a $6,000
reserve fund cost contribution, per ERU, to the East Linton water system reserve fund,
which funds long term upgrade and replacement costs for the East Linton water treatment
plant, raw water intake system, the existing water standpipe and other system upgrades.
This payment would only be made once a property owner connected to the water system.
At that time, there would also be an additional $700 plumbing inspection fee for all new
connections.
However, residents of Pottawatomi Village would be exempt from the $6,000 reserve fund
contribution cost as they have previously paid for their own watermains and water
treatment system. The water treatment building would be repurposed to house a chlorine
analyser and a turbidity analyser. The watermains and this equipment will assist operation
of the East Linton water system. When the Presquile water system was added to the East
Linton water system, the residents of Presquile were also exempt from the reserve fund
contribution cost for similar reasons.
Financing
Financing of the Capital Construction Costs, and the Reserve Fund Contribution Costs,
would be available to property owners as an open loan from the Municipality. The
preliminary term of the loan would be 20 years at an annual interest rate of 8%. The loan
would be assigned to the property so if the property changed ownership, the remaining
loan payments would be the responsibility of the new property owner.
An assessment of the cost per connection for larger facilities (including the Legacy Ridge
golf course) would be completed to determine the number of Equivalent Residential Units
(ERU’s). These locations would pay more than a typical single residential home which
count as one (1) ERU.
In addition, the following capital cost considerations are recommended:
•
•

•

•

For the entire Study Area, there would be no mandatory connection requirements other
than connecting all 25 property owners in the Pottawatomi Village water system.
Property owners who do not hook up still need to pay the capital construction costs
with the exception of property owners fronting onto Somers Street south of 30th Street
West.
When property owners do hook up, as noted, they will be required to pay the $6,000
reserve fund cost contribution to the East Linton reserve fund (with the exception of
Pottawatomi Village residents) plus the $700 plumbing inspection fee for all new
connections.
In addition, it is recommended that an extra construction cost of $100/m be applied to
lots with a frontage of 100 m or more. For corner lots, the shorter dimension would
apply. This extra cost would not apply to farm properties.
Municipal Water Supply – Environmental Study Report
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All existing municipal bylaws that apply to the Township’s municipal water systems
would also apply to the new water service area.

Operation and Maintenance Costs
Currently, users on the East Linton water system pay an annual operation and
maintenance cost of $690/year, assuming their average day water use is less than 0.5
m³/day. Additional water use above the 0.5 m³/day average would be charged at $3.78/m³.
These charges would apply for all new users in the Study Area
Property owners would not pay the annual operation and maintenance cost until they
connect to the water system.
Natural, Social, and Heritage Impacts
No significant natural, social or heritage impacts are anticipated. In all cases, new
watermain would be placed under or along side existing roadways. The completed water
distribution system would avoid all forested areas, wetlands and surface streams. No
impact to fish or wildlife habitat is anticipated.
A small area of agricultural land (approximately 0.6 acres) would be required at the booster
pumping station location. Noise levels at the booster station would be minimal and all
pumps would be contained in an architectural brick veneer building with insulation.
The backup generator would have acoustic treatment and would only run for short periods
in the day for periodic maintenance operation and automatically during all power outages.
No impact on septic pollution potential is anticipated. Currently, the majority of home
owners connected to the East Linton water system use less than 0.5 m³/day (500 l/day) of
potable water. This flow is considered minimal and poses little risk to private septic
systems. Under the Ontario Building Code, the minimum, average day flow assumed for
septic system design, for a three bedroom home, is 1,600 l/day. Therefore, there is minimal
environmental risk to switch from a private well to a piped, municipal water supply.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Township of Georgian Bluffs (Township), through their consultant (GSS Engineering
Consultants Ltd), has competed a Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) to
review alternatives for municipal water supply for a select portion of the Municipality.
The Township encompasses a large geographic area with well defined rural and farmland areas,
as well as longstanding residential development areas and areas of industrial and commercial
development.
The Township owns and operates four municipal water supply and distribution systems serving
certain developed areas including East Linton, Balmy Beach and Cobble Beach, the Pottawatomi
Village subdivision, the community of Shallow Lake and the Oxenden waterfront area.
The balance of the Township is serviced by private wells, and shore wells along Georgian Bay
and Colpoys Bay.
This Class EA was completed to specifically review water supply alternatives for the Brooke and
Pottawatomi Village areas and the developed residential and golf course area along the Georgian
Bay shoreline south of the Indian River.
Background
In early spring, 2017, the Municipality of Georgian Bluffs issued Terms of Reference (TOR) for
the current Class EA. The TOR for this Class EA are similar, but are more limited, than a Class
EA previously completed in 2006/2007. The preliminary Study Area for the current Class EA is
provided in Figure 1.1.
The previous EA evaluated water supply alternatives for a much larger study area that included
Cobble Beach as well as Springmount and the Sunset Strip. A major initiative at that time was to
determine the preferred water system alternative to service the proposed Cobble Beach
development.
At that time, the preferred alternative was to expand the existing East Linton water plant (to 2,600
m³/day maximum rated capacity) and construct a water storage standpipe near Cobble Beach.
The East Linton water plant was subsequently approved by the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP) for expansion from approximately 800 m³/day to the above noted
2,600 m³/day maximum day, rated capacity. The water standpipe near Cobble Beach was also
constructed. A Permit to Take Water was issued at the same time by the MECP to withdraw up
to 2,600,000 L/day from Georgian Bay.
At that time, water servicing options for the current Study Area (the Georgian Bay shoreline area
south of the Indian River, Brooke and the Pottawatomi Village area) were evaluated but the final
Class EA Environmental Study Report (ESR) did not recommend any immediate change in water
supply for these areas.
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Since 2007, residents in some areas of the Study Area have complained to Georgian Bluffs
Council of poor water supplies. As well, there has been growing acknowledgement by Council of
long term financial issues facing the Pottawatomi Village water system.
Currently, the water supply(s) serving existing development in the Study Area can be described
as follows:
- Georgian Bay Shoreline Area (Indian River south to boundary with City of Owen Sound) –
Private, individual water supplies being predominantly shore wells out of Owen Sound bay. A
small area of Georgian Bluffs just north of the Owen Sound Boundary (approximately 10 lots)
is serviced by a historic extension of the City of Owen Sound municipal water system. Private
individuals also own and operate informal small water supply systems (from Owen Sound bay)
that service adjacent, private properties.
- Brooke Area – Private wells service all of Brooke except for the VLA subdivision which is
serviced by an aging extension of the City of Owen Sound water distribution system. The
quantity, and quality, of the groundwater provided by the private wells is highly variable and is
known to be poor to very poor in some cases.
- Pottawatomi Village – Pottawatomi Village is serviced by a municipal water system consisting
of a single, groundwater well and a water treatment plant providing chlorination and UV
treatment. Due to high iron, an iron sequestering system is also provided. Twenty-five homes
are serviced by the system and there are long standing concerns with poor water pressure and
relatively poor water quality (iron staining etc.).
A major issue at Pottawatomi Village is long-term economic sustainability. This is a very small
municipal water system to operate cost effectively and still meet all MECP requirements for
operations, testing, reporting, long term reserves for asset management and source water
protection. Connecting to a larger water system (i.e. an expanded East Linton system, a new
water system servicing the Study Area or the City of Owen Sound water system) would provide
the economy of scale for long term economic viability, as well as providing better quality drinking
water and improved water pressure.
In addition, this system relies on a single groundwater well. Potentially, the yield from the well
(water quantity) could reduce over time. The quality of the well water could also become worse
over time.
Problem/Opportunity Statement
In consultation with the Township of Georgian Bluffs, the following Problem/Opportunity statement
was developed for this Class EA.
Existing development in the Study Area is serviced by private water supplies and a small
municipal water system. The private water supplies include private groundwater wells as well as
shore wells along Grey Road 1 adjacent to Georgian Bay. Private citizens, in limited cases, also
operate small private water systems that draw water from Georgian Bay and distribute water to a
limited number of private residences along Grey Road 1 and Mount Pleasant Drive.
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Small areas of the Study Area are also serviced by two, long standing extensions of the City of
Owen Sound water system.
Based on concerns expressed by some residents of the Study Area in regard to the suitability of
private water supplies and based on long term sustainability concerns with the Pottawatomi
Village municipal water system, the Township of Georgian Bluffs wishes to evaluate realistic
alternatives to provide Municipal Water Servicing to some of the Study Area.
As such, this Class EA has been initiated to evaluate alternatives to provide Municipal Water
Servicing to portions of the Study Area. Such servicing is not intended to encourage or support
large scale development, but rather to provide a reliable and high quality potable water supply for
existing and limited, future development in the Study Area.
A twenty-year planning period has been assumed for this Class EA.
Notice of Commencement and Distribution List
The Notice of Commencement for this Class Environmental Assessment was issued on July 27,
2017. A copy of the Notice of Commencement is provided in Appendix A. The Notice also included
a copy of Figure 1 showing the preliminary Study Area.
Appendix A also provides the distribution list of review agencies and Aboriginal groups that
received the Notice of Commencement, and a sample cover letter for the Notice of
Commencement.
Initial Comments from Review Agencies
Based on the initial Notice of Commencement, comments were received from the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MEPC) office in London, the Saugeen Ojibway Nation
(SON) office, the Planning Office of the County of Grey and the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and
Sport.
Initial comments from review agencies, including the Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON), are
provided in Appendix B.
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2. CLASS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Overview
The Ontario Environmental Assessment Act includes two (2) types of environmental assessment
(EA) planning and approval processes:
•

Individual EA’s (Part II of the EA Act); and

•

Class EA’s (Part II.1 of the EA Act) which are projects that are approved, subject to
compliance with an approved Class EA process, with respect to a certain class of
undertakings.
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment

The Municipal Engineers Association (MEA) developed Class EA documents for municipal road,
water and wastewater projects which are approved under the Ontario EA Act. In 2000, the Class
EA’s for municipal road, water and wastewater projects were updated, approved and included in
the amended Municipal Class EA document (dated October 2000), and as subsequently amended
in 2007, 2011 and 2015.
Planning and Design Process
A Class EA is a planning document which sets out the process that a proponent must follow in
order to meet the requirements of the EA Act for a class or category. Projects are divided into
schedules based on the type of projects and activities. Schedules are categorized as A, A+, B,
and C with reference to the magnitude of their anticipated environmental impact.
Schedule A projects are minimal scale, have minimal adverse environmental effects and are preapproved and may proceed to implementation without the full planning process and without public
notification. Projects include normal and emergency municipal maintenance and operational
activities.
Schedule A+ projects were introduced as part of the 2007 amendments to the Municipal Class
EA document. The purpose of Schedule A+ projects is to ensure that some type of public
notification will occur for pre-approved projects. No formal public consultation process is required.
Schedule B projects have potential for some adverse environmental effects. A screening process
is required which includes consultation with members of the public affected by the project and
relevant review agencies. Projects generally include improvements and minor expansions to
existing facilities. The project process is documented in a project file, and such documentation is
made available for public and agency review.
Schedule C projects have the potential for significant environmental effects and are to proceed
following the full planning and documentation procedures specified in the Class EA document.
Schedule C projects require preparation of an ESR which is to be filed for review by the public
and review agencies. Schedule C projects generally include the construction of new facilities and
major expansions to existing facilities.

GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
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Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the Municipal Class EA Planning and Design Process. There
are five key elements in the Class EA planning process. These include:
•

Phase 1 – Identification of problem or opportunity;

•

Phase 2 – Identify alternative solutions to address the problem or opportunity. Public and
review agency contact is required during this phase and input received along with information
on the existing environment is used to establish the preliminary, preferred solution. It is at this
point that the appropriate Schedule (B or C) is chosen for the undertaking. If Schedule B is
chosen, the process and decisions are then documented in a Project File. Schedule C
projects proceed through the following Phases;

•

Phase 3 – Examination of alternative methods of implementing the preferred solution
established in Phase 2. This decision is based on the existing environment, public and review
agency input and anticipated environmental effects including methods of minimizing negative
effects and maximizing positive effects;

•

Phase 4 – Preparation of ESR summarizing the rationale, planning, design and consultation
process of the project through Phases 1-3. The ESR is then to be made available to agencies
and the public for review; and

•

Phase 5 – Completion of contract drawings and documents. Construction and operation to
proceed. Construction to be monitored for adherence to environmental provisions and
commitments. Monitoring during operation may be necessary if there are special conditions.
Municipal Water Supply EA Category

This project is being conducted as a Schedule C project under the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment process. The selection as a Schedule C project recognizes that the preferred
alternative or solution could be “Construct new water system including a new well and water
distribution system”, or “Establish a new surface water source” as referenced in Appendix 1 of the
Municipal Class EA document (Municipal Engineers Association, 2015).
Environmental Study Report (ESR)
For projects following Schedule C, an ESR is to be completed as part of Phase 4. The ESR is
prepared when the preferred design solution or concept has been selected and provides a
complete account of the planning process followed by the project. When completed, the ESR is
placed on public record for a period of at least 30 calendar days.
Changing Project Status by Request for a “Part II Order”
Subsection 16 of the amended EA Act provides the Minister or delegate an opportunity to review
the status of a project. Members of the public, interest groups, and review agencies may submit
a request to the Minister or delegate to require a proponent to comply with Part II of the EA Act
(i.e., Individual EA) before proceeding with the proposed undertaking.
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The Minister or delegate determines whether the request is justified and then determines the
course of the undertaking. This decision is considered final.
A Request to the Minister or delegate must be in writing (by the requester) and must address the
following issues as they relate to the identified concerns.
•

Project Name and the Proponent must be identified.

•

Environmental impacts of the project and their significance;

•

The adequacy of the planning process;

•

The availability of other alternatives to the project, where appropriate;

•

The adequacy of the public consultation program and the opportunities for public participation;

•

The involvement of the requester in the planning of the project;

•

The nature of the specific concern which remains unresolved;

•

Details of any discussions held between the requester and the proponent;

•

The benefits of requiring the proponent to undertake a higher level of assessment; and

•

Any other important matters considered relevant.

The requester shall forward a copy of the request to the proponent at the same time as submitting
it to the Minister or delegate.
The ministry has four (4) options for a decision on a Part II Order (bump-up request):
•

Deny the request;

•

Deny the request with conditions;

•

Refer to mediation; and

•

Grant the request and require the proponent to undergo an Individual EA.

GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
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3. STUDY AREA AND PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES
Definition of Study Area and Preliminary Alternatives
The current Class EA was initiated in the spring of 2017 when the Municipality of Georgian Bluffs
issued Terms of Reference (TOR) for this Class EA. The TOR were quite prescriptive in that they
a) defined the general alternatives to be considered and b) described the limits of the Study Area,
which excluded Springmount and the Sunset Strip. The Study Area is provided in Figure 1.1.
As per the Terms of Reference, the water supply alternatives to be examined included;
1)
2)
3)
4)

expansion of the existing East Linton water system
construction of a new water treatment plant and water distribution system south of the Indian
River
connection to the Owen Sound City water system, or
do nothing

Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 would source the drinking water supply from Owen Sound bay (Georgian
Bay). Consideration for drilling new wells as a municipal water supply was ruled out prior to
starting the Class EA as not being technically feasible due to very limited groundwater resources
in the Study Area.
Existing Land Use and Settlement Areas
The Study Area includes a variety of zoning designations including Niagara Escarpment (NE),
Rural, Environmental Protection as well as R1 and R2 residential. Under the Grey County Official
Plan, portions of the Study Area are designated as Tertiary Settlement Areas.
The Brooke area is a long established residential area. Portions of Brooke west of Somers Street
(in the Park Street area) are within the NE Plan area. In addition to residential, Brooke includes
some school facilities and home based or relatively small businesses.
The shoreline area south of Indian River to the City of Owen Sound limits is also a long established
residential area. The shoreline area also features the Sarawak Family Park and the Legacy Ridge
golf course.
Areas near Grey Road 17A and Range Road include relatively large areas of farmland as well as
some residential development. The Mount Pleasant Cemetery is located on the north side of Grey
Road 17A.
Existing development within the Study Area is largely supported by private wells or shore wells.
Pottawatomi Village has a municipal water supply and water treatment system, including a water
distribution system, that services the subdivision. As well, there are several, small private water
systems that service a number of homes along the shoreline area north of the City Limits.
As well, historically, the City of Owen Sound extended the water system to a limited number of
homes just north of the City limits along the shoreline, as well as a separate water system
extension on 16th Street West servicing the VLA Subdivision area.
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Planning Period and Study Area Planning Considerations
The Study Area is serviced by private septic systems for sewage disposal, including those areas
within the Study Area that are serviced by municipal water systems. Overall, the lack of sanitary
sewers limits the potential for additional, significant lot severances.
As such, this Class EA assumes only modest growth in the Study Area over a twenty year
planning period and assumes only a limited number of new water connections from new lots
created during the planning period.
Provincial Policy Statement
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) encourages development on either private services (each
residence serviced by a private septic system and well), or on full services (municipal water supply
and municipal sewage system).
The PPS does recognize partial services (ie municipal water supply coupled with private septic
systems) where there are failing private water supplies or where watermain expansion is used for
rounding out services in established settlement areas.
Initial comments from the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Planning regarding the
PPS are provided in Appendix B.
The previous Class EA completed in 2006/2007 recommended expansion of the East Linton water
treatment plant to provide additional water supply capacity for homes largely serviced by private
septic systems. While a key focus of the 2006/2007 Class EA was to provide municipal water
supply to Cobble Beach (which has its own sewage collection and treatment system), another
objective was to expand the water treatment capacity to service additional residential
development in the established water service area north of the Indian River.
At that time, the Class EA described the connection of the separate Presquile water supply and
water service area to the expanded East Linton water system. This was subsequently completed,
and the original, standalone Presquile water treatment plant was decommissioned. The original
Presquile water distribution system is now supplied from the East Linton water distribution system.
One alternative in the current Class EA includes connection of the existing Pottawatomi Village
water supply and distribution system to an expanded East Linton water system. Consideration
was also given under this Class EA to connect the Pottawatomi Village water system to the City
of Owen Sound water system, or to a new water system servicing the Study Area with a new
water treatment plant constructed on the shoreline of Georgian Bay at the Sarawak Family park.
The connection of the Pottawatomi Village water system to a larger municipal water system is felt
to be consistent with the Provincial Policy statement as the Pottawatomi Village area is an existing
settlement area with an existing municipal water system. The provincial policy statement also
recognizes that failing private water systems, in a development area, are justification to connect
to a municipal water system and remain on private septic systems. The Brooke area, and the
lakeshore development area along Grey Road 1, are considered existing development areas.
The relatively poor, private wells that exist for portions of Brooke are considered equal to failed
water supplies. As well, residents along Grey Road 1, which currently draw untreated or partially
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treated water from Georgian Bay, should be provided access to a fully treated, municipal water
supply, if available.
There are also small, private water distribution systems along Grey Road 1 that draw water from
Georgian Bay. These small, private systems, which service a number of homes in the area, would
be connected to the municipal water supply.
Grey County Official Plan
Overall, the Grey County Official Plan favours full servicing in settlement areas as opposed to
partial servicing, similar to the PPS. Comments received from Grey County are provided in
Appendix B.
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
As per previous sections, four main alternatives were be to reviewed during the Class EA. These
alternatives are further described as follows:
Alternative 1 – Connect to Existing East Linton Water System
The existing East Linton water system features the following main components:
- 300 mm dia water water intake pipe and raw water pumping station from Georgian Bay located
on the municipal road allowance where the easterly extension of East Linton Sideroad West
intersects Balmy Beach Road.
- 200 mm dia watermain (untreated) from the raw water pumping station to the East Linton water
treatment plant located at the south west corner of Grey Road 1 and East Linton Sideroad
West.
- Above treatment plant rated for a maximum day capacity of 2,600 m³/day. Treatment includes
membrane filtration, UV disinfection and additional disinfection using chlorination.
- Water storage standpipe located on Grey Road 1 west of Cobble Beach.
- Water distribution system covering an area from the Indian River at the south end to the
Presquile subdivision at the north end and servicing the Grey Road 1 corridor through this area
as well as the majority of the Balmy Beach Road area north of the Indian River, as well as
Cobble Beach. Watermains include aged, undersized 75 mm diameter watermains (in Indian
Acres area) up to 350 mm dia, relatively new trunk watermains linking the majority of the Grey
Road 1 route from the water treatment plant to the south end of Cobble Beach. Additional
watermains include 150 mm, 200 mm and 300 mm diameter watermains.
A new water distribution system servicing the Study Area would connect to the south end of the
East Linton water distribution area on the north side of the Indian River on Grey Road 1.
Section 4.6 discusses the current water demands, and projected future water demands, within
the existing East Linton water system service area. As per Section 4.6, there is significant
remaining water treatment capacity within the East Linton water system for future servicing.
Alternative 2 – Construct New Water Treatment Plant to Service Study Area
A possible alternative includes construction of a new water treatment plant treating water from
Georgian Bay. This water plant would service the Study Area and would be independent of the
existing East Linton water plant.
A reasonable site for the new water plant would be on municipally owned shoreline property at
Sarawak Family Park, located on Grey Road 1 opposite the Legacy Ridge golf course. This
location would be central to the Study Area. This location could also access high quality raw water,
at significant water depth, relatively close to shore.
At this location, new watermains would run north and south along Grey Road 1 from the new
water plant, as well as westerly on Grey Road 17 A. Potentially, if built, the new watermains on
the south side of the Indian River could connect to the existing, East Linton water distribution
GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
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system on the north side of the Indian River. This arrangement would allow both water distribution
areas to be backed up with a second source of treated water.
Alternative 3 – Connect to Existing City of Owen Sound Water System
The City of Owen Sound owns and operates a large municipal water system servicing a population
of approximately 22,000 persons.
The City of Owen Sound water system is supplied by the Richard N. Neath water treatment plant
located on the east side of Owen Sound. The source of raw water is a large diameter intake pipe
from Owen Sound bay (Georgian Bay).
The Owen Sound water distribution system covers the majority of the City area, including water
mains up to the north and westerly limits of the City in the northwest quadrant of Owen Sound.
Historically, the City also extended the water system into the Township of Georgian Bluffs along
16th Street West to service the VLA subdivision area, as well as a short extension of small
diameter watermain to a limited number of existing homes and businesses along Grey Road 1
just north of the City of Owen Sound limits.
The City of Owen Sound water distribution system also includes one inground reservoir located
near the intersection of 8th Street East and 9th Avenue East.
Theoretically, the City of Owen Sound water system could be extended to service all of the Study
Area or select portions of the Study Area (ie Pottawatomi Village only), with the balance of the
Study Area being serviced by an expanded East Linton water system or by a new water treatment
plant combined with a new water distribution system.
Alternative 4 – Do Nothing
The fourth alternative would be to Do Nothing. Under this alternative, existing and new homes
and businesses within the Study Area would remain on private wells or private shore wells. The
Pottawatomi Village water system would remain as is with the existing water supply well, the
existing, small water treatment plant and the existing, small diameter (75 mm dia.) watermain
system.
Projected Water Demands of Proposed Study Area
Currently, the are approximately 211 existing residences in the Study Area that could be
connected to a municipal water system. This includes development along Grey Road 1, the Mount
Pleasant Drive area, the 30th Street area, Somers Street and Pottawatomi Village. This limited
area also includes one major commercial development (Legacy Ridge golf course).
The existing residential development and golf course are estimated to be equivalent to 221
equivalent residential units (ERU’s). This number of ERU’s excludes major portions of Brooke
(i.e. Park Street, Finden and Carney Street areas) that are not anticipated to be serviced within
the foreseeable future.
With modest growth over 20 years, the estimated, future number of ERU’s in the serviced area
would increase to 272 ERU’s. Table 4.1 provides a breakdown of homes and ERU’s in the various
portions of the Study Area and a future projection of the number of homes and ERU’s in the same
areas in 20 years. Table 4.1 also provides a similar breakdown of existing homes and ERU’s
connected to the existing East Linton water system and a similar projection of the number of
homes and ERU’s connected in the existing East Linton service area in 20 years.
GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
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Table 4.2 summarizes water demands in the existing East Linton water system. In 2017, the
average day water demand was 367 m³/day, and the maximum day water demand was
approximately 800 m³/day. In 2017, the total number of ERU’s serviced by the East Linton water
system was approximately 472 ERU’s.
Table 4.2 also summarizes typical water usage rates for the East Linton water system. These
typical waters use rates are used to estimate current and future water demands in the Study Area.
In 2017, the existing, average day water use in the East Linton water system was approximately
0.78 m³/day per ERU and the existing maximum day water use in the East Linton water system
was approximately 1.7 m³/day per ERU. These values include all leakage from the watermains.
Based on actual water meter records for individual homes, the actual, average day water use per
home – for most of the existing East Linton connections – is less than 0.5 m³/day. These rates of
average water use (0.78 m³/day per ERU including system leakage compared to a typical,
metered residential rate of 0.5 m³/day) would indicate that that there is currently significant
leakage of approximately 0.28 m³/day per ERU. This equates to a current, average leakage rate
estimate of 132 m³/day based on 472 existing ERU’s.
As such, leaks in the watermain distribution system can greatly affect the overall “demand” of the
system. As such, the Municipality (and the Ontario Clean Water Agency who is the operating
authority) carefully monitor the East Linton water system for any evidence of leaks in the
watermain distribution system. Work is currently being completed to repair recently found leaks
in the aging portion of the water system near the Indian River Conservation Area.
If the above values of water use per ERU are used to estimate the water use for the Study Area
(based on the above, estimated 272 future ERU’s), the estimated, 20 year, average day water
demand for the serviced portion of the Study Area would be is 212 m³/day (based 0.78 m³/day
per ERU). Similarly, the estimated, 20 year, maximum day water demand for the Study Area
would be 462 m³/day (based 1.7 m³/day per ERU).
Remaining Water Capacity of East Linton Water System
As above, the rated capacity of the East Linton water treatment plant is 2,600 m³/day. As per
section 4.5, the maximum day water demand of the East Linton water system was approximately
800 m³/day in 2017. This water demand includes all leakage in the existing water distribution
system.
Based on current water use, we estimate that a total of 1,500 ERU’s could connect to the existing
East Linton water system (see Table 4.2). Given there are only 472 ERU’s currently connected,
there is significant, reserve treatment capacity left within the East Linton water treatment system
to service the Study Area.
Over the next 20 years, it is estimated that an additional 693 ERU’s will connect to the East Linton
water system within the established service area north of the Indian River. Many of these
additional connections will be additional homes in the Cobble Beach development.
This results in an estimated total of 1,165 ERU’s within the established service area north of the
Indian River.
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This estimate therefore leaves capacity for an additional 335 ERU’s to connect to the East Linton
water system within the Study Area. As per Table 4.1 and section 4.5, the 20 year estimate of
ERU’s in the Study Area is 272 ERU’s. As such, the East Linton water distribution system can be
expanded south of the Indian River to service the Study Area without expanding the capacity of
the East Linton water plant.
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EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES – PHASE 2 OF CLASS EA

The following sections provides an evaluation the four (4) principal water supply alternatives
evaluated in Phase 2 of the Class EA. This information was presented at the Phase 2 Public
Meeting in September, 2017.
For each water supply alternative, several sub-alternatives were evaluated. These sub
alternatives typically were a) large sized watermains combined with a water storage reservoir
near Mount Pleasant Drive to provide fire flow capacity within the serviced portion of the Study
Area and b) smaller sized watermains and no water reservoir. With this sub alternative, no fire
flows would be available, though capital construction costs would be reduced.
The following sections summarize the alternatives and sub alternatives.
Alternative 1 – Expand East Linton Water System. Cost Estimate and Environmental,
Social and Heritage Impacts
Table 5.1 A provides a capital construction cost estimate of $8,365,200 to construct a new water
distribution system by connecting to the existing East Linton water system. This sub alternative
features large watermains up to 300 mm dia. (12”), a water reservoir near Mount Pleasant Drive
and would be capable of providing fire flows.
Table 5.1 B provides a capital construction cost estimate of $6,745,200 to construct the same
water system expansion (by connecting to the East Linton system) but with smaller watermains
and no storage reservoir. This sub alternative does not provide capacity for fire fighting water
flows.
Figures 5.1 A and 5.1 B show schematically the expanded East Linton water system, including
watermain sizes. Both sub alternatives feature a booster pumping station near Mount Pleasant
Drive to increase water pressure at the higher elevations west and south west of Mount Pleasant
Drive. The booster station would have capacity to pump average day, maximum day and peak
flow water demands. The booster station would feature a backup power generator to provide
water pumping service in the event of a power outage.
The booster pumping station, for the sub alternative featuring larger watermains and the storage
reservoir, would also feature additional fire flow pumps.
Operating costs would be limited largely to power costs to run the booster station. At an estimated,
average pump power draw of 3 hp (2.25 kW), the average pumping power cost would be
approximately $11/day based on an all inclusive, estimated rate of $ 0.20 per kWh. The main
pumping cost would be to increase water pressure from approximately 50 PSI at the inlet of the
pumping station to approximately 80 PSI leaving the station.
Impacts on the natural environment, social environment and cultural heritage environments are
anticipated to be minimal as all new watermains would be constructed on or along established
roadways. No impacts on wetlands, forest areas, streams etc. or fish habitat features along the
Georgian Bay shoreline are anticipated. There would some, but minimal, loss of farmland for
construction of the booster pumping station, and for the water reservoir, if the water reservoir was
included in the final preferred alternative.
New watermains crossing the Indian River would attach to the side of the bridge and would not
go under the river. The watermain crossing of the Indian River is not anticipated to have any effect
on the Indian River.
GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
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Alternative 2 – Construct New Water Plant and New Water System. Cost Estimate and
Environmental, Social and Heritage Impacts
Table 5.2 A provides a capital construction cost estimate of $11,689,200 to construct a new water
treatment plant at the Sarawak Family Park. This sub alternative features large watermains up to
300 mm dia (12”), a water reservoir near Mount Pleasant Drive and is capable of providing fire
flows.
Table 5.2 B provides a capital construction cost estimate of $9,349,200 to construct the same,
new water treatment plant but with smaller watermains and no storage reservoir. This sub
alternative does not provide capacity to provide fire fighting water flows.
Figures 5.2 A and 5.2 B show schematically the new water treatment plant at Sarawak Family
Park including watermain sizes. Both sub alternatives feature a booster pumping station near
Mount Pleasant Drive to increase water pressure at the higher elevations west and south west of
Mount Pleasant Drive. The booster station would have capacity to pump average day, maximum
day and peak flow water demands. The booster station would feature a backup power generator
to provide water pumping service in the event of a power outage.
The booster pumping station, for the sub alternative featuring larger watermains and the storage
reservoir, would also feature additional fire flow pumps.
For this alternative, there would be significant, additional operation and maintenance costs to run
a new water treatment plant. The annual cost to run the new water plant, including staff, power
costs, sampling and reporting as well as long term depreciation costs, would likely be $250,000
to $400,000 per year.
There would be additional operating costs for power to run the booster station. At an estimated,
average pump power draw of 3 hp (2.25 kW), the average power cost would be approximately
$11/day based on an all inclusive, estimated rate of $ 0.20 per kWh. The main pumping cost
would be to increase water pressure from approximately 50 PSI at the inlet of the pumping station
to approximately 80 PSI leaving the station.
Impacts on the natural environment, social environment and cultural heritage environments are
anticipated to be minimal as all new watermains would be constructed on or along established
roadways. No impacts on wetlands, forest areas, streams etc. or fish habitat features along the
Georgian Bay shoreline are anticipated, though some near shore impacts might occur during
construction of the raw water intake from Georgian Bay. Such an intake is estimated to have a
length of 200 m and a diameter of 400 mm (16”).
A major impact of this alternative would be the loss of some of the public use area at Sarawak
Family Park. As well, there would a minimal loss of farmland for construction of the booster
pumping station, and the water reservoir, if the water reservoir was included in the final, preferred
alternative.
No watermain crossing over the Indian River bridge would be required for this alternative.
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Alternative 3 – Connect to City of Owen Sound Water System. Cost Estimate and
Environmental, Social and Heritage Impacts
Table 5.3 A provides a capital construction cost estimate of $6,898,800 to connect to the City of
Owen Sound water system. This sub alternative features large watermains up to 300 mm dia
(12”), a water reservoir near Range Road and 30th Street West and is capable of providing fire
flows.
Table 5.3 B provides a capital construction cost estimate of $4,234,800 to also connect to the City
of Owen Sound water system but with smaller watermains and no storage reservoir. This sub
alternative does not provide capacity to provide fire flows.
The above costs do not include any payments to the City of Owen Sound for connection charges,
or reserve fund contributions to the City for utilization of the City water plant capacity. In the case
of 5.3 A, where a new water reservoir is constructed, the reservoir could potentially be used to
provide peak flow and fire flow capacity to the northwest quadrant of Owen Sound. In such a case,
the City might waive reserve fund contributions for the Owen Sound water plant if the new water
reservoir was constructed at the sole cost of the Township.
Figures 5.3 A and 5.3 B show schematically the expansion of the City water system including
watermain sizes. Both sub alternatives feature a booster pumping station near Range Road and
30th Street West to increase water pressure at the higher elevations west of Somers Street. The
booster station would have capacity to pump average day, maximum day and peak flow water
demands. The booster station would feature a backup power generator to provide water pumping
service in the event of a power outage.
The booster pumping station, for the sub alternative featuring larger watermains and the storage
reservoir, would also feature additional fire flow pumps.
For this alternative, there could be additional cost contributions to the City of Owen Sound for
assistance to operate the Owen Sound water plant, proportional to actual water use. Conversely,
a bulk water meter would be installed at the Township/City boundaries to facilitate payments to
the City on a per cubic meter basis for actual water used.
There would be additional operating costs for power to run the booster station. At an estimated,
average pump power draw of 3 hp (2.25 kW), the average power cost would be approximately
$11/day based on an all inclusive, estimated rate of $ 0.20 per kWh. The main pumping cost
would be to increase water pressure from approximately 50 PSI at the inlet of the pumping station
to approximately 80 PSI leaving the station.
Impacts on the natural environment, social environment and cultural heritage environments are
anticipated to be minimal as all new watermains would be constructed on or along established
roadways. No impacts to wetlands, forest areas, streams etc. or fish habitat features along the
Georgian Bay shoreline are anticipated.
With this alternative, Pottawatomi Village would be serviced from a watermain extension from the
existing VLA watermain on 16th Street West. As the existing watermain on 16th Street West is
aged and believed to relatively small (150 mm dia. or 6”), fire fighting capacity in Pottawatomi
Village would not likely be available given the relatively long watermain run distances using
relatively small diameter watermain.
No watermain crossing over the Indian River bridge would be required for this alternative.
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Alternative 4 (Do Nothing)
With the Do Nothing alternative, there are no immediate capital construction cost or increased
operating costs. However, there are social and potential economic impacts associated with this
alternative including the following:
-

Long term reliance on well water supplies in Brooke and particularly in the 30th Street West
area may not be feasible, especially if sustained drought conditions become more common
with the potential impact of climate change. In some cases, well yields are very low and water
quantity, and water quality, are major concerns to some homeowners in this area.

-

Declining real estate values, and potential stress on persons living with poor private wells,
could result on a long term basis if a municipal water supply is not provided.

-

Long term operation, maintenance and replacement costs for the very small, Pottawatomi
Village water system are not likely sustainable over the long term. Connecting to a larger water
system would also likely improve water pressure, provide the potential for fire fighting flows
and provide better quality water to this neighborhood.

-

Private individuals currently operate informal water supply systems based on shore wells along
Grey Road 1. The owners/operators of these water systems will not operate these systems
indefinitely. A municipal water system would eliminate these informal water systems.

-

The Legacy Ridge golf course operates their own private water supply and treatment system
for their golf course complex with a small water pumping station located at Sarawak Family
Park. The managers of the golf course have indicated an interest in receiving municipal water.
A municipal water supply would eliminate their requirement to operate their own independent
water supply system.
Potential Impacts of Municipal Water Supply on Residential Septic Systems
One concern expressed with piped water supplies versus private well water supply is the possible
use of more water by homeowners, once connected to a municipal water system, and the potential
overtaxing of their septic systems.
As per previous sections, most homeowners on the East Linton water system use less than 0.5
m³/day of water. This is relatively stringent use of water. Reasons for this stringent use of water
include additional costs for extra water used (based on reading of individual water meters), the
use of low flow plumbing fixtures and low water use washing machines, as well as relatively low
numbers of persons occupying each home. Likely, most homeowners also demonstrate a water
conservation ethic and minimize excessive use or wastage of potable water.
Under the Ontario Building Code, the minimum, average day water use assumed for design of
conventional, Class 4 septic systems is 1,600 L/day for a 3 bedroom home. Given average water
use is typically 500 L/day or less (0.5 m³/day) for the East Linton water system, the chance of
increased septic pollution caused by switching from private wells to a municipal water system is
considered relatively low. The great majority of septic systems are therefore likely operating below
their potential capacity and, based on water use patterns with the East Linton water system, there
is little evidence to suggest that household water use will increase if piped, municipal water supply
becomes available.
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6. PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND REVIEW AGENCY CONSULTATION – PHASE 2
The Phase 2 Public Meeting was held on September 21, 2017 at the Township of Georgian Bluffs
municipal office. An afternoon session was held from 2 pm to 4 pm, and a second meeting held
from 7 pm to 9 pm. The materials presented at both sessions were the same.
This section describes the information presented at the Public Meeting, the number of people who
attended and comments received.
Phase 2 Public Meeting (Public Meeting No. 1)
Appendix A includes the original Notice of Commencement for the Class EA. This notice also
provided information on the first Public Meeting. See Appendix A for the original Notice that was
published in the local Sun Times newspaper. Review agencies were also notified of the Public
Meeting and a sample copy of the of the original notice letter is also provided in Appendix A. A
copy of the Distribution List for the Notice is also provided in Appendix A.
Appendix C provides a copy of the Power Point presentation made at the public meeting by GSS
Engineering Consultants Ltd.
Appendix C also provides copies of display board drawings presented at the meeting. These
drawings showed schematically the following Alternatives:
-

Alternative 1A – Expansion of the East Linton water system into the Study Area, including the
proposed booster station, large sized watermains and a water reservoir. Fire flows provided.
Estimated cost - $8,400,000.

-

Alternative 1A – Expansion of the East Linton water system into the Study Area, including the
proposed booster station, but smaller watermains and no water reservoir. No fire flows
provided. Estimated cost $6,700,000.

-

Alternative 2A – Construction of new water treatment plant at the Sarawak Family Park and
new water distribution system. Includes the proposed booster station, large sized watermains
and a water reservoir. Fire flows provided. Estimated cost $11,700,000.

-

Alternative 2B – Construction of new water treatment plant at the Sarawak Family Park and
new water distribution system. Includes the proposed booster station but smaller watermains
and no water reservoir. No fire flows provided. Estimated cost $9,350,000.
The above drawings also provided the estimated capital construction cost for each Alternative as
noted above. Detailed cost display boards for the above alternatives were also provided at the
Public Meeting in tabular form. These cost tables are also provided in Appendix C.
Appendix C also provides copies of Tables 1 through 4 that were provided at the Public Meeting.
Tables 1 and 2 provide a breakdown (at the time) of the number of existing ERU’s that would be
serviced in the Study Area for current and future (20 year) conditions, preliminary estimates of
future maximum day, peak flow and fire flows for the Study Area, and the estimated fire flow and
water reservoir volume required.
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Table 3 reviews the capacity of the existing East Linton water system and the remaining capacity
available to service the Study Area, if Alternative 1A (or 1B) was selected as the preferred
alternative. As per Table 3, assuming a reasonable 20 year growth estimate for the established
service area north of the Indian River (including 400 ERU’s in the Cobble Beach development),
the East Linton water treatment plant would be able to service the established service area plus
the Study Area without expansion for a 20 year planning horizon.
Table 4 summarizes the construction capital cost for each alternative, as well as the estimated
cost per ERU. At the time of the Phase 2 public meeting, the capital cost per connection (for a
typical residential home) ranged from $13,100 to $22,800 per connection, with Alternative 1B
being the lowest cost and Alternative 2A being the most expensive.
Costs presented in Table 4 assumed that 50% federal and/or provincial grants would be available
to help reduce costs to property owners. As well, the costs on Table 4 do not include the $6,000
reserve fund cost contribution payment for the East Linton water system and the separate $700
plumbing inspection fee.
Comments Received from Phase 2 Public Meeting
Appendix D provides copies of all comment sheets received from the Phase 2 public meeting. A
total of 24 written comments were received from members of the pubic. The results of comments
can be summarized as follows based on general neighbourhood areas:
-

30th Street West area – 7 respondents with 6 of the 7 supporting a water system. 1 against.

-

Carney/Finden Street area – 4 respondents with 2 for water project and 2 against

-

Grey Road 1 – 3 respondents with 1 for water project and 2 against

-

Park Street – 1 respondent – against.

-

Pottawatomi Village – 1 respondent – neutral or against

-

Old Beach Road – 1 respondent – against

-

Unspecified areas – 7 respondents – 2 for water project, 1 neutral or against and 4 against
water project.

There were a range of concerns expressed with the project. Depending on the area, there were
concerns expressed with the lack of need for better water supply, and various concerns expressed
in regard to costs.
Appendix E provides a list of all persons who attended the afternoon and evening meetings on
September 21, 2017. There was a total of 76 persons who attended the September, 2017 Public
Meeting. Several of these persons attended both sessions.
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Alternative 3 – Connection to City of Owen Sound Water System
Evaluation of connection to the City of Owen Sound water system was not presented at the
September 2017 Public Meeting as contact with municipal representatives for the City had not
been made at that time.
In the fall of 2017, several possible expansion scenarios were developed where City watermains
were extended to portions of the Study Area. These alternatives (Alternative 3A and 3B) are
discussed in Section 5.3 of this report.
Ultimately, Township staff were informed that the City would not consider extending watermains
into the Study Area. As such, no further consideration of Alternative 3 is provided in this document.
Preferred Alternative at End of Phase 2
Based on discussions with senior Municipal staff, it was determined the recommended, preferred
alternative at the end of Phase 2 was Alternative 1 (expand East Linton water system). The
reasons for this recommendation were as follows:
-

Overall less cost (capital construction cost and significantly less operating costs) than
Alternative 2 (build new water treatment plant).

-

No requirement to expand existing East Linton water treatment plant during 20 year planning
period.

-

Less social impact and environmental impact then constructing new water treatment plant at
Sarawak Family Park.

-

Avoids requirement for a new source water protection plan for a new water treatment plant.

-

Connection of the Pottawatomi Village water system to the East Linton water system
eliminates the need for the Pottawatomi Village source water protection plan.

-

Alternative 3 (expand Owen Sound water distribution system) was determined to be not a
viable option.
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7. IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE - PHASE 3 OF
CLASS EA
As per the previous section, the preferred alterative at the end of Phase 2 was Alternative 1. With
Alternative 1, there were two alternatives, being Alternative 1A and 1B.
Alternative 1A included larger sized watermains, the booster station and a new water storage
reservoir. Alterative 1B was similar except there were smaller watermains and no water reservoir.
Fire flows would not be available with Alternative 1B.
The following sections describe the further evaluation of Alternatives 1A and 1B.
Detailed Description of Preliminary Preferred Alternative
In concert with senior staff, a combination of Alternatives 1A and 1B was developed which would
allow fire flows in the future but also save costs in the interim. This combined Alternative 1 is
described as follows:
-

Construct larger sized watermains to support future fire flows.

-

Construct booster station for additional water pressure for high elevation areas. Design
booster station to support adjacent, future water storage standpipe, including extra room for
future fire pumps.

-

Booster station to feature jockey (low flow) pumps and larger pumps to satisfy average,
maximum day and peak water demands. All pumps to be VFD controlled.

-

Booster station to be equipped with back up generator with automatic transfer switch.

-

Future storage standpipe to have preliminary size of 8.5 m diameter and height of 24 m with
total volume of approximately 1,300 cubic meters.

-

Future standpipe to be valved/piped to allow automatic reverse flow to lower areas along
Grey Rd 1 in the case of a fire in this area.

-

Booster station and future standpipe to be located on south side of Grey Rd 17A west of
Mount Pleasant Drive.

In addition, it was determined with senior municipal staff to assume the VLA subdivision water
users would stay on the existing Owen Sound watermain in this area, and that the residents on
the City of Owen Sound watermain extension on Grey Road 1 would stay on the Owen Sound
watermain.
Figure 7.1 provides a schematic drawing of Alternative 1 as described above. Figure 7.2 provides
a layout drawing of the booster pumping station and future water standpipe site.
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Cost Review of Preliminary Preferred Alternative
Costs for the combined Alternative 1 option are summarized in Table 7.1. The estimated,
construction cost of this Alternative is $6,695,000 ($6,700,000). This amount is less than original
Alternative 1A mainly due to the deferred costs of a new water standpipe.
In March, 2018, GSS Engineering made an update presentation to the Township Council on the
Class EA process. At this presentation it was proposed that the Township contribute
approximately $1,000,0000 toward the project to fund select portions of the watermain expansion
project. This $1,000,000 would be in addition to projected 50% project funding coming from
federal and/or provincial government grants.
Generally, Council was in agreement with the $1,000,000 contribution based on the
understanding that this investment would be recouped overtime as residents along Somers Street
south of 30th Street West connected to the system.
Table 7.2 was presented that assumed a starting cost of $6,703,000 with the overall cost of the
project divided among key areas and represented by watermain areas A, B, C, D and E. These
watermain areas are illustrated in Figure 7.1.
At the March 2018 Council presentation, it was proposed the following cost per connection
charges would apply to recover capital construction charges:
•

Homes in Pottawatomi Village – approximately $28,000 per home

•

Homes in the 30th Street West Area – approximately $16,400 per home.

•

Homes and business along Grey Road 1 and the Mount Pleasant Area – approximately
$6,400 per home or per ERU.

Table 7.2 outlines the development of the above costs whereby various watermain areas pay
different amounts toward each watermain depending on their location. The above costs exclude
the $6,000 payment by property owners to the East Linton reserve fund and the $700 plumbing
inspection fee.
The above costs assume receipt of 50% grant plus the $1,000,000 investment from the Township
of Georgian Bluffs. The $1,000,000 contribution from the Township would fund the cost of the
watermain on Somers Street from 30th Street West south to 16th Street West, as well as 50% of
the watermain on Range Road and on a portion of Grey Road 17A and the booster pumping
station.
For most of this length of watermain (and for the section of watermain on Somers Street south of
16th West and west on Youngs Drive to Pottawatomi Village), residents would be exempt from the
capital construction cost until the property owners decide to connect. At that time, the capital
construction cost would need to be determined but is recommended that the capital construction
cost would be a minimum of $20,000 per connection.
Payments received over time from property owners connecting to the Somers Street watermain
would repay the initial $1,000,000 contribution by the Township.
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The capital construction costs would recover the actual, net cost to build the new watermains and
booster station, including water services, fittings, hydrants leads etc. and road restoration.
Reserve Fund Contribution Costs
In addition to the capital construction costs, there would be a second cost being a $6,000 cost
contribution, per ERU, to the East Linton water system reserve fund, which funds long term
upgrade and replacement costs for the East Linton water treatment plant, raw water intake
system, the existing water standpipe and other system upgrades. This payment would only be
made once a property owner connected to the water system. At that time, there would also be an
additional $700 plumbing inspection fee.
However, residents of Pottawatomi Village would be exempt from the $6,000 reserve fund
contribution cost as they have previously paid for their own watermains and water treatment
system. As well, the water treatment building would be repurposed to house a chlorine analyser
and a turbidity analyser. The existing watermains, and the chlorine and turbidity analyzers, would
assist in the operation of the East Linton water system.
When the Presquile water system was added to the East Linton water system, the residents of
Presquile were also exempt from the reserve fund contribution cost for similar reasons.
Financing
Financing of the capital construction costs, and the reserve fund contribution costs, would be
available to property owners as an open loan from the Municipality. The preliminary term of the
loan would be 20 years at an annual interest rate of 8%. The loan would be assigned to the
property so if the property changed ownership, the remaining loan payments would be the
responsibility of the new property owner
An assessment of the cost per connection for larger facilities (including the Legacy Ridge golf
course) would be completed to determine the number of Equivalent Residential Units (ERU’s).
These locations would pay more than a typical single residential home which count as one (1)
ERU.
In addition, the following capital cost considerations are recommended:
•
•
•

•

•

For the entire Study Area, there would be no mandatory connection requirements other than
connecting all 25 property owners in the Pottawatomi Village water system.
Property owners who do not hook up still need to pay the above capital construction costs,
with the exception of property owners fronting onto Somers Street south of 30th Street west.
When property owners do hook up, as noted, they will be required to pay the $6,000 reserve
fund cost contribution to the East Linton reserve fund (with the exception of Pottawatomi
Village residents) plus the $700 plumbing inspection fee.
In addition, it is recommended that an extra construction cost of $100/m be applied to lots with
a frontage of 100 m or more. For corner lots, the shorter dimension would apply. This extra
cost would not apply to farm properties.
All municipal water bylaws would also apply to the new water service area.
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Operation and Maintenance Costs
Currently, users on the East Linton water system pay an annual operation and maintenance cost
of $690/year, assuming their average day water use is less than 0.5 m³/day. Additional water use
above the 0.5 m³/day average would be charged at $3.78/m³. These charges would apply for all
new users in the Study Area
Property owners would not pay the annual operation and maintenance cost until they connect to
the water system.
Review of Environmental, Social and Heritage Impacts of Preliminary Preferred Alternative
Overall, the environmental impacts of combined Alternative 1 on the natural environment, social
environment and cultural and heritage environments should be minimal, as previously discussed
for Alternative 1A and Alternative 1B.
All watermains are located on existing roadways and all watermain routes avoid streams,
wetlands, forested areas etc. Section 7.4 describes the results of a geotechnical investigation that
involved completion of 11 test pits along the watermain routes and at the booster pumping station
site. Results of the test pits would indicate that there should be no impact on groundwater or
surface water.
Geotechnical Investigations
Test pits were completed at regular intervals along the proposed watermain routes in late June,
2018. The locations of the test pits are shown in Figure 7.3. A total of eleven (11) test pits were
completed. In addition to watermain locations, test pit 3 was located at the proposed booster
pumping station and future water standpipe site.
Results of test pits are summarized in Table 7.3. Test pits were completed using either a large
backhoe (for test pits 1, 2 and 3) or with a powered post hole auger for the balance of the test
pits.
Test pits were typically completed to a depth of at least 1.8 m (6 feet). Test pit 3 (booster station)
was completed to a deeper depth of approximately 5 m (16 feet) where the test pit was terminated
at bedrock. In no other case was bedrock encountered. Very hard soil and boulder conditions
were only encountered at the test pit 2 location. The predominant subsoil was blue to gray and
brown clay till material that was largely free of stones.
Soil conditions were typically dry. Moist clay was encountered at 30th Street West and Park Street
as well as at the Somers and Grey Rd 17B intersection area and the intersection area of Somers
Street and 16th Street West. However, only a small amount of water accumulated at the bottom
of the test pit at Somers Street and 16th Street West. The other two locations displayed damp soil
conditions only.
Overall, ground conditions appear suitable for construction of watermains at a normal depth of
1.8 m. No problematic water or soil conditions were encountered. Soil conditions at the booster
pumping station site were also favourable for construction of a booster station building with
conventional footings and a future standpipe on a ring footing foundation.
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The test pit results also indicate that environmental impacts from watermain construction should
be minimal. No impact to surface or groundwater is anticipated. None of the watermains would
pass through wetlands, forest or permanent streams. The watermain at the Indian River would be
attached to the side of the bridge and insulated and heat traced and would not affect the Indian
River below.
Source Water Protection
Municipal water systems require a source water protection plan. The Source Protection Plan
(SPP) for the Grey and Bruce area was completed and approved by the Province in October,
2015. The SPP assesses potential risks to the water supplies for municipal drinking water systems
and requires long term planning controls near vulnerable drinking water sources as well as the
evaluation of risk factors that could affect drinking water sources.
The SPP covers the Pottawatomi Village and the East Linton water systems. Each water system
has different source protection requirements.
Construction of Alternative 1, as described, would not change the source water protection plan
for the East Linton water plant. Alternative 1 allows the Pottawatomi Village well and treatment
plant to be decommissioned and also eliminates the separate source water protection plan for
this water system.
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8. PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND REVIEW AGENCY CONSULTATION – PHASE 3
A second Public Meeting for the Class EA, as part of Phase 3, was held on May 3, 2018, at the
Shallow Lake Arena. An afternoon session was held from 2 pm to 4 pm, and a second session
was held from 7 pm to 9 pm. The materials presented at both sessions were the same.
This section describes the information presented at the second Public Meeting, the number of
people who attended and comments received.
Phase 3 Public Meeting (Public Meeting No. 2)
Appendix F includes the Notice for the second public meeting. This notice was mailed out to all
property owners that fronted on one of the streets where watermains were proposed. Review
agencies were also notified of the second Public Meeting and a sample copy of the notice letter
is also provided in Appendix F. A copy of the Distribution List for the Notice is also provided in
Appendix F.
Appendix G provides a copy of the Power Point presentation made at the public meeting by GSS
Engineering Consultants Ltd.
Appendix G also provides copies of handout materials that were available at the Public Meeting.
These handout materials are summarized as follows:
-

Figure 17-024-1A which shows the water system divided into five watermain sections (A, B, C,
D and E) and the construction cost of each of these 5 components. This Figure is the same as
Figure 7.1 as previously described in Section 7.2.

-

The above figure also shows funding sources for each of the 5 watermain sections, and the
booster station, including the allocation of the $1,000,000 investment from the Township.
This Figure does not include the engineering and contingency costs estimated for each of these
components. However, engineering and contingency costs are included in Table 7.2.

-

A table outlining the costs for each connection depending on geographic location. This Table
is essentially the same as Table 7.2 previously described in Section 7.2.

-

Table 1 which provides an estimate of current connections and estimated future connections
for the Study Area as well as the established East Linton service area north of the Indian River.

-

Table 2 which demonstrates sufficient capacity at the East Linton water plant to service the
Study Area and the existing East Linton water service area for a 20 year planning period,
without the need to expand the East Linton water plant.

-

Tables 1 and 2 are very similar to previous Tables provided at the first Public Meeting in
September, 2017.
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Comments Received from Phase 3 Public Meeting
Appendix H provides copies of all comment sheets received from the Phase 3 public meeting. A
total of 42 written comments were received from members of the pubic. The results of comments
can be summarized as follows based on general neighbourhood areas:
Of the 42 persons responding, here is a breakdown:
-

30th Street West area, including Edmonstone Street, Urstadt Street and Aiken Street, – a total
of 22 respondents with 15 respondents opposed and 7 supporting. Of those against, 7 live on
Aiken, Edmonstone or Urstadt Streets.

-

Carney/Finden Street area – 1 response from resident on 29th Street who was conditionally
supportive.

-

Grey Road 1 – 3 respondents with 2 for water project and 1 potentially against

-

Range Road – 2 against

-

Park Street – no response

-

Somers Street – 2 responses against

-

Pottawatomi Village – 4 against

-

Old Beach Road – no response

-

Youngs Drive – 4 against

-

Unspecified areas – 4 total - 2 for water project, 2 against

While there was some support for the project, many comments indicated their well water supplies
were satisfactory and costs were a major issue.
Appendix I provides a list of all persons who attended the afternoon and evening sessions on May
3, 2018. There was a total of 67 persons who attended the September, 2017 Public Meeting.
Several of these persons attended both sessions.
Comments from Pottawatomi Village Residents
Comments were received at the May 3, 2018 Public Meeting that previous correspondence had
been provided to Georgian Bluffs from the residents of Pottawatomi Village.
Appendix J provides this previous correspondence (email from John Gibson dated October 31,
2018). This correspondence summarizes concerns that residents of the subdivision have with
their water system. Generally, this correspondence support improving the water quality and
quantity (and pressure) of the municipal water supply, and support connection of the Pottawatomi
Village water system with a larger, municipal water system.
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Review Agency Comments – Phase 3
Additional comments from review agencies and Aboriginal communities were received during
Phase 3 of the Class EA. These letters are included in Appendix K.
Specifically, a follow up letter dated March 4, 2018 was received from the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Planning (MECP) as well as a joint letter from the Chief of
Saugeen First Nation and the Chief of Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation (dated April
23, 2018).
These letters expressed concern with a perceived lack of communication and raised a number of
key issues. Appendix L provides response letters by GSS Engineering to the joint letter from the
Chief of Saugeen First Nation and the Chief of Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation and
to the letter from the MECP.
In addition, senior staff of the Township and GSS Engineering met with representatives of the
Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON) at the Township offices on May 2, 2018 to discuss issues raised
in joint letter from the Chiefs on April 23, 2018.
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9. CONCLUSION
The following summary is provided for this Environmental Study Report for the Municipal Water
Supply Class EA completed by the Township of Georgian Bluffs.
This ESR recommends that Alternative 1A be accepted as the preferred alternative. This
alternative includes expansion of the East Linton water system to service select areas of the Study
Area. This alternative includes large size watermain for fire flows, and a booster pumping station,
but the water standpipe component is deferred to reduce initial capital costs.
A detailed description of the water system is provided as follows:
•

Construction of new 200 and 300 mm diameter watermains beginning north of the Indian River
on Grey Road 1 and extending south toward the City of Owen Sound limits on Grey Road 1.

•

Connection of the above watermain to existing watermains forming part of the existing East
Linton water distribution system at the intersection of Grey Road 1 and Balmy Beach Road
approximately 400 m north of the Indian River bridge.

•

Construct new watermain on side of Indian River bridge including insulation and heat tracing.

•

Construction of new 200 and 300 mm diameter watermains on Grey Road 17 A and Range
Road south to 30th Street West.

•

Construction of new 200 mm diameter watermains on 30th Street West and in the
Edmonstone Street area.

•

Construction of 300 mm watermain on Somers Street from 30th Street West south to Grey
Road 17 B.

•

Construction of new 200 mm diameter watermain on Nicol’s Gully Road (Grey Road 17 B)
and on Youngs Drive from Grey Road 17B to the north end of Atkins Street and connection
of the new watermain to the existing Pottawatomi Village water system.

•

Decommissioning of the existing Pottawatomi Village supply well and water treatment system.

•

Construction of a new booster pumping station for peak flows and future fire flows on south
side of Grey Road 17A approximately 120 m west of Mount Pleasant Drive. The pumping
station to feature back up power, and extra room, pipe fittings etc. to install fire flow pumps in
the future. Site also to be large enough to allow future construction of a new 1,300 cubic meter
water standpipe to supply fire flows for the Study Area.

The estimated capital construction cost for the project, including engineering and contingencies,
is estimated at $6,700,000. The estimated connection costs per home, or per ERU, are detailed
in this report and the recommended connection cost varies depending on the location.
Connection cost estimates provided in this report assume that grant funding of at least 50% would
be obtained before the project proceeds, and also assumes a $1,000,000 investment in the
system by the Township.
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The environmental impact of the project is anticipated to be minimal. All watermain routes follow
existing roads and avoid all wetlands, forested areas and surface streams. Social impacts should
also be minimal as the only visual impact would be the booster station and potential future
standpipe on the south side of Grey Road 17A west of Mount Pleasant Drive.
This report also projects, over a 20 year planning period, that the number of users on the East
Linton water system, within the established East Linton water service area, plus the proposed
expansion of the East Linton water system into the Study Area, can be accommodated by the
existing East Linton water plant without expanding the water supply and water treatment system.

Prepared by:

______________________________
Jeff Graham, P. Eng., President
GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
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SHOULD ASSUME ALL LIABILITY FOR DAMAGE TO THEM.
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TABLES

TABLE 4.1 - UPDATED
ERU EVALUATION
WATER SERVICE AREAS
EVALUATION OF MUNCIPAL WATER SUPPLY – CLASS EA
September, 2017 (Updated June, 2018)

17-024

AREA

CURRENT NO. OF
ERU’S
(JULY, 2017)

ESTIMATED, 20 YR
NO. OF ERU’S

EXISTING SERVICED AREA NORTH
OF INDIAN RIVER

464 *

1,100

SOUTH BALMY BEACH
(UNSERVICED)

56

65

SUBTOTAL – AREA NORTH OF
INDIAN RIVER

520

1,165

INDIAN RIVER SOUTH AND MOUNT
PLEASANT AREA

+/- 71

110**

30TH STREET WEST AND
EDMONSTONE STREET AREA

+/- 74

VLA SUBDIVISION AREA
POTTAWATOMI VILLAGE AREA
ADD EX. HOMES ALONG SOMERS
ST AND NICOLS GULLY
RD/YOUNGS DRIVE
SUBTOTAL – ERU’S IN STUDY
AREA
TOTAL

+/- 78

DO NOT INCLUDE***

DO NOT INCLUDE***

25

33

DEFER ****

+/- 51 NOW

170
(221 ERU’S) ****

272

690 ERU’S

+/- 1,437 ERU’S

NOTES: ERU – Equivalent Residential Unit
Above estimate of future ERU’s assumes minimal lot severances as no expansion of sanitary
sewer system outside of Cobble Beach assumed over next 20 years.
Total connected ERU’s as of July, 2017 *. 20 year estimate (1,100 ERU’s) includes 400 ERU’s
in Cobble Beach. Currently, 87 ERU’s connected in Cobble Beach (March, 2018).
Water users at south end of Grey Rd 1 connected to Owen Sound water system not included in
future connections**
Existing water users in VLA subdivision not included as assumed they will stay on City of Owen
Sound water system. ***
Including deferred homes on Somers Street, Nicol’s Gully Road and Youngs Drive, total existing
ERU’s would be approximately 221. ****
Rated, Maximum Day Treatment Plant capacity is 2,600 m³/d.

TABLE 4.2
CAPACITY SUMMARY – EXISTING EAST LINTON
WATER TREATMENT PLANT
EVALUATION OF MUNICPAL WATER SUPPLY – CLASS EA

September, 2017 (Updated June, 2018)

17-024
2016/2017*

2017**

2,600 M³/D

2,600 M³/D

CURRENT, AVERAGE WATER DEMAND

386 M³/D

367 M³/D

CURRENT, MAXIMUM DAY DEMAND

688 M³/D

± 800 M³/D

CURRENT NUMBER OF ERU’S SERVICED NORTH OF INDIAN
RIVER (2017 VALUE AS OF MARCH, 2018).

464 ERU’S

472 ERU’S

CURRENT AVERAGE DAY DEMAND PER ERU (386M³/D ÷ 464
ERU’S FOR 2016/2017). SAME FOR FULL 2017.

0.83 M³/D PER
ERU

0.78 M³/D PER
ERU

CURRENT MAXIMUM DAY DEMAND PER ERU (688 M³/D ÷ 464
ERU’S FOR 2016/2017). SAME FOR FULL 2017.

1.5 M³/D PER
ERU

1.7 M³/D PER
ERU

TOTAL ERU’S THAT CAN BE SERVICED (2,600 M³/D ÷ 1.5 M³/D
FOR 2017). DIVIDE BY 1.7 M³/D FOR 2018.

1,733 ERU’S
(1,700 ERU’S)

1,529 ERU’S
(1,500 ERU’S)

TOTAL ESTIMATED 20 YEAR (2037) NO. OF ERU’S INCLUDING
APPROX. 272 ERU’S IN STUDY AREA SOUTH OF INDIAN
RIVER***.

1,437 ERU’S

1,437 ERU’S

ESTIMATED, ADDITIONAL ERU’S THAT CAN BE SERVICED
AFTER 20 YEARS

263
ADDITIONAL
ERU’S

63
ADDITIONAL
ERU’S

ESTIMATED, 20 YEAR MAXIMUM DAY FLOW (1,437 ERU’S X
1.5 M³/D / 1.7 M³/D)

2,156 M³/D

2,443 M³/D

EXISTING, RATED TREATMENT PLANT CAPACITY

* Based on review of water consumption records from July 2016 to June 2017. ** Based on OCWA
Annual Report – 2017
NOTE – Major leaks experienced in July, November, and December, 2016. Increased average water
demand between July, 2016 and December, 2016. Once leaks repaired, average flows in first 6 months
of 2017 were 344 m³/d
*** Currently, there are 87 ERU’s in Cobble Beach (66 actual connections). This is estimated to increase
to 400 ERU’s in Cobble Beach over 20 years. Total ERU’s in 20 years estimated to be 400 in Cobble
Beach, 272 ERU’s in the Study Area and an additional 765 ERU’s in existing service area north of Indian
River. Total 1,437 ERU’s.

September 8, 2017
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Table 5.1A
COST ESTIMATE - ALTERNATIVE 1A - CONNECT TO EAST LINTON SYSTEM
Alternative 1A - Connect to East Linton Water System. Large Size Watermains to Provide Fire Flows.
Booster Station and Treated Water Reservoir at Mount Pleasant Drive.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

2,200

300 mm

$600

m

$1,320,000

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

300 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Balmy Beach
1 a) Road to Grey Road 17A and on Grey Road 17 A to Mount
Pleasant Road
1 b)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 south of Grey Rd
17 A

1 c)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 north of Balmy
Beach Road to Indian Acres Road

700

200 mm

$400

m

$280,000

1 d)

Replace 200 mm dia. Watermain on Balmy Beach Road
south of Old Beach Road

350

200 mm

$400

m

$140,000

1 e)

200 mm dia. Watermain on 30th Street West and
Edmonstone Street

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

4,200

300 mm

$500

m

$2,100,000

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000

300 mm dia. watermain from Booster Station to Range
1 f) Road and then south on Range Road and Gale Street to
16th Street West and then south to Grey Road 17B
1 g)

200 mm dia. Watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs
Drive to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

1 h) 150 mm dia. Watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

$5,551,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings, hydrants and service stubs. Does not
include watermain replacement costs in Pottawatomi Village.
BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBERS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Booster Station at Mount Pleasant Road. Features three, 35 l/s fire and peak flow
2 a) pumps from reservoir, two 9 l/s maximum day flow pumps and two reservoir circulation
pumps at 1 l/s. All VFD controlled. Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA
control.

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$760,000

Lump Sum

$600,000

Lump Sum

$60,000

Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $140,000
Concrete substructure, wall, roof system, doors etc - $360,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $80,000
Backup Generator (external) - $80,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $100,000

2 b)

Two compartment water storage reservoir to provide peak flow capacity and fire flows.
Usable storage of 800 cubic meters.
Excavation, site grading, road access, site fencing etc - $70,000
Reinforced concrete tank including vents, access hatches etc - approx. 400 cubic
meter of reinforced concrete at $1,200/cubic meter - $410,000
Land acquisition - $50,000

2 c) Pressure Reducing Valve Chamber on Grey Road 1 north of Balmy Beach Road

SUBTOTAL OF BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBER

$1,420,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBER

$6,971,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

$1,394,200

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE (excluding net HST)

$8,365,200

September 8, 2017
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Table 5.1B
COST ESTIMATE - ALTERNATIVE 1B - CONNECT TO EAST LINTON SYSTEM
Alternative 1B - Connect to East Linton Water System. Smaller Size Watermains Only. Booster Station
only at Mount Pleasant Drive. No fire flows provided.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

300 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Balmy Beach
1 a) Road to Grey Road 17A and on Grey Road 17 A to Booster
Station near Mount Pleasant Road

2,200

300 mm

$600

m

$1,320,000

1 b) 200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 south of Grey Rd 17 A

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 c)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 north of Balmy Beach
Road to Indian Acres Road

700

200 mm

$400

m

$280,000

1 d)

Replace 200 mm dia. watermain on Balmy Beach Road south of
Old Beach Road

350

200 mm

$400

m

$140,000

1 e)

300 mm dia. watermain from Booster Station to Range Road and
then south on Range Road to 30th Street West

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 f)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and Edmonstone
Street

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

1 g)

200 mm dia. watermain on Gale Street south of 30th Street West
to Grey Road 17B

2,900

200 mm

$400

m

$1,160,000

1 h)

200 mm dia. watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs Drive
to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

1 i)

150 mm dia. Watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

$5,261,000

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings and service stubs. Does not include
any future watermain replacement costs in Pottawatomi Village.
BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBERS
Item
2 a)

Description

Length (m)

Size

Booster Station at Mount Pleasant Road. Features three, 9 l/s peak flow pumps. All
VFD controlled. Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA control.

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$300,000

Lump Sum

$0

Lump Sum

$60,000

Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $70,000
Pumping station building including walls, roof, doors etc - $80,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $30,000
Backup Generator (external) - $60,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $60,000

2 b)

Two compartment water storage reservoir to provide peak flow capacity and fire flows.
NOT PROVIDED

2 c) Pressure Reducing Valve Chamber on Grey Road 1 north of Balmy Beach Road
SUBTOTAL OF BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBERS

$360,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, BOOSTER STATION AND VALVE CHAMBER

$5,621,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

$1,124,200

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE

$6,745,200

September 8, 2017
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Table 5.2A
COST ESTIMATE - ALTERNATIVE 2A - NEW WATER PLANT
Alternative 2A - New Water Plant at Sarawak Family Park. Larger Size Watermains to Provide Fire
Flows. Booster Station and Water Standpipe at Mount Pleasant Drive.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

300 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Indian River
1 a) to Grey Road 17A and on Grey Road 17 A to Mount
Pleasant Road

1,800

300 mm

$600

m

$1,080,000

1 b)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 south of Grey Rd
17 A

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 c)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and
Edmonstone Street

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

4,200

300 mm

$500

m

$2,100,000

300 mm dia. watermain from Booster Station to Range
1 d) Road and then south on Range Road and Gale Street to
16th Street West and then south to Grey Road 17B
1 e)

200 mm dia. Watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs
Drive to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

1 f)

150 mm dia. Watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

$4,891,000

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings, hydrants and service stubs. Does
not include watermain replacement costs in Pottawatomi Village.
NEW WATER PLANT, BOOSTER STATION AND RESERVOIR
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

New water treatment plant and water intake from Georgian Bay at Sarawak Family
Park. Minimal clearwell volume as main water storage (including fire flow storage)
2 a)
provided at Mount Pleasant Drive. Assume water standpipe storage at Mount
Pleasant Drive.

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$2,810,000

Lump Sum

$440,000

Lump Sum

$1,600,000

Lump Sum

$0

200 m of 400 mm dia marine intake at $1,700/m - $340,000
15 m by 15 m water plant building. Includes footing, walls, roofs etc and insulation,
building services etc. - $1,000,000
Pall membrane treatment units for minimum 6 l/s (503 cmd) capacity plus 50%
reserve treatment capacity - $570,000
Backup Generator (external) - $80,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls and SCADA etc - $220,000
Low lift pumping equipment and piping, valves etc. - $100,000
High lift pumping equipment and piping, valves etc. - $100,000
UV Disinfection equipment - $100,000
Chlorination equipment, chlorine and turbidity analyzers - $80,000
General site work and yard piping for chlorine contact time - $220,000

Booster Station at Mount Pleasant Road. Features three, 35 l/s fire and peak flow
2 b) pumps from standpipe and two 6 l/s maximum day flow pumps. All VFD controlled.
Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA control.
Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation $120,000
Pumping station building including walls, roof, floor etc and building services - $100,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $60,000
Backup generator (external) - $80,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $80,000

2 c)

Glass fused to steel water storage standpipe. 24 m height by 8 m diameter. Includes
valve chamber and foundation.
Steel standpipe - $1,300,000
Standpipe concrete foundation - $70,000
Sitework, site piping and valve chamber - $180,000
Land acquisition - $50,000

2 d) Pressure Reducing Valve Chamber - Not Required
SUBTOTAL OF WATER PLANT, BOOSTER STATION AND STANDPIPE

$4,850,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, WATER PLANT, BOOSTER STATION AND STANDPIPE

$9,741,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

$1,948,200

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE

$11,689,200

September 8, 2017
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Table 5.2B
COST ESTIMATE - ALTERNATIVE 2B - NEW WATER PLANT
Alternative 2B - New Water Plant at Sarawak Family Park. Smaller Size Watermains Only. Fire Flows not
Provided. Booster Station only at Mount Pleasant Drive.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

300 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Indian River to
1 a) Grey Road 17A and on Grey Road 17 A to Mount Pleasant
Road

1,800

200 mm

$600

m

$1,080,000

1 b)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 south of Grey Rd 17
A

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 c)

300 mm dia. watermain from Booster Station to Range Road
and then south on Range Road to 30th Street West

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 d)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and
Edmonstone Street

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

1 e)

200 mm dia. watermain on Gale Street south of 30th Street
West to Grey Road 17B

2,900

200 mm

$400

m

$1,160,000

1 f)

200 mm dia. watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs
Drive to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000

1 g) 150 mm dia. watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

$4,601,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings, hydrants and service stubs. Does not
include watermain replacement costs in Pottawatomi Village.
NEW WATER PLANT, BOOSTER STATION AND RESERVOIR
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

New water treatment plant and water intake from Georgian Bay at Sarawak Family
2 a)
Park. Minimal clearwell volume. Boosteer station at Mount Pleasant Drive.

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$2,910,000

Lump Sum

$280,000

200 m of 400 mm dia marine intake at $1,700/m - $340,000
15 m by 15 m water plant building. Includes footing, walls, roofs etc and insulation,
building services etc. - $1,000,000
Pall membrane treatment units for minimum 9 l/s (754 cmd) capacity plus 25% reserve
treatment capacity - $650,000
Backup Generator (external) - $80,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls and SCADA etc - $220,000
Low lift pumping equipment and piping, valves etc. - $110,000
High lift pumping equipment and piping, valves etc. - $110,000
UV Disinfection equipment - $100,000
Chlorination equipment, chlorine and turbidity analyzers - $80,000
General site work and yard piping for chlorine contact time - $220,000

2 b)

Booster Station at Mount Pleasant Road. Features three, 5 l/s peak flow pumps. All
VFD controlled. Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA control.

Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $60,000
Pumping station building including walls, roof, floor etc and building services - $80,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $30,000
Backup generator (external) - $60,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $50,000

2 c) Glass fused to steel water storage standpipe - Not Provided.

2 d) Pressure Reducing Valve Chamber - Not Required

$0

$0

SUBTOTAL OF WATER PLANT AND BOOSTER STATION

$3,190,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, WATER PLANT AND BOOSTER STATION

$7,791,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

$1,558,200

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE

$9,349,200

November 15, 2017
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Table 5.3A
COST ESTIMATE - ALTERNATIVE 3A - CONNECT TO OWEN SOUND WATER SYSTEM
Alternative 3A - Connect to Owen Sound Water System. Large Size Watermains to Provide Fire Flows.
Booster Station and Treated Water Reservoir at 30th Street West and Range Road.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

2,600

200 mm

$500

m

$1,300,000

320

200 mm

$400

m

$128,000

200 mm dia. watermain on Range Road from Mount
1 c) Pleasant Drive on Grey Road 17A and Range Road to 30th
Street West. DEFERRED

1,600

200 mm

$0

m

$0

300 mm dia. watermain from Range Road to to City Limits
1 d) on 30th Street West, Carney Street, 29th Street West,
Finden Street and 27th Street West

600

300 mm

$600

m

$360,000

600

300 mm

$700

m

$420,000

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

1 a)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Indian River
south to City Limits

1 b)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 17A from Grey Road
1 to Mount Pleasant Drive

1 e)

300 mm dia. watermain on 27th Street West from City
Limits to Grey Road 1 within the City of Owen Sound.

1 f)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and
Edmonstone Street

1 g)

200 mm dia. watermain on Somers Street between 16th
Street West and Grey Road 17B

700

200 mm

$400

m

$280,000

1 h)

200 mm dia. Watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs
Drive to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

1 i)

150 mm dia. Watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000
$3,549,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings, hydrants and service stubs. Does not
BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBERS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Booster Station at Range Road and 30th Street West. Features three, 160 l/s fire
2 a) pumps from reservoir, two 4 l/s maximum day flow pumps and two reservoir circulation
pumps at 2 l/s. All VFD controlled. Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA
control.

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$1,000,000

Lump Sum

$1,200,000

Lump Sum

$0

Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $200,000
Concrete substructure, wall, roof system, doors etc - $400,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $150,000
Backup Generator (external) - $100,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $150,000

2 b)

Two compartment water storage reservoir to provide peak flow capacity and fire flows.
Usable storage of 1,700 cubic meters. For population of approx. 6,000 persons.

Excavation, site grading, road access, site fencing etc - $100,000
Reinforced concrete tank including vents, access hatches etc - approx. 800 cubic
meter of reinforced concrete at $1,200/cubic meter - $1,000,000
Land acquisition - $100,000

2 c) Pressure reducing valve chamber - not required
SUBTOTAL OF BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBER

$2,200,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBER

$5,749,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

$1,149,800

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE (excluding net HST)

$6,898,800

November 15, 2017
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Table 5.3B
COST ESTIMATE - ALTERNATIVE 3B - CONNECT TO OWEN SOUND WATER SYSTEM
Alternative 3B - Connect to Owen Sound Water System. Booster Station only at 30th Street West and
Range Road for 30th Street Area only.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

2,600

200 mm

$500

m

$1,300,000

320

200 mm

$400

m

$128,000

200 mm dia. watermain on Range Road from Mount
1 c) Pleasant Drive on Grey Road 17A and Range Road to 30th
Street West. DEFERRED

1,600

200 mm

$0

m

$0

300 mm dia. watermain from Range Road to City Limits on
1 d) 30th Street West, Carney Street, 29th Street West, Finden
Street and 27th Street West

600

300 mm

$600

m

$360,000

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

1 a)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Indian River
south to City Limits

1 b)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 17A from Grey Road
1 to Mount Pleasant Drive

1 e)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and
Edmonstone Street

1 f)

200 mm dia. watermain on Somers Street between 16th
Street West and Grey Road 17B

700

200 mm

$400

m

$280,000

1 g)

200 mm dia. Watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs
Drive to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000

1 h) 150 mm dia. Watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

$3,129,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings, hydrants and service stubs. Does not
BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBERS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$400,000

2 b) Water storage reservoir. Not provided.

Lump Sum

$0

2 c) Pressure reducing valve chamber - not required

Lump Sum

$0

2 a) Booster Station at Range Road and 30th Street West. Features two, 1 l/s jockey
pump, two 4 l/s peak flow pumps and two 50 l/s fire pumps. All VFD controlled.
Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA control.
Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $100,000
Pumping station including walls, roof, doors, etc. - $80,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $70,000
Backup Generator (external) - $70,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $80,000

SUBTOTAL OF BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBER
TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBER

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE (excluding net HST)

$400,000

$3,529,000

$705,800

$4,234,800

Updated March 15, 2018
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Table 7.1
COST ESTIMATE - ALTERNATIVE 1 UPDATED - CONNECT TO EAST LINTON SYSTEM
Alternative 1A - Connect to East Linton Water System. Large Size Watermains to Provide Fire Flows.
Booster Station and Treated Water Reservoir at Mount Pleasant Drive.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Watermain A
200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Balmy Beach
i) Road to Grey Road 17A and on Grey Road 17 A to Booster
Station near Mount Pleasant Road
ii)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 south of Grey Rd
17 A

iii)

150 mm dia. Watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

Watermain B
300 mm dia. watermain from Booster Station to Range
i)
Road and then south on Range Road to 30th Street West

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

2,160

200 mm

$500

m

$1,080,000

1,000

200 mm

$500

m

$500,000

250

150 mm

$300
m
Subtotal Watermain A

1,750

300 mm

$500

m

Subtotal Watermain B

$75,000
$1,655,000
$875,000
$875,000

Watermain C
i)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and
Edmonstone Street

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

Subtotal Watermain C

$640,000

$500

$855,000

Watermain D
i)

300 mm dia. watermain from 30th Street West south on
Somers Street to 16th Street West

1,710

300 mm

m

Subtotal Watermain D
Watermain E
300 mm dia. Watermain on Somer Street from 16th Street
i)
West to 13th Street West
ii)

200 mm dia. Watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs
Drive to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

630

300 mm

850

200 mm

$855,000

$500

m

$315,000

$400

m

$340,000

Subtotal Watermain E

$655,000
$4,680,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings, hydrants and service stubs. Does not
include watermain replacement costs in Pottawatomi Village.
BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBERS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Booster Station at Mount Pleasant Road. Features two 10 l/s maximum day flow
2 a) pumps and two jockey pumps at 2 l/s. All VFD controlled. Features electrical, flow
measurement, pressure tanks and SCADA control. Expandable to add 2 - 60 l/s fire
pumps in future.

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$470,000

Lump Sum

Deferred.

Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $70,000
Approx. 400 square foot building. Single floor. Conventional block construction, truss
roof, architectural block exterior. $140,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $70,000
Backup Generator (external) - $50,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $60,000
Site work, local piping, road access - $30,000
Land acquisition - $50,000

2 b) Standpipe with approx. 1,300 cubic m storage. To provide fire flows.

SUBTOTAL OF BOOSTER STATION

$470,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBER

$5,150,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (30% of above)

$1,545,000

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE (excluding net HST)

$6,695,000

Table 7.2
Summary of Capital Construction Costs - Alternative 1
Class EA - Muncipal Water Supply - Township of Georgian Bluffs

February 28, 2018
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Cost Contribution

Component

Total Cost

Cost after
%50 Grant

Grey Rd 1 and
Township Cost Mt. Pleasant Dr.

30th St. West and Pottawatomi
Edmonstone St.
Village

Total

Watermain A

$ 1,660,000

$

830,000

$

-

$346,700

$361,300

$122,000

$830,000

Watermain B

$

875,000

$

437,500

$

219,000

$0

$163,300

$55,200

$437,500

Watermain C

$

640,000

$

320,000

$0

$320,000

$0

$320,000

Watermain D

$

855,000

$

427,500

$0

$0

$0

$427,500

Watermain E

$

656,000

$

328,000

$328,000

$328,000

Booster Station

$

470,000

$

235,000

$

115,000

$30,300

$235,000

$

427,500

$89,700

Net Cost

$ 5,156,000

$ 2,578,000

$

761,500

$

346,700

$

934,300

$

535,500

$2,578,000

Add 30% Eng. And
Contingencies

$ 1,546,800

$

773,400

$

228,450

$

104,010

$

280,290

$

160,650

$

Total Revised Cost

$ 6,702,800

$ 3,351,400

$

989,950

$

450,710

$

1,214,590

$

696,150

$3,351,400

Number of Existing Connections

71

74

25

Construction Cost per Ex. Connection*

$6,348

$16,413

$27,846

Rounded Construction Cost per Current
Connection

$6,400

$16,400

$28,000

773,400

170

*Note above costs do not the include $6,000.00 Reserve Fund contribution per connection or $700.00 plumbing fee connection. Above does not
include costs to replace existing, undersized watermains in Pottawatomi Village.

Table 7.3
Summary of Test Pit Information
Class EA - Muncipal Water Supply - Township of Georgian Bluffs
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Note: See Figure 7.3 (June 2018) for Test Pit Locations. Test Pits completed mid to late June 2018. All test pits
featured surface layers of dry topsoil of variable thickness. All test pits (other than test pit #2) were largely free of
stones or rock.
Test Pit No.

Results

General Location

1*

Grey Rd 1 at Legacy Ridge Golf
Course

2*

Grey Rd 1 near City of Owen Sound
Very hard brown clay with large stones. Dry
limits

3*

Grey Rd 17A west of Mount Pleasant
Grey clay. Dry
Drive

Hard brown clay. Dry

4

Corner of Grey Rd 17A and Range
Rd

5

Range Rd halfway between Grey Rd
Hard brown clay. Dry
16A and 30th St. West

6

Somers St. and 30th Street West

Brown clay. Dry

7

30th St. West at Park St.

Sandy clay. Moist

8

Somers St. and 27th St West

Hard brown clay. Dry

9

Somer St. and 22nd St. West

Sandy clay to blue clay. Dry

10

Somers St. and 16 St. West

Sandy clay near top. Blue clay below. Damp

11

Somers St. and Grey Rd 17B

Sandy clay. Moist

12

Youngs Drive east of Atkins St.

Sandy till. Dry

Not Completed **

* Completed with backhoe. All other test pits completed with powered post auger.
** Test pit #4 not completed due to close proximity to test pits #3 and #5.
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Notice of Commencement and Distribution List
Includes Sample Letter and Study Area Map
Includes Notice of First Public Meeting

July 27, 2017
Project: 17-024
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
Southwestern Region Office
733 Exeter Road
London, ON N6E 1L3
Attn:

Mr. Craig Newton, Reg. Environmental Planner/ EA Coordinator

Re:

Notice of Study Commencement
Municipal Water Supply
Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs

Dear Mr. Newton
By way of this notice, the Township of Georgian Bluffs advises that a Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) to evaluate alternatives for the Municipal Water Supply for a select portion of
the Township (the Study Area) has been initiated. The Notice of Study Commencement is
attached.
A copy of Figure 1 is also attached which provides a map of the preliminary Study Area for the
Class EA.
This study is being conducted following the planning and design process of the Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment as amended in 2015.
If you have any questions or concerns at this point, please contact the undersigned at your earliest
convenience.
Sincerely

______________________
Jeff Graham, P Eng.
JTG/mjc
Encl.
c.c. Mr. Rick Winters, CET, Acting CAO/Director of Operations

● GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd. ●
Unit 104D ● 1010 9th Avenue West ● Owen Sound ● ON ● N4K 5R7 ● 519.372.4828

Notice of Study Commencement
Evaluation of Municipal Water Supply
Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs
The Township of Georgian Bluffs is evaluating alternatives to improve and expand the municipal
water supply within a select area of the Township.
This select area, known as the preliminary Study Area, includes Grey Road 1 from Indian River
to the Owen Sound City Limits, Brooke, and the Pottawatomi Village Subdivision. The
preliminary Study Area does not include the Sunset Strip or the Springmount area. A map
showing the preliminary Study Area (Figure 1) is available on the Township website.
Preliminary, alternative solutions that will be evaluated include:
Alternative 1 – Increase the capacity of the existing East Linton water treatment plant as
required and expand the water distribution system south of the Indian River to
supply the Study Area.
Alternative 2 – Renew negotiations with the City of Owen Sound to expand the municipal water
supply for the Study Area from the City of Owen Sound.
Alternative 3 – Develop a new lake intake and surface water treatment plant at some point
along the shoreline south of Balmy Beach (but north of the Owen Sound city
limits) to supply the Study Area.
Alternative 4 – Do nothing.
This study is being conducted following the planning and design process of the Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment (2015) for municipal water and wastewater projects.
The first Open House for the project will be on Thursday, September 21, 2017 and will
run from 2 pm to 4 pm and from 7 pm to 9 pm. Both Open House sessions will be held
in the Council chambers at the Township of Georgian Bluffs administrative building.
Public input is encouraged throughout the process. If you have any comments or want your
name added to the project mailing list, please contact the undersigned by August 18, 2017.
This Notice issued on July 27, 2017.

GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
Mr. Jeff Graham, P. Eng.
Project Manager
Tel. (519) 372-4828
Email: jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca

Township of Georgian Bluffs
Mr. Rick Winters, CET, Acting CAO/
Director of Operations
Tel: (519) 376-2729
Email: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca

0

1

2
Kilometers

Preliminary Study Area
Municipal Water Supply Class EA
Township of Georgian Bluffs
FIGURE 1

17-024
Distribution List
Municipal Water Study
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs
July 25, 2017
Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change
Southwestern Region Office
1

Craig Newton
Regional Environmental
Planner/Regional EA Coordinator

733 Exeter Road
London, ON
N6E 1L3

craig.newton@ontario.ca

Tel: 519-873-5115
Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change
2

John Ritchie

101-17th St. E
Owen Sound ON N4K 0A5

Water Compliance Supervisor

John.S.Ritchie@ontario.ca
Tel:519-371-6022
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
Owen Sound Field Office
3

Tracy Allison
Resources Management Supervisor

1450 7th Ave E
Owen Sound, ON N4K 2Z1

tracy.allison@ontario.ca
Tel: 519-376-3860
Ministry of Transportation
Owen Sound District Office
4

Fred Hemstock

1450 7th Ave E
Owen Sound, ON N4K 2Z1

Senior Contract Control Officer
fred.hemstock@ontario.ca

Tel: 519-376-7350
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport
5

Brooke Herczeg

401 Bay Street, Suite 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7

Heritage Planner
brooke.herczeg@ontario.ca
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Ministry of Agriculture and Food

Ms. Carol Neumann
6

6484 Wellington Rd 7, Unit 10
Elora, ON N0B 1S0

Land Use Planning Unit

Tel: 519-846-3393

carol.neumann@ontario.ca

1

Transport Canada - Marine Safety

7

Tania Havelka

100 Front Street South
Sarnia, Ontario N7T 2M4

Navigable Waters Protection Officer

Telephone: 519-383-1831
Fisheries and Oceans Canada District Office

Tania.havelka@tc.gc.ca
Mr. Dave Baliant

8

867 Lakeshore Rd
Burlington, ON N6E 2V2

Species at Risk Coordinator
dave.baliant @dfo-mpo-gc.ca

Tel: 905-336-6237
County of Grey Planning Department

Randy Scherzer

th

9

595 9 Avenue East
Owen Sound, ON N4K 3E3

Director of Planning and Development
randy.scherzer@brucecounty.on.ca

Tel: 519-372-0219 ext 1237
County of Grey Transportation Services

Pat Hoy P. Eng.

th

10

595 9 Avenue East
Owen Sound, ON N4K 3E3

Director of Transportation
pat.hoy@grey.ca

Tel: 519-372-0219 ext 1391
Grey Sauble Conservation Authority
11

Andy Sorensen

237897 Inglis Falls Road, RR 4
Owen Sound, ON N4K 5N6

Environmental Planning Coordinator
a.sorensen@greysauble.on.ca

Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation
Chief Gregory Nadjiwon

Chief Gregory Nadjiwon

135 Lakeshore Blvd.
Neyaashiinigmiing, ON N0H 2T0

chiefsdesk@nawash.ca
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Chippewas of Saugeen First Nation
Chief Lester Anoquot

Chief Lester Anoquot

13 6493 Highway 21, R.R#1
Southampton, ON N0H 2L0
lanoquot@saugeenfirstnation.ca
Tel: 1 800 680 0744
Saugeen Ojibway Nation
Environmental Office

Jenna Skinner

14 25 Maadookii Subdivion
Neyaashiinigmiing, ON N0H 2T0

Territorial Resource Coordinator
j.skinner@saugeenojibwaynation.ca

Tel: 519-534-5507 ex 226
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Historic Saugeen Métis
Archie Indoe, President
204 High Street
15 Southampton, Ontario N0H 2L0
saugeenmetisadmin@bmts.com
Tel: 519-483-4000
Great Lakes Métis Council

Peter Coture, President
peterc1908@hotmail.com

380 9th Street East
16 Owen Sound ON N4K 1P1

Susan Schank
greatlakesmetis@gmail.com

Tel: 519-370-0435
Grey Bruce Health Unit

Ms. Angela Newman

st

920 1 Ave. W.
17 Owen Sound, ON N4K 4K5

Manager of Health Protection
a.newman@publichealthgreybruce.on.ca

Tel: 519-376-9402 ext 1252
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing

Ms. Maureen Beatty
2nd Floor, 659 Exeter Rd.
18 London, ON N6E 1L3

Municipal Advisor
maureen.beatty@ontario.ca

Tel: 519-873-4029
Ontario Clean Water Agency

Leo-Paul Frigault

West Highlands Hub
19 PO Box 760 Anglesia St. N
Southampton, ON
N0H 2L0

Operations Manager
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Director of Public Works and
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kbecking@owensound,ca
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21 Balmy Beach Ratepayers Association
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Appendix B
Initial Comments from Review Agencies and Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON)

CHIEFS AND COUNCILS
SAUGEEN OJIBWAY NATION
Chippewas of Saugeen, RR 1, Southampton ON N0H 2L0 519-797-2781
Chippewas of Nawash, 135 Lakeshore Blvd, Neyaashiinigmiing ON N0H 2T0 519-534-1689

August 8, 2017
SENT VIA EMAIL
JEFF GRAHAM, P ENG.
GSS ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS LIMITED
UNIT 104 1010 9TH AVENUE WEST
OWEN SOUND, ON
N4K 5R7
RE: NOTICE OF STUDY COMMENCEMENT
MUNICIPAL WATER STUDY
CLASS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
TOWNSHIP OF GEORGIAN BLUFFS

Dear Mr. Graham,
Thank you for your letter dated July 27, 2017 informing Saugeen Ojibway Nation
(SON) that the aforementioned project has been initiated. In your letter, you asked
SON for questions or concerns with respect to the project.
SON offers the following comments –
We have reviewed the provided information for a Municipal Water Supply Class EA
for the Township of Georgian Bluffs. Based on our review, we are of the opinion that

the proposed preliminary Class EA has an extremely high potential to significantly
impact the environmental, ecological and water resources systems in relation to
fisheries, aquatic life and SON cultural and archeological resources.
Key issues:
1. Impacts of the proposed increased water intake from Owen Sound to the
study area, whether from the existing East Linton intake, or from a new
intake.
2. Impacts of creating a new surface water treatment plant and the future
location of the plant along the shore of Owen Sound or in the close
proximity.
3. Impacts of a new intake from the shore of Owen Sound to the study area.
4. Potential impacts on the Indian Creek fishery at East Linton.
5. Most importantly, potential implications of further expansion of the
municipal water supply system from Owen Sound to the study area and
existing private septic systems. We would anticipate an investigation into
the probably of providing municipal sewage treatment along with
municipal water.

Since the Municipal Water Supply Class EA for the Township of Georgian Bluffs has
an extremely high potential to impact the environment, ecology and water
resources, as well as cultural and archeological resources, we ask that SON be
engaged in consultation. A review of this Class EA and its components may include,
but not be limited to, review of viable options and recommended solutions
in accordance with the SON Consultation Process protocol and requirements.

SON will be available at your convenience to discuss a consultation plan, funding
and next steps. Should you have any additional questions or comments, please
contact the undersigned at your convenience.

Miigwetch,

Doran Ritchie | Land Use Planning Coordinator
Saugeen Ojibway Nation Environment Office
25 Maadookii Subdivision, Neyaashiinigmiing, ON, N0H 2T0
Office: 519-534-5507 | Cell: 519-374-9210 | Fax: 519-534-5525

Cc: Chief Lester Anoquot, Saugeen First Nation
Chief Gregory Nadjiwon, Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Notice of Study Commencement - Class EA Municipal Water Supply Georgian Bluffs
August 21, 2017 9:51:31 AM
image001.jpg

From: Taylor,Scott [mailto:Scott.Taylorgrey.ca]
Sent: 18-Aug-17 4:39 PM
To: Rick Winters <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>; Jeff Graham <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>
Cc: craig.newton@ontario.ca
Subject: Notice of Study Commencement - Class EA Municipal Water Supply Georgian Bluffs
Hi Jeff and Rick,
Thanks for the opportunity to comment on this matter. County Planning staff would submit
the following comments with respect to the County Official Plan. The proposed preliminary
study area includes lands designated as;
Niagara Escarpment Plan Area,
Tertiary Settlement Area,
Rural, and
Hazard Lands.
Nearby designations include the Secondary Settlement Area of East Linton, and the
Primary Settlement Areas of Cobble Beach and Owen Sound. Differing levels of new
development and growth are permitted in each of these designations, with the exception of
the Hazard Lands. With respect to the lands in the Niagara Escarpment Plan Area it would
be best to get comments from Niagara Escarpment Commission staff.
Within the preliminary study area there are a few small pockets of mapped Aggregate
Resource Area, which should have no appreciable impact on this work. Also within the
study area are mapped pockets of karst topography, significant woodlands, and some
watercourses.
County Planning staff are certainly supportive of the Township exploring servicing options
within this area. We would generally echo the comments from the Ministry of the
Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) dated June 27th 2017, on a number of aspects
of this project. The County Plan is very similar to the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) in
the servicing hierarchy, and promoting development in settlement areas on full municipal
services. If there was an opportunity to look at the overall servicing of this area, as well as
expanding the geographic boundaries of this study area to also include the Sunset Strip,
Springmount, and East Linton, that would appear to be beneficial from a development and
growth perspective.
If there is any background information needed from the County with respect to growth or
population needs please do not hesitate to contact us.
County Planning staff also received comments on this project from our County
Transportation Services department, who noted that they have no objections. They further
noted that Grey County reserves the right to determine and grant approval for the location

of the proposed water main within the County’s Road Allowance.
Thanks again for the opportunity to provide comments and please do not hesitate to contact
us should you require anything further.
Thanks   

Scott Taylor
Senior Planner
Phone: +1 519-372-0219 ext. 1238

Ministry of Tourism,
Culture and Sport

Ministère du Tourisme,
de la Culture et du Sport

Heritage Program Unit
Programs and Services Branch
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7
Tel:
416 341 7133
Fax:
416 212 1802

Unité des programmes patrimoine
Direction des programmes et des services
401, rue Bay, Bureau 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7
Tél:
416 314 7133
Téléc: 416 212 1802

August 14, 2017 (EMAIL ONLY)
Jeff Graham
GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
th
Unit 104D, 1010 9 Avenue West
Owen Sound On, N4K5R7
E: jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca

RE:

MTCS file #:
Proponent:
Subject:
Location:

0007300
Township of Georgian Bluffs
Notice of Commencement
Municipal Water Supply
Township of Georgian Bluffs, Ontario

Dear Mr. Graham:
Thank you for providing the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) with the Notice of
Commencement for your project. MTCS’s interest in this Environmental Assessment (EA) project relates
to its mandate of conserving Ontario’s cultural heritage, which includes:
•
•
•

Archaeological resources, including land-based and marine;
Built heritage resources, including bridges and monuments; and,
Cultural heritage landscapes.

Under the EA process, the proponent is required to determine a project’s potential impact on cultural
heritage resources.
While some cultural heritage resources may have already been formally identified, others may be
identified through screening and evaluation. Aboriginal communities may have knowledge that can
contribute to the identification of cultural heritage resources, and we suggest that any engagement with
Aboriginal communities includes a discussion about known or potential cultural heritage resources that
are of value to these communities. Municipal Heritage Committees, historical societies and other local
heritage organizations may also have knowledge that contributes to the identification of cultural heritage
resources.
Archaeological Resources
Your EA project may impact archaeological resources and you should screen the project with the
MTCS Criteria for Evaluating Archaeological Potential and Criteria for Evaluating Marine Archaeological
Potential to determine if an archaeological assessment is needed. MTCS archaeological sites data are
available at archaeology@ontario.ca. If your EA project area exhibits archaeological potential, then an
archaeological assessment (AA) should be undertaken by an archaeologist licenced under the OHA, who
is responsible for submitting the report directly to MTCS for review.
Built Heritage and Cultural Heritage Landscapes
The MTCS Criteria for Evaluating Potential for Built Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage
Landscapes should be completed to help determine whether your EA project may impact cultural heritage
resources. The Clerk/s for the Township of Georgian Bluffs can provide information on property registered
or designated under the Ontario Heritage Act. Municipal Heritage Planners can also provide information
that will assist you in completing the checklist.
If potential or known heritage resources exist, MTCS recommends that a Heritage Impact Assessment
(HIA), prepared by a qualified consultant, should be completed to assess potential project impacts. Our

Ministry’s Info Sheet #5: Heritage Impact Assessments and Conservation Plans outlines the scope of
HIAs. Please send the HIA to MTCS and the Township of Georgian Bluffs for review, and make it
available to local organizations or individuals who have expressed interest in review.
Environmental Assessment Reporting
All technical heritage studies and their recommendations are to be addressed and incorporated into EA
projects. Please advise MTCS whether any technical heritage studies will be completed for your EA
project, and provide them to MTCS before issuing a Notice of Completion. If your screening has identified
no known or potential cultural heritage resources, or no impacts to these resources, please include the
completed checklists and supporting documentation in the EA report or file.
Thank-you for consulting MTCS on this project: please continue to do so through the EA process, and
contact me for any questions or clarification.
Sincerely,
Brooke Herczeg
Heritage Planner
Brooke.Herczeg@Ontario.ca

It is the sole responsibility of proponents to ensure that any information and documentation submitted as part of their EA report or
file is accurate. MTCS makes no representation or warranty as to the completeness, accuracy or quality of the any checklists,
reports or supporting documentation submitted as part of the EA process, and in no way shall MTCS be liable for any harm,
damages, costs, expenses, losses, claims or actions that may result if any checklists, reports or supporting documents are
discovered to be inaccurate, incomplete, misleading or fraudulent.
Please notify MTCS if archaeological resources are impacted by EA project work. All activities impacting archaeological resources
must cease immediately, and a licensed archaeologist is required to carry out an archaeological assessment in accordance with the
Ontario Heritage Act and the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists.
If human remains are encountered, all activities must cease immediately and the local police as well as the Cemeteries Regulation
Unit of the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services must be contacted. In situations where human remains are associated
with archaeological resources, MTCS should also be notified to ensure that the site is not subject to unlicensed alterations which
would be a contravention of the Ontario Heritage Act.

Appendix C
Presentation Material for Public Meeting No. 1 (September, 2017)

Evaluation of Municipal Water Supply
Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs

Phase II Public Meeting
September 21, 2017
2 pm to 4 pm and 7 pm to 9 pm

Background
▪ This Class Environment Assessment (Class EA) has been initiated to
evaluate municipal water supply alternatives for the Study Area in
Georgian Bluffs.
▪ The Study Area includes the shoreline area south of the Indian River to
the City limits, the Brooke Area, and Pottawatomi Village.
▪ Some residents of this area have indicated an interest in receiving
municipal water supply. For long term sustainability, the Pottawatomi
Village water system should be connected to a larger water system.
▪ The Class EA process includes review of feasible alternatives and
invites public input.
The Class EA considers financial, natural
environment, heritage and social impacts when comparing alternatives.

▪ A second public meeting will be held later this fall.

1

General Alternatives
▪ Alternative 1 – Expand existing East Linton water system to service
the Study Area.
▪ Alternative 2 – Construct new water treatment plant and water
intake to service the Study Area.
▪ Alternative 3 – Extend City of Owen Sound water system to Study
Area, or to select portions of the Study Area.
▪ Alternative 4 – Do Nothing

2

Technical and Planning Considerations
▪ Without sanitary sewer servicing, future lot severances, and the
number of new residential connections, assumed to be minimal.
▪ The Study Area has significant elevation differences. This results in
different “pressure zones” being required.
▪ The existing East Linton distribution system has a high pressure
area along Grey Road 1 and a low pressure area along the
shoreline.
▪ If the Study Area was connected to the East Linton water system, it
would connect to the low pressure area.
▪ Therefore, a booster station would be required to add extra water
pressure for the higher elevation areas of the Study Area.
3

Technical and Planning Considerations
..con’t
▪ There is significant, remaining treatment capacity in the East Linton
water system, after a 20-year growth projection.
▪ There are 464 ERU’s (equivalent residential units) now connected to
the East Linton System (July, 2017). The estimated, total capacity of
the East Linton system is ± 1,700 ERU’s.
▪ Of the current 464 ERU’s, 84 ERU’s are in Cobble Beach.
▪ The estimated, 20 year, ERU’s that will be connected to the East
Linton water system, north of the Indian River, is 1,165 ERU’s. This
includes 400 ERU’s in Cobble Beach.

▪ The 20 year projected ERU’s in the Study Area is 335. Therefore,
total ERU’s in 20 years, would be 1,500 ERU’s. This compares to
the East Linton water plant capacity of 1,700 ERU’s.
4

Summary of Technical Evaluation
▪ Based on reasonable growth estimates, there is sufficient treatment
capacity to provide servicing to the Study Area from the East Linton
Water system.
▪ Additional water storage, however, is required, if fire flows are
provided. A water storage facility is recommended at Mount
Pleasant Drive.
▪ Booster pumping is required to increase water pressure for higher
elevations in the Study Area.

5

Summary of Alternatives
▪ Generally, no environmental, social or heritage impacts identified at
this time with Alternative 1 or 2. Watermains would be located in
existing roads or road right of ways.
▪ Potentially, some impact to agricultural land at Mount Pleasant
Drive for a booster station and possible reservoir. Some loss of
parkland (± 4,000 sq. ft.) if new water plant built at Sarawak Family
Park.
▪ To date, no interest shown by City of Owen Sound to expand water
system in the Study Area.

▪ As such, review preliminary cost estimates for Alternatives 1 and 2.

6

Alternative 1 – Connect to East Linton
Water System
▪ Alternative 1A – expand East Linton water distribution system and
provide larger watermains (up to 12” diameter) to provide fire
fighting flows.
▪ With Alternative 1A, provide water reservoir to provide fire water
flows for Study Area.

▪ The fire storage now available in the East Linton system (at East
Linton water plant and in standpipe near Cobble Beach) is too far
north to provide fire flows in southern Study Area.
▪ Alternative 1B is the same as 1A, but no fire flows provided.
Watermains are 8” diameter (though larger watermains assumed on
Range Road, Grey Road 1 and Grey Rd 17A). There is no fire
storage reservoir.

7

Alternative 1 – Connect to East Linton
Water System….con’t
▪ The cost for Alternative 1A would be approximately $8,400,000

▪ The cost for Alternative 1B would be approximately $6,700,000
▪ Assuming there was 50% grant, the cost for Alternative 1A would be
$16,400 per ERU, and the cost for Alternative 1B would be $13,100
per ERU.
▪ The standard $6,000 connection fee would be added to the above
cost.
▪ The above ERU costs are based on an estimated 335 ERU’s in 20
years. However, since approximately 78 of these are existing
homes in the Victory Subdivision (already on Owen Sound water
system), 257 ERU’s have been assumed to calculate the above
cost per ERU.
8

Alternative 2 – Construct New Water
Treatment Plant
▪ With Alternative 2, a new water intake and water treatment plant
would be constructed at the Sarawak Family Park.
▪ Building size would be ± 20 m x 20 m. This would take up about
5% of the park area.
▪ Alternative 2A would feature a booster station and a water
standpipe at Mount Pleasant Drive.
▪ Alternative 2A would feature watermains up to 12 inch diameter and
would provide fire fighting flows.
▪ Alternative 2B would feature a similar water plant as Alternative 2A,
but fire fighting flows would not be provided.

9

Alternative 2 – Construct New Water
Treatment Plant…con’t
▪ With Alternative 2B, watermains would be 200 mm ø (though larger
watermains assumed on Range Road, portions of Grey Road 1 and
Grey Rd 17A).
▪ There would be no water standpipe at Mount Pleasant Drive.
▪ The estimated cost of Alternative 2A is $11,700,000.
▪ The estimated cost of Alternative 2B is $9,350,000.
▪ Assuming 50% grant, the approximate cost per ERU for Alternative
2A is $22,800. The approximate cost per ERU for Alternative 2B is
$18,200.
▪ The standard $6,000 connection fee would be added to the above
cost.
10

Compare Cost of Alternatives 1 and 2
Including the $6,000 connection fee, total costs are summarized as
follows:
▪ Total estimated cost for Alternative 1A is $22,400.
▪ Total estimated cost for Alternative 1B is $19,100.
▪ Total estimated cost for Alternative 2A is $28,800.
▪ Total estimated cost for Alternative 2B is $24,200.
The annual operating and reserve fund cost, for Alternative 1A and 1B,
would be approximately $900/year.
The annual operating and reserve fund cost, for Alternative 2A and 2B,
would be approximately $1,500 to $2,000/year.
11

Preliminary Recommendations
▪ There are extra operating, and capital depreciation costs, to
construct and operate a second water treatment plant.
▪ As such, there are long term savings to own/operate one treatment
plant as opposed to a second treatment plant.
▪ However, long term (30 years plus?) there are limitations with
additional, major expansions of the East Linton water plant.
▪ However, the East Linton Water Plant could be expanded to at least
3,000 m³/d from the current 2,600 m³/d.
▪ Therefore, a new water system for the Study Area should be
designed to be adaptable to a second, new water treatment plant in
the future.
12

Questions

13
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17-024

ALTERNATIVE 1 - CONNECT TO EAST LINTON SYSTEM - COST ESTIMATE
Alternative 1A - Connect to East Linton Water System. Large Size Watermains to Provide Fire Flows.
Booster Station and Treated Water Reservoir at Mount Pleasant Drive.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

2,200

300 mm

$600

m

$1,320,000

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

300 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Balmy Beach
1 a) Road to Grey Road 17A and on Grey Road 17 A to Booster
Station near Mount Pleasant Road
1 b)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 south of Grey Rd
17 A

1 c)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 north of Balmy
Beach Road to Indian Acres Road

700

200 mm

$400

m

$280,000

1 d)

Replace 200 mm dia. watermain on Balmy Beach Road
south of Old Beach Road

350

200 mm

$400

m

$140,000

1 e)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and
Edmonstone Street

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

4,200

300 mm

$500

m

$2,100,000

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000

300 mm dia. watermain from Booster Station to Range
1 f) Road and then south on Range Road and Gale Street to
16th Street West and then south to Grey Road 17B
1 g)

200 mm dia. Watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs
Drive to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

1 h) 150 mm dia. Watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive
SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

$5,551,000

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings, hydrants and service stubs. Does not
include watermain replacement costs in Pottawatomi Village.
BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBERS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Booster Station at Mount Pleasant Road. Features three, 35 l/s fire and peak flow
2 a) pumps from reservoir, two 6 l/s maximum day flow pumps and two reservoir circulation
pumps at 1 l/s. All VFD controlled. Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA
control.

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$760,000

Lump Sum

$600,000

Lump Sum

$60,000

Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $140,000
Concrete substructure, wall, roof system, doors etc - $360,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $80,000
Backup Generator (external) - $80,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $100,000

2 b)

Two compartment water storage reservoir to provide peak flow capacity and fire flows.
Usable storage of 800 cubic meters.
Excavation, site grading, road access, site fencing etc - $70,000
Reinforced concrete tank including vents, access hatches etc - approx. 400 cubic
meter of reinforced concrete at $1,200/cubic meter - $480,000
Land acquisition - $50,000

2 c) Pressure Reducing Valve Chamber on Grey Road 1 north of Balmy Beach Road

SUBTOTAL OF BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBER

$1,420,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBER

$6,971,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

$1,394,200

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE (excluding net HST)

$8,365,200

September 8, 2017

17-024

ALTERNATIVE 1 - CONNECT TO EAST LINTON SYSTEM - COST ESTIMATE
Alternative 1B - Connect to East Linton Water System. Smaller Size Watermains Only. Booster Station
only at Mount Pleasant Drive. No fire flows provided.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

300 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Balmy Beach Road
1 a) to Grey Road 17A and on Grey Road 17 A to Booster Station
near Mount Pleasant Road

2,200

300 mm

$600

m

$1,320,000

1 b) 200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 south of Grey Rd 17 A

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 c)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 north of Balmy Beach
Road to Indian Acres Road

700

200 mm

$400

m

$280,000

1 d)

Replace 200 mm dia. watermain on Balmy Beach Road south of
Old Beach Road

350

200 mm

$400

m

$140,000

1 e)

300 mm dia. watermain from Booster Station to Range Road and
then south on Range Road to 30th Street West

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 f)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and Edmonstone
Street

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

1 g)

200 mm dia. watermain on Gale Street south of 30th Street West
to Grey Road 17B

2,900

200 mm

$400

m

$1,160,000

1 h)

200 mm dia. watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs Drive
to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

1 i)

150 mm dia. Watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

$5,261,000

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings and service stubs. Does not include
any future watermain replacement costs in Pottawatomi Village.
BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBERS
Item
2 a)

Description

Length (m)

Size

Booster Station at Mount Pleasant Road. Features three, 9 l/s peak flow pumps. All VFD
controlled. Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA control.

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$300,000

Lump Sum

$0

Lump Sum

$60,000

Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $70,000
Pumping station building including walls, roof, doors etc - $80,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $30,000
Backup Generator (external) - $60,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $60,000

2 b)

Two compartment water storage reservoir to provide peak flow capacity and fire flows.
NOT PROVIDED

2 c) Pressure Reducing Valve Chamber on Grey Road 1 north of Balmy Beach Road
SUBTOTAL OF BOOSTER STATION, RESERVOIR AND VALVE CHAMBERS

$360,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, BOOSTER STATION AND VALVE CHAMBER

$5,621,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

$1,124,200

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE

$6,745,200

September 8, 2017
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ALTERNATIVE 2 - NEW WATER PLANT - COST ESTIMATE
Alternative 2A - New Water Plant at Sarawak Family Park. Larger Size Watermains to Provide Fire Flows.
Booster Station and Water Standpipe at Mount Pleasant Drive.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

1,800

300 mm

$600

m

$1,080,000

300 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Indian River to
1 a) Grey Road 17A and on Grey Road 17 A to Mount Pleasant
Road
1 b)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 south of Grey Rd
17 A

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 c)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and
Edmonstone Street

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

4,200

300 mm

$500

m

$2,100,000

300 mm dia. watermain from Booster Station to Range Road
1 d) and then south on Range Road and Gale Street to 16th
Street West and then south to Grey Road 17B
1 e)

200 mm dia. Watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs
Drive to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

1 f)

150 mm dia. Watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000

$4,891,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings, hydrants and service stubs. Does not
include watermain replacement costs in Pottawatomi Village.
NEW WATER PLANT, BOOSTER STATION AND RESERVOIR
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

New water treatment plant and water intake from Georgian Bay at Sarawak Family
Park. Minimal clearwell volume as main water storage (including fire flow storage)
2 a)
provided at Mount Pleasant Drive. Assume water standpipe storage at Mount Pleasant
Drive.

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$2,810,000

Lump Sum

$440,000

Lump Sum

$1,600,000

Lump Sum

$0

200 m of 400 mm dia marine intake at $1,700/m - $340,000
15 m by 15 m water plant building. Includes footing, walls, roofs etc and insulation,
building services etc. - $1,000,000
Pall membrane treatment units for minimum 6 l/s (503 cmd) capacity plus 50% reserve
treatment capacity - $570,000
Backup Generator (external) - $80,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls and SCADA etc - $220,000
Low lift pumping equipment and piping, valves etc. - $100,000
High lift pumping equipment and piping, valves etc. - $100,000
UV Disinfection equipment - $100,000
Chlorination equipment, chlorine and turbidity analyzers - $80,000
General site work and yard piping for chlorine contact time - $220,000

Booster Station at Mount Pleasant Road. Features three, 35 l/s fire and peak flow
2 b) pumps from standpipe and two 6 l/s maximum day flow pumps. All VFD controlled.
Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA control.

Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $120,000
Pumping station building including walls, roof, floor etc and building services - $100,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $60,000
Backup generator (external) - $80,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $80,000

2 c)

Glass fused to steel water storage standpipe. 24 m height by 8 m diameter. Includes
valve chamber and foundation.
Steel standpipe - $1,300,000
Standpipe concrete foundation - $70,000
Sitework, site piping and valve chamber - $180,000
Land acquisition - $50,000

2 d) Pressure Reducing Valve Chamber - Not Required
SUBTOTAL OF WATER PLANT, BOOSTER STATION AND STANDPIPE

$4,850,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, WATER PLANT, BOOSTER STATION AND STANDPIPE

$9,741,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

$1,948,200

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE

$11,689,200

September 8, 2017
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ALTERNATIVE 2 - NEW WATER PLANT - COST ESTIMATE
Alternative 2B - New Water Plant at Sarawak Family Park. Smaller Size Watermains Only. Fire Flows not
Provided. Booster Station only at Mount Pleasant Drive.
WATERMAINS
Item

Description

Length (m)

Size

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

300 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 from Indian River
1 a) to Grey Road 17A and on Grey Road 17 A to Mount
Pleasant Road

1,800

200 mm

$600

m

$1,080,000

1 b)

200 mm dia. watermain on Grey Road 1 south of Grey Rd
17 A

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 c)

300 mm dia. watermain from Booster Station to Range
Road and then south on Range Road to 30th Street West

1,300

200 mm

$500

m

$650,000

1 d)

200 mm dia. watermain on 30th Street West and
Edmonstone Street

1,600

200 mm

$400

m

$640,000

1 e)

200 mm dia. watermain on Gale Street south of 30th Street
West to Grey Road 17B

2,900

200 mm

$400

m

$1,160,000

1 f)

200 mm dia. watermain on Nicols Gully Road and Youngs
Drive to Atkins Street (Pottawatomi Village)

850

200 mm

$400

m

$340,000

270

150 mm

$300

m

$81,000

1 g) 150 mm dia. watermain on Mount Pleasant Drive

$4,601,000

SUBTOTAL - WATERMAINS

Note - watermain cost per m above includes restoration and allowance for fittings, hydrants and service stubs. Does not
include watermain replacement costs in Pottawatomi Village.
NEW WATER PLANT, BOOSTER STATION AND RESERVOIR
Item
2 a)

Description

Length (m)

Size

New water treatment plant and water intake from Georgian Bay at Sarawak Family
Park. Minimal clearwell volume. Boosteer station at Mount Pleasant Drive.

Cost ($/m)

Unit

Total Cost

Lump Sum

$2,910,000

Lump Sum

$280,000

200 m of 400 mm dia marine intake at $1,700/m - $340,000
15 m by 15 m water plant building. Includes footing, walls, roofs etc and insulation,
building services etc. - $1,000,000
Pall membrane treatment units for minimum 9 l/s (754 cmd) capacity plus 25%
reserve treatment capacity - $650,000
Backup Generator (external) - $80,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls and SCADA etc - $220,000
Low lift pumping equipment and piping, valves etc. - $110,000
High lift pumping equipment and piping, valves etc. - $110,000
UV Disinfection equipment - $100,000
Chlorination equipment, chlorine and turbidity analyzers - $80,000
General site work and yard piping for chlorine contact time - $220,000

2 b)

Booster Station at Mount Pleasant Road. Features three, 5 l/s peak flow pumps. All
VFD controlled. Features electrical, flow measurement and SCADA control.

Pumps, flow meters, pressure gauges and other instrumentation - $60,000
Pumping station building including walls, roof, floor etc and building services - $80,000
Piping, valves and other mechanical - $30,000
Backup generator (external) - $60,000
Electrical supply, panels, controls etc - $50,000

2 c) Glass fused to steel water storage standpipe - Not Provided.

$0

2 d) Pressure Reducing Valve Chamber - Not Required

$0

SUBTOTAL OF WATER PLANT AND BOOSTER STATION

$3,190,000

TOTAL OF WATERMAINS, WATER PLANT AND BOOSTER STATION

$7,791,000

Allowance for Contingencies and Engineering (20% of above)

$1,558,200

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE

$9,349,200

TABLE 1
ERU EVALUATION
WATER SERVICE AREAS
EVALUATION OF MUNCIPAL WATER SUPPLY – CLASS EA
September, 2017

17-024
CURRENT NO. OF ERU’S
(JULY, 2017)

ESTIMATED, 20 YR
NO. OF ERU’S

464 *

1,100 *

SOUTH BALMY BEACH
(UNSERVICED)

56

65

SUBTOTAL – AREA NORTH OF
INDIAN RIVER

520

1,165

INDIAN RIVER SOUTH AND MOUNT
PLEASANT AREA

98

120

30TH STREET WEST AND
EDMONSTONE STREET AREA

79

90

VLA SUBDIVISION AREA

78

90

POTTAWATOMI VILLAGE AREA

25

35

SUBTOTAL – ERU’S IN STUDY AREA

280

335

800 ERU’S

1,500 ERU’S

AREA
EXISTING SERVICED AREA NORTH
OF INDIAN RIVER

TOTAL

NOTES:
ERU – Equivalent Residential Unit
Above estimate of future ERU’s assumes minimal lot severances as no expansion of sanitary
sewer system outside of Cobble Beach assumed over next 20 years.
Total connected ERU’s as of July, 2017 *. 20 year estimate (1,100 ERU’s) includes 400 ERU’s
in Cobble Beach *.
Total Treatment Plant capacity is 1,700 ERU’s (2,600 m³/d)

TABLE 2
CAPACITY SUMMARY – WATER DEMAND ESTIMATES IN STUDY AREA ONLY
EVALUATION OF MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY – CLASS EA

September, 2017
ESTIMATED, 20 YEAR NUMBER OF ERU’S

17-024
335 ERU’S

EST. MAX. DAY DEMAND PER ERU

1.5 M³/D PER ERU

EST. PEAK FLOW DEMAND PER ERU – 1.5 X 1.5 M³/D PER ERU

2.3 M³/D PER ERU

ESTIMATED 20 YEAR MAX DAY FLOW FOR 335 ERU’S

503 M³/D (6 L/S)

ESTIMATED 20 YEAR PEAK FLOW FOR 335 ERU’S

754 M³/D (9 L/S)

RECOMMENDED FIRE FLOW REQUIRED (IF PROVIDED)
MINIMUM FIRE FLOW STORAGE FOR 2 HOURS MINIMUM (IF
PROVIDED)
RECOMMENDED TOTAL STORAGE INCLUDING EQUALIZATION
STORAGE, FIRE STORAGE AND EMERGENCY STORAGE*

NOTES:
ERU – Equivalent Residential Unit
SF – Safety Factor
* Storage Calculation as per MOECC Design Guidelines

64 L/S (845 IGPM)
461 M³
734 M³ (800 M³)

TABLE 3
CAPACITY SUMMARY – EXISTING EAST LINTON
WATER TREATMENT PLANT
EVALUATION OF MUNICPAL WATER SUPPLY – CLASS EA

September, 2017

17-024

EXISTING, RATED TREATMENT PLANT CAPACITY

2,600 M³/D

CURRENT, AVERAGE WATER DEMAND (JULY, 2017) *

386 M³/D

CURRENT, MAXIMUM DAY DEMAND (JULY, 2017) *

688 M³/D

CURRENT NUMBER OF ERU’S SERVICED (JULY, 2017)

464 ERU’S

CURRENT MAXIMUM DAY DEMAND PER ERU (688 M³/D ÷ 464
ERU’S)

1.5 M³/D PER
ERU

TOTAL ERU’S THAT CAN BE SERVICED (2,600 M³/D ÷ 1.50 M³/D)

1,733 ERU’S
(1,700 ERU’S)

CURRENT ERU’S SERVICED IN AREA NORTH OF INDIAN RIVER

464 ERU’S

TOTAL ESTIMATED 20 YEAR NO. OF ERU’S (2037) INLUDING 335
ERU’S IN STUDY AREA SOUTH OF INDIAN RIVER

1,500 ERU’S

ESTIMATED, ADDITIONAL ERU’S THAT CAN BE SERVICED AFTER
20 YEARS

200 ADDITIONAL
ERU’S

ESTIMATED, 20 YEAR MAXIMUM DAY FLOW (1,500 ERU’S X 1.5
M³/D)

2,250 M³/D

* Based on review of water consumption records from July 2016 to June 2017
NOTE – Major leaks experienced in July, November, and December, 2016. Increased average
water demand between July, 2016 and December, 2016. Once leaks repaired, average flows in
first 6 months of 2017 were 344 m³/d

TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF WATER SERVICING ALTERNATIVES
EVALUATION OF MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY – CLASS EA
TOWNSHIP OF GEORGIAN BLUFFS
September, 2017
ALTERNATIVE
ALTERNATIVE 1

17-024
DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE

ESTIMATED
COST

COST PER
EXISTING ERU*
EXCL. VLA SUBD.

COST PER ERU *
EXCL. VLA SUBD.
WITH 50% GRANT

EXTEND WATER SERVICE TO STUDY AREA FROM EAST LINTON WATER SYSTEM

ALT. 1A

Large Diameter watermains providing peak and fire flows
to serviced areas in Study Area. Booster station and
storage reservoir at Mount Pleasant Drive.

$8,400,000

$32,700/EACH

$16,400/EACH

ALT. 1B

Peak Flows only to serviced areas in Study Area. Smaller
water mains provided. No fire flows. Booster station only
provided at Mount Pleasant Drive.

$6,700,000

$26,100/EACH

$13,100/EACH

ALTERNATIVE 2

CONSTRUCT NEW WATER PLANT AND INTAKE PIPE AT SARAWAK FAMILY PARK TO SERVICE STUDY
AREA

ALT. 2A

New water intake and water treatment plant at Sarawak
Family park. New booster station and treated water
standpipe at Mount Pleasant Drive. Large diameter
watermains for fire flows for serviced areas.

$11,700,000

$45,600/EACH

$22,800/EACH

ALT. 2B

As per Alt. 2a (new water intake and water treatment plant
at Sarawak Family park) but do not provide fire flows.
Smaller diameter watermains only for serviced areas. New
booster station only at Mount Pleasant Drive.

$9,350,000

$36,400/EACH

$18,200/EACH

*

Based on a total of 335 ERU’s (20-year estimate) for new service area south of the Indian River. However, includes 78, existing
ERU’s in VLA Subdivision. Net, future ERU’s used for cost calculation is 257 ERU’s (335-78 ERU’s). Costs do not include $6,000
hook up fee for East Linton Water Plant or for a new water plant at Sarawak Family Park or $700 plumbing fee.

*

Costs do not include cost to replace existing, small diameter watermains in Pottawatomi Village with new larger watermains if fire
flows provided for Pottawatomi Village.

Appendix D
Comments from Public Meeting No. 1

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Phase II Public Meeting for Municipal Water Supply
Class EA
Township of Georgian Bluffs

Project 17-024

October, 2017

● GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd. ●
Unit 104D ● 1010 9th Avenue West ● Owen Sound ● ON ● N4K 5R7 ● 519.372.4828

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Water System Input - Georgian Bluffs
October 2, 2017 4:35:24 PM

From: Anne & Bernie Monderie [mailto:anneberniemonderie@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 10:53 AM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Cc: Anne & Bernie Monderie <anneberniemonderie@gmail.com>
Subject: Water System Input - Georgian Bluffs

Hello,
I am emailing my input regarding the water system as I am unable to attend the meeting on
September 21, 2017.
I am NOT in favour of getting water from any other source. I have been on 213 Park Street
since June 29, 2001 and have a well system in place. I also have my water tested approx. 4
times per year at the health unit to monitor it. I have never had problems with the water level
nor any bacteria in the water.
Approximately 10 years ago water was brought up 16th Street to Park and only a couple of
house opted for the water. No houses around me are connected to the system due to the fact
their wells are functioning properly and did NOT want the cost involved - some were $20,000
just to connect and then have to pay double water rates and still did not have sewer.
Thank you.
anne monderie
26-909-7569

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
Fwd: Re Phase II Public Meeting
October 12, 2017 6:43:29 AM

From: "Doug or Shirley Ireland" <direland@bmts.com>
Date: October 12, 2017 at 2:23:40 AM EDT
To: <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Re Phase II Public Meeting
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

This water main proposal appears to be for the benefit of developers.
How much money are the developers putting forward to get this project
started? Please publish those dollar figures in the cost estimates.
Has Georgian Bluffs and / or the engineer directly contacted all possible ERUs
south of Indian River that could be connected to the water main for their ‘YES’
or “NO’ for the project? Based on 75% acceptance, the unit cost per ERU
should be established taking into account the developers generous
contributions. All these facts must be presented to the general public .
The engineer’s ‘assumptions’ are flawed if he only considers the ERUs in the
yellow zones on his maps. Assuming the water main is installed in the near
future, I would predict, in twenty, years there would be more 200 more ERUs
which would exceed East Linton Treatment plant capacity necessitating
construction of a new plant and at what cost.
Routing the water main east of Somers St on a unused road allowance
eliminates a high number of possible ERU connections thus reducing the unit
cost.
The Township has indicated that small municipal water systems – ie
Pottawatomi - are unsustainable. What is Georgian Bluffs going to do about
the other 4 unsustainable systems? Is the Pottawatomi system being used as a
pawn to aid the developer’s agenda?

IF all the ERUs in the yellow zones were to agree to fund this project,

how do we or our estates get compensated as other ERUs decide to
connect to the system?
8. This project is for the developers therefore they ought to be paying the
lions share!!!!
Doug Ireland

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Phase 11 Public Meeting.
October 2, 2017 4:33:42 PM

From: Elaine Courtis <elainecourtis@hotmail.com>
Date: September 25, 2017 at 11:39:32 AM EDT
To: "rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca" <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Phase 11 Public Meeting.
My comments.
1. Maps showing study area plus the speaker Jeff, Excellent.
2. This was well advertised on the radio plus the Owen Sound Sun Times.
3. We have talked to councillor members wanting our vote but nothing done.
4. Water situation started to deteriorate 29 years ago, was told no new homes would
be
   built, but that was not true.
5. I would like to have company but cannot because of the water problem. It is really
bad
   when people drop in. I shudder when they flush the toilet. I am very cautious of our    
    water consumption.
6. We received a letter many years ago , but once again nothing .
7. People who were not in the study area had negative comments & indicated    
     they called their neighbors to make sure they all object. Please tell me how their
    comments impact us that are involved.
8. Alternative 3 is perfect plus make it mandatory that people in the study are all
    hooked up.
9. I have a very nice home but because of the water, cannot sell even if I wanted to
move.
Finally I do not imagine this will happen in my lifetime
Elaine Courtis 519 376 3940
813 30th West
elainecourtis@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Oct 06,2017
October 6, 2017 2:27:47 PM

From: fred mandeno <grew2150@gmail.com>
Date: October 6, 2017 at 2:00:29 PM EDT
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Cc: "abarfoot@georgianbluffs.on.ca" <abarfoot@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Oct 06,2017
Oct 06,2017
re, Township of Georgian Bluffs Water Supply Evaluation
To Rick Winters, Director of Operations, Al Barfoot (Mayor) and council,
I would like to offer the following comments for consideration.
Many of the residents of the 30th Street and area have suffered from insufficient and
poor quality water for 30 years or more. I believe resolving this situation in the most
economical manner should be the number one priority for The Township of Georgian
Bluffs.
I believe that the proposals put forward should be viewed as three separate projects /
phases and not be all lumped together. By combining these three projects together the
residents who urgently need the water will face delays because of more complex
planning required and will be financially burdened by some of the costs from the other
projects. (which is quite obvious from the cost estimates provided.)
Firstly resolve the water woes of 30th Street and area. (I have included another
alternative below and I’m sure other variations are possible.)
Next formulate a plan for providing water service to future development at Mount
Pleasant Drive and the southern portion of Grey Road 1 with the costs incurred to be
paid for by the developers and any grants available.
The last and least urgent phase would be to resupply the Victory subdivision (VLA) and
Potawatomi Village (these residents presently have a safe water supply) only if a
business case shows this to be viable. Costs incurred to be paid for by the users of the
system and any grants available.

I believe another alternative to supply 30th Street area could be feasible and more cost
effective as a booster station or new water intake would not be required. As noted at
the meetings the East Liston water system has an excess supply capacity and can
handle the additional connections. Joining into the East Linton system at Indian acres
Road or Maple View Crescent, crossing the Indian River where it virtually has no flow
during the summer and finish installing a 10 “ or 12” line to the 30th Street area,
crossing behind the golf course might be a possible route but other options are
available.
The benefit of Connecting into the system and running the line along the higher
elevation will reduce water pressure issues that would occur by dropping down to the
Balmy Beach elevation and then having to provide lift again.
I believe that The Township of Georgian Bluffs have an obligation to resolve the water
issues for the ratepayers of the 30th Street and area first and foremost and by utilizing
the most cost effective method. (by not piggybacking the other projects on top) .
Funding should come from any Federal, Provincial grants available, The Township of
Georgian Bluffs and the ratepayers who will be connecting to the system. (25%, 25%,
25% & 25% split would be ideal)
These RATEPAYERS have paid taxes to The Township for many years and need the
Townships support.
To put this in perspective “ Water is a necessity to support life” an airport is not.
Regards,
Fred Mandeno
247 Finden St.,
Owen Sound, ON.
519 371-9288

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Georgian Bluffs water system EA
October 5, 2017 9:34:53 AM

From: George Prentice [mailto:gprentice8@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 9:09 AM
To: Jeff Graham <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Georgian Bluffs water system EA

Sent from George's iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: George Prentice <gprentice8@gmail.com>
Date: September 28, 2017 at 8:53:22 AM EDT
To: jeffgraham@gssengineering.com
Subject: Georgian Bluffs water system EA
Hi Jeff, I hear you,re on vacation, enjoy.
Is the $6,000 hook up fee actually the service line to the house connection?
If so, I think I miss understood you a the meeting, it is not an extra fee?
Thanks, George
Sent from George's iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Water Project
October 18, 2017 8:59:45 AM

From: Jeff Robins [mailto:jeffrey@1041manestreet.com]
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2017 3:10 PM
To: Jeff Graham <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>
Subject: Water Project
October 16 2017
Mr. Winters,
Thank you for the informative meeting on the proposed water project.
I am definitely in favor of the projecting proceeding if at all possible. Overall I support connecting to
the existing East Linton water system as the first step.
My wife and I are the owners of the three vacant lots at the golf course on Grey Road 1. The water
system is necessary to develop these lots. While critical for me, I truly believe all property owners
will see an increase in property values by connecting to the water system.
We live at 451 Balmy Beach Road and are connected to the East Linton water system. We therefore
know the importance of a reliable, high quality municipal water supply.
Thank you,
Jeff and Kim Robins - 451 Balmy Beach Road

JEFFREY ROBINS
Owner, Master Stylist & Educator
REMEMBER THAT WE DO NOT BOOK SERVICES OVER E-MAIL
PLEASE CALL OUR SALON
519-371-6140 |jeffrey@1041manestreet.com|
181 8th Street East, Owen Sound, ON N4k 1K9 CANADA

Facebook Instagram Twitter Pinterest

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Study Area
October 2, 2017 4:34:59 PM

-----Original Message----From: Jim Wiseman [mailto:j.wiseman@rogers.com]
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 11:25 AM
To: abarfoot@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Cc: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Study Area
Good Morning,
     We are unable to attend the Open House on Thursday. As you are asking for input, we are in favour of
Alternative 4.
We have never had an issue in the 45 years we have lived here, although we do sympathize with those that are
having issues and understand you need to look at alternatives.
As well we just received this notice in our mailbox over the wknd (September 16 or 17)so it would have been
difficult to reply by August 18th.
We do enjoy living in Georgian Bluffs!
Jim & Dar Wiseman
298346 Range Road
N4K 0G3
Sent from my iPad

As a resident along Grey Rd. 1, I am very concerned with this proposal.
It has been poorly communicated to the residents that will be impacted. I
my neighbours, did not hear about the last public meeting until that day
on the news.

Unable to attend on such short notice, I sent an email to

Jeff Graham requesting further information. I have still not recieved any
information. I managed to find track down the information from a neighbour.
Being a property owner along the shore, I draw my water directly from the
bay. Looking at the options presented, we could potentially be facing
upwards of $40,000 if this proposal is accepted. I have a long driveway
that would likely also need to be replaced in order to run the lines, so this
amount could be higher.

This would create a finacial hardship for me, and

for those other residents who are on a fixed income. Especially for
something I don't need.

Rumour has it that this is to support the future

subdivision development in the Mount Pleasant Area. If this is the case,
the costs should be incorporated into their costs, not on the backs of
residents. That is the cost of doing business, and how it is handled in the
larger centers. I am against this proposal as it stands.
Katherine Dodge
318439 Grey Road 1

519-372-9262
keadodge@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Water Supply EA
October 13, 2017 11:35:28 AM
water comments.pdf

From: Rick Winters [mailto:rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca]
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2017 11:27 AM
To: Jeff Graham <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>; bmanderson@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Fwd: Water Supply EA
From: Katherine Dodge <keadodge@gmail.com>
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Water Supply EA
Hello Rick
Please find attached my comments with respect to the Water Supply EA. I apologize
that it is late. I had requested information from Jeff as I was unable to attend the
public meeting. I did not receive anything from him, so had to track someone down
who had attended.
I am concerned about what is being proposed, I have adequate water supply and this
would incur financial hardship for me.
Katherine Dodge
318439 Grey Rd. 1
519-372-9262

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Municipal Water Supply public meeting
October 3, 2017 9:03:06 AM

From: Katherine Dodge [mailto:keadodge@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 11:52 AM
To: Jeff Graham <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>
Cc: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Municipal Water Supply public meeting

Hi JeffHope you are doing well. I am sending this on personal matter, not official MNRF.
I am looking for information regarding the Georgian Bluffs water supply EA.   I have
not heard anything about this and only became aware of it on the radio this
morning. And I am not alone. I have spoken to a number of people here in the office
that could potentially be affected and no one is aware of this proposal. Even staff at
MOEE! Was a notification sent to landowners?? If so, in what form?
I now live in Georgian Bluffs, within the preliminary study area. I currently draw my
water from the lake so I would be directly impacted by this. My property address is
318439 Grey Rd. 1.
I know I have missed the deadline for being included in the mailings, but could you
please add me now. email keadodge@gmail.com
I am hoping to make it to the open house tonight, but have prior commitments to sort
out.
Thanks,
Kathy Dodge
519-371-8422

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Water pipeline project
October 2, 2017 4:34:29 PM

From: "Rachel Howell" <rachandkevhowell@gmail.com>
Date: September 20, 2017 at 10:12:45 AM EDT
To: <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Water pipeline project

Hello Rick,
I dropped by the Township office last week and inquired about the upcoming
water project for those that live in the Brooke area of Georgian Bluffs. My family
moved to Carney Street last year to avoid the always rising taxes and water fees
of the City of Owen Sound. We absolutely love it on this side of town and feel like
our tax dollars are much better managed and spent. I wanted to inquire about
what specific areas of Brooke were being considered for the project and we were
told that they were looking at bringing the pipe project down Somers Street,
which is only one street away from ours. We know if the project proceeds, our
street will certainly be next in line. We would like to make it known that we are
NOT IN FAVOUR of this project. We already have a wonderful working well and
do not need another system for handling our waste. With a properly maintained
well and septic system, we do not need any other water services. We believe the
council is looking at ways to appease the 25 homeowners who are currently on
the Pottawatomi water system because their expenses to maintain their water
system is growing yearly and because, under the Municipal ACT, water and sewer
systems must be paid for by the user, the only way to decrease costs is to
increase users or defragment the system. The council simply sees an opportunity
to increase their tax base because when services are available, then lot sizes can
be smaller. It's a win-win for Georgian Bluffs - the user pays for the system and
Georgian Bluffs increases their tax base. And the 25 people who are currently
sharing the cost of their system are convinced there will be more people to share
the costs and that their monthly bill will go down. But the homeowners who are
now forced to connect are charged for the installation, they are stuck with a
monthly bill and they now have chlorine in their water. Please let it be known
that our household is NOT IN FAVOUR of this project.
Thank you for your time.
Kevin and Rachel Howell
190 Carney Street
Township of Georgian Bluffs

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
Fwd: Evaluation of Municipal Water Supply September 2017 Comments
October 12, 2017 6:41:48 AM

-------- Original message -------From: Rick Winters
Date:10-11-2017 10:40 PM (GMT-04:00)
To: Jeff Graham , bmanderson@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Fwd: Evaluation of Municipal Water Supply September 2017 Comments
From: MICHEAL CAIN <golden3@rogers.com>
Date: October 11, 2017 at 9:33:28 PM EDT
To: Rick Winters <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Evaluation of Municipal Water Supply September 2017 Comments
Reply-To: MICHEAL CAIN <golden3@rogers.com>
We live on Old Beach Drive. When we built our home in 2004 there was no
water system along the shore. We paid a significant amount of money to dig a
shore well and drill under the road to install our water system. We are happy
with our service and are not interested in hooking into a municipal water
system.
While we feel bad for those people who are struggling with the current
municipal system, we question how development is allowed to continue in the
areas which have low pressure or bad water. If a developer is interested in
building on lots in those areas, perhaps they should be the ones paying for the
enhanced water system.
We hope if there is another meeting that it is better advertised than the last
one and held in a venue where there is seating for all attending.
Micheal and Nancy Cain
172 Old Beach Drive

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Comments on Municipal Water supply
October 2, 2017 4:32:32 PM

From: DAVE KINZIE [mailto:dkinzie1127@rogers.com]
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 10:33 AM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Comments on Municipal Water supply

Good Morning
I attended both the afternoon and evening meetings about the proposed municipal
water supply systems.
Jeff Graham was an excellent presenter and explained the process and proposals
thoroughly.  
We live on 30th St. West and we presently have plenty of water to meet our needs.
Most of my neighbours have a limited water supply.
  
Our well is good now however we are concerned about the future. Will we have
water tomorrow, who knows.
We feel the municipal water system should be built or expand the East Linton water
system.  
We like the option to have fire protection but feel the increased cost for that system
should be shared by all the residents that would benefit from the fire protection.
  
As it was said at the meetings the system is expensive but home owners would get
their investment back when they sell their house.
Thank you
David and Christine Kinzie

  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Brook area water expansion
October 2, 2017 4:38:46 PM

From: NORM PRATT [mailto:npratt@rogers.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 8:45 PM
To: Barfoot, Alan
Subject: Brook area water expansion
Mr Barfoot
My wife and I attended the open house this evening on the subject of water expansion into the Brooke
Area. We have resided in the Brooke area approximately 24 years.
In that time we have had our water supply provided by a well on our property.
In that time we have had to replace one submersible well pump.
The cost was no where near what you are discussing in the twenty two thousand dollar or more cost to be
put on a water system you are proposing if indeed you get a 50% grant.
Not to mention the monthly water bill costs for usage and upkeep of this system.
We would not have known about this meeting or what was being proposed had we not just happened
upon the Suntimes article relating to this study.
Some greater consideration is needed in order to get proper representation on a project of this size and
implication.
The Suntimes article left us with the impression that this is not so much about an actual need that is out
there for water but an attempt to get more users on these small systems and
spread the cost over others who do not need this or want it.
The meeting tonight did not change this impression.
We would suggest that in order to actually understand what the people who are or could be effected by
this study be allowed to put this to a vote at some point.
Let's see if there is actually more people wanting this than those that do not and are doing very well on
their own with their current systems.
That being said, we do not support your efforts to go forward with any proposed system.
Your notice says that comments are appreciated so if you are keeping a record of the yes and no
sentiment on this proposal...you can take this as a vote for option 4 which is to do nothing by two of your
long term residents of the Brooke area.

Thankyou

Norm and Veronica Pratt

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Water Service Problem
October 2, 2017 4:37:59 PM

From: Peter Libicz <peter.libicz@yahoo.ca>
Date: September 22, 2017 at 2:39:02 PM EDT
To: "rwinters@georgianbluffs.ca" <rwinters@georgianbluffs.ca>
Subject: Water Service Problem
Reply-To: "peter.libicz@yahoo.ca" <peter.libicz@yahoo.ca>
Rick,
We woild like to express our concern about water service being proposed onto our
property. It is not in our budget and we have no interest in it. Please make sure to
register this voice of strong opposition on your feedback sheet from residents.
Please confirm receipt of this email.
Sincerely,
Peter & Renata Libicz
30th St W
Georgian Bluffs
Peter Libicz
Home Inspection Right Away
1-888-392-9690 Main Line
226-909-1753 Cell/Text
Soli Deo Gloria

-----Original Message----From: info@georgianbluffs.ca [mailto:info@georgianbluffs.ca] On Behalf Of Phil Reed
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 9:45 AM
To: Barfoot, Alan
Subject: Municiple Water Extension
Good morning Al,
I understand that the township is looking to extend the municiple water from East Linton to Pottawatami.
At this time I want to mention that I am not a fan of the idea of hooking up to the system. I understand that hook up
would be optional at this time so I am not getting too excited at the moment. Just making a statement for the record.
My other concern is the construction that would occure on the Gale Street right away.
I think it is reasonable to say I have had enough of equipment and mess in our back yard for a long long time.
I look forward to talking more about this as it moves forward.
Also....I am still a little disappointed with the grass/topsoil situation of our side yard. It has never been repaired . A
couple of fixes have been tried but were unsuccessful because there is no top soil in these areas which are a decent
size.
Thank you for all you do.
See you in the rink!
Phil Reed

------------------------------------Origin:
https://www.georgianbluffs.ca/en/township-services/mayor-and-council.aspx
------------------------------------This email was sent to you by Phil Reed<pv.reed@rogers.com> through https://www.georgianbluffs.ca/.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: Water study
October 3, 2017 9:01:27 AM

-----Original Message----From: Shari Haak [mailto:skhaak@icloud.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 9:56 AM
To: Jeff Graham <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>
Cc: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Water study
Did a notification get distributed to property owners involved for notification? It is strange that I am only finding
out today about the water study that could impact our property. If a co-worker had not heard it on the radio today
we still would not have known. Can you add me to the mailing list please.
Thanks,
Shari
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
Fwd: Phase II Public Meeting - response
October 4, 2017 2:35:06 PM

-------- Original message -------From: Rick Winters
Date:10-04-2017 2:46 PM (GMT-04:00)
To: Jeff Graham , "Brian M. Anderson"
Subject: FW: Phase II Public Meeting - response
Comments below.
Rick

Rick Winters, C.E.T.
Acting CAO

Director of Operations
Township of Georgian Bluffs
177964 Grey Road 18
R.R. #3
Owen Sound, ON
N4K 5N5
(519)376-2729 phone
(519)372-1620 fax
From: The Nesbitts [mailto:nesbitts@rogers.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 4, 2017 1:36 PM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Phase II Public Meeting - response

Good Afternoon Mr. Winter!
This is a response to the public meetings held on September 21st. I attended the
afternoon session.
The presentation and handouts were excellent, and you went away knowing the
areas being discussed for servicing, as well as projected costs.
My take after the information sessions is as follows :
1/ Do not follow through on alternative 2a or 2b; we have sufficient capacity
from the East Linton water system to meet needs for today, and the next decade

(as per Jeff Graham’s predicted capacity figures)
2/ Reduce the number of areas requiring water service at this time. The
Veterans (Victory; VLA subdivision) is presently supplied by the city of Owen
Sound, and the Pottawatomi Village Area is on a private water system.
Extending a header towards them at this time is not required; unless the city
does not want to supply the VLA area any more, and the Pottawatomi system
is facing an imminent failure.
3/ Alternative 1B – I am only in favour of this alternative at this time to supply
30th street West and the Edmonstone Street area as they seem to be the most
stricken for poor water quality and quantity. The other areas in the study could
be serviced at a later date; if their needs can be justified (poor quantity and
quality).
I realize this is a poor view to take, especially if Government grants could
expire before the other areas receive servicing. There was no mention if and
when the Government grants would expire at the meeting I attended.
If Georgian Bluffs is too keep pace with expansion, services such as water to
residents will be needed in the future, but the individual cost on the single
homeowner is almost too great. As one lady at our meeting stated “it means
taking out a second mortgage to pay for this”. At the meeting the cost
calculations were explained, particularly the government grants; but there was
no mention how much Georgian Bluffs (from the reserves maybe?) would be
allocating.
At the second evening meeting there was more representation from developers;
most people I have talked to were in agreement “that if you want to develop
here in Georgian Bluffs, you should be ready to pay”.
        Nobody wants to support a developer through their taxes.
These are my comments on the second part of the EA, and I appreciate the time
spent by the township staff and contractors working through this assessment.
At the next set of public meetings, please send out a mailer, or some kind of
notice (something in the mail box?); most people on my street had no idea of
the meeting until I told them.
Thank you for your time,
Stuart Nesbitt
232 Finden St
519-371-4909

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Graham
Nancy Cluthe
FW: EA questions
October 13, 2017 10:38:59 AM

From: Susan Natsheh [mailto:snatsheh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2017 10:36 AM
To: Jeff Graham <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>
Cc: drjohnny48@gmail.com; Vinod Nair <nair.vinod777@gmail.com>
Subject: EA questions

Good Morning Jeff,
Thank you for leading the discussion surrounding the EA of the water systems in
Georgian Bluffs.
As you recall, we live in Potawatomi Village. Discussions with neighbours
regarding the water supply proposals have raised some questions I hope you
could answer.
How much would an EA of our own subdivision's water supply cost; taking into
account other water source options including private/shared wells?
If we were to remain on our current system, would insertion of a larger pipe
from the treatment building to our homes improve water pressure/flow to
individual homes? Currently, there are a number of home owners complaining of
poor water pressure/volume. Interestingly, the complaints seem to be
concentrated to the homes nearest the treatment building.  I understand pipe
integrity for individual homes would play a role in this. (My muddled physics
logic makes me wonder if pressure would actually decrease more at times of peak
water use.)
Thank you once again,
Susan Nair
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March 28, 2018
Project: 17-024
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
Southwestern Region Office
733 Exeter Road
London, ON N6E 1L3
Attn:

Mr. Craig Newton, Regional Environmental Planner/Regional EA Coordinator

Re:

Notice of Second Public Meeting – May 3, 2018
Municipal Water Supply
Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs

Dear Mr. Newton
By way of this letter, the Township of Georgian Bluffs is hosting a second Public Meeting for the
above Class Environmental Assessment on May 3, 2018.
Please see the attached Notice regarding the meeting for further details.
If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,

______________________
Jeff Graham, P Eng.
JTG/nc
Encl.
c.c. Mr. Rick Winters, CET, Acting CAO/Director of Operations

● GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd. ●
Unit 104D ● 1010 9th Avenue West ● Owen Sound ● ON ● N4K 5R7 ● 519.372.4828

Notice of Public Meeting No. 2
Evaluation of Municipal Water Supply
Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs

The Township of Georgian Bluffs is evaluating alternatives to improve and expand the municipal
water supply within a select area of the Township.
This select area, known as the Study Area, includes Grey Road 1 from Indian River to the Owen
Sound City Limits, Brooke, and the Pottawatomi Village Subdivision. The Study Area does not
include the Sunset Strip or Springmount area. A map showing the Study Area (Figure 1) is
available on the Township website.
Alternative solutions that are being evaluated include:
Alternative 1 – Expand the East Linton water distribution system south of the Indian River to
supply the Study Area.
Alternative 2 – Develop a new lake intake and surface water treatment plant at Sarawak Family
Park to supply the Study Area.
Alternative 3 – Renew negotiations with the City of Owen Sound to expand the municipal water
supply for the Study Area from the City of Owen Sound.
Alternative 4 – Do nothing.

The first Public Meeting for this Class EA was held in September, 2017. Since then, comments
from the first public meeting have been reviewed and further evaluation of the alternatives has
been completed.
The second Public Meeting for the project will be held on Thursday, May 3, 2018 and will
run from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. and from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Both public meeting sessions will be
held at the Shallow Lake Arena.
At this time, the preliminary, preferred alternative is Alternative 1 (expand East Linton water
system south of the Indian River to service the Study Area).
At the second Public Meeting, the estimated costs of this alternative will be presented in further
detail. As well, the proposed assignment of costs, on a per household basis, depending on
location within the Study Area, will be presented.
This study is being conducted following the planning and design process of the Class
Environmental Assessment (Class EA) for Municipal Water and Wastewater Projects, as
amended August, 2011.
Public input is encouraged throughout the process. Written comments from the second Public
Meeting should be submitted to the Township of Georgian Bluffs by Thursday, May 24, 2018.

This Notice issued March 29, 2018

GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
Mr. Jeff Graham, P. Eng.
Project Manager
Tel. (519) 372-4828
Email: jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca

Township of Georgian Bluffs
Mr. Rick Winters, CET, Acting CAO/
Director of Operations
Tel: (519) 376-2729
Email: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
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Appendix G
Presentation Materials from Public Meeting No. 2 (May, 2018)

Evaluation of Municipal Water Supply
Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs

Phase III Public Meeting
May 3, 2018
2 pm to 4 pm and 7 pm to 9 pm

Background
▪ This Class Environment Assessment (Class EA) has been initiated
to evaluate municipal water supply alternatives for the Study Area
in Georgian Bluffs.

▪ The Study Area includes the shoreline area south of the Indian
River to the City limits, the Brooke Area, and Pottawatomi Village.
▪ Some residents of this area have indicated an interest in receiving
municipal water supply.
For long term sustainability, the
Pottawatomi Village water system should be connected to a larger
water system.
▪ The Class EA process includes review of feasible alternatives and
invites public input. The Class EA considers financial, natural
environment, heritage and social impacts when comparing
alternatives.

1

Water Service Alternatives
▪ Alternative 1 – Expand existing East Linton water system to service
the Study Area.
▪ Alternative 2 – Construct new water treatment plant and water
intake to service the Study Area.
▪ Alternative 3 – Extend City of Owen Sound water system to Study
Area.
▪ Alternative 4 – Do Nothing

2

Summary of Alternatives
Alternative 1 – Connect to the existing East Linton water system.
The existing water system has sufficient reserve capacity to
service the Study Area. The total cost estimate (from Phase II) is
estimated to be $ 8.4 M, including a new water standpipe and
larger size watermains for fire flows.
Alternative 2 – Build new water plant at Sarawak Family Park.
New water system would be separate from the East Linton water
system though the two systems could be connected together. The
total cost estimate is $11.7 M, including a new water standpipe
and larger size watermains for fire flows.

3

Summary of Alternatives Con’t.
Alternative 3 – Connect to City of Owen Sound water system.
This approach includes a new water standpipe that would provide
extra peak flows and fire flows to north west quadrant of the City.
The estimated cost to connect to the City water system, including
a new water standpipe, is $6.9 M.
However, Township staff and Council members have discussed
the concept with City representatives in recent months. The City
is not willing to further expand the City water system into
Georgian Bluffs.
Alternative 4 – Do Nothing
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Summary of Alternatives Con’t.
▪ As noted, there is sufficient treatment capacity to provide servicing
to the Study Area from the East Linton water system (Alternative 1).
▪ Only modest growth in the Study Area is estimated due to the lack
of a sanitary sewer system.
▪ Additional water storage, however, is required, if fire flows are
provided. A water storage facility is recommended at Mount
Pleasant Drive for Alternatives 1 and 2.
▪ A booster pumping station is required to increase water pressure for
higher elevations in the Study Area.
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Summary of Alternatives Con’t.
▪ Generally, no significant environmental, social or heritage impacts
identified at this time for Alternatives 1 or 2. Watermains would be
located on existing roads.
▪ Potentially, some impact to small area of agricultural land at Mount
Pleasant Drive for a booster station and possible standpipe.

▪ Some loss of parkland (± 4,000 sq. ft.) if new water plant built at
Sarawak Family Park for Alternative 2.
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First Public Meeting – September, 2017
▪ First public meetings were held in September, 2017. There were
approximately 24 persons at the afternoon meeting and 54 persons
at the evening meeting.
▪ Twenty four (24) comment sheets were received from the public.
There was generally strong support for a municipal water system
from persons living on 30th Street West. Private wells in this area
generally have low, or very low yields.
▪ There was mixed support for a municipal water system from
residents along Grey Road 1 south of the Indian River

▪ Initial comments have been received from some of the residents of
Pottawatomi Village regarding connecting to an expanded water
system. The current small, municipal system is expensive to
operate and has poor water pressure and some water quality
issues.
▪ There was mixed support for a municipal water system in the
Finden/Carney Street area.

7

Preliminary Preferred Alternative
▪ Following comments received from the first public meeting, and
given that Owen Sound not interested in expanding the City water
system into the Study Area, Alternative 1 is recommended as the
preliminary, preferred alternative.
▪ This alternative includes connection to the south end of East
Linton water system, constructing new watermain over the bridge
at Indian River, and construction of watermains along Grey Rd 1,
Grey Rd 17A, Range Road
and Somers Street south to
Pottawatomi Village.
▪ This alternative provides the lowest cost option. Results in only
one water system with one, existing water treatment plant.
▪ Phase II cost estimate, as per previous, was $8.4 M.
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Preliminary Preferred Alternative
▪ Alternative 1 has been recently re - evaluated for costs.
▪ Alternative 1 detail provided to Township Council in March, 2018,
with emphasis on cost breakdown for individual “neighbourhood”
areas.

▪ To reduce costs as much as possible, we recommend the water
standpipe be deferred initially. This eliminates fire flows, for now,
in the new service area.
▪ The project cost estimate for Alternative 1 is revised to $6.7 M
from original estimate of $8.4 M.

▪ Also – assume homes in VLA now connected to the Owen Sound
water system would stay on the City water system, and that
homes connected to the City water system at Grey Rd 1 boundary
with the City would also stay on the City water system.

9

Preliminary Preferred Alternative Con’t.
▪ Proposal to Council in March, 2018 assumed the Municipality
would invest $1.0 M to i) fund necessary watermains with few
current connections and ii) partly fund the booster pumping station
▪ This $1.0 M would be recouped after approximately 20 years with
additional connections from existing lots adjacent to the new
watermains outside of the main, neighbourhood areas.
▪ As assumed that 50 new connections would join at approximate
cost of $20,000 each over 20 years.
▪ As per previous, total cost estimate is $6.7 M. If 50% grant
obtained, net total cost would be $3.35 M.
▪ Once the $1 M financing was received from the Municipality, $2.35
M would need to be raised by users.

10

Preliminary Preferred Alternative Con’t.
▪ The cost breakdown to recover the $2.35 M, on a neighbourhood
by neighbourhood basis, is as follows:
▪ Pottawatomi Village – approx. $28,000/home for 25 homes.
▪ 30th Street West Area – approx. $16,400/home for 74 homes.
▪ Grey Road 1 and Mount Pleasant Drive Area – approx.
$6,400/home for 71 homes and vacant lots.
▪ All costs above exclude the $6,700 connection and plumbing fee.
The connection fee ($6,000) goes to dedicated reserve funds for
the existing East Linton water treatment plant and water
standpipe.
▪ For Pottawatomi Village, the costs above exclude potential
replacement of the existing 75 mm dia watermains in the
subdivision (estimated to be approximately $8,000 per home).

11

Financing
▪ The Municipality may offer financing that would be tied to the
property.

▪ For instance, if total homeowner cost was $23,100 (for 30th Street
West and including the $6,700 connection fees), the 20 year
annual payment at 8% interest would be approx. $2,350/year.
▪ The above payment would be tied to the property – so if the
current owner moved and sold the house after 5 years, the new
owner would assume the annual payment for the final 15 years.
▪ The above cost excludes the current, annual operating cost of
approximately $690/year per residential connection.
▪ The above cost assignment currently excludes size and frontage
of the property. Potentially, the final cost sharing approach would
include an extra payment for every m of frontage that exceeds,
say, 30 m (100 ft).

12

Financing Con’t.
▪ For Pottawatomi Village, the current annual operating cost is
approximately $3,000/year per home.
▪ This cost would reduce to approximately $1,000/yr once
connected to the East Linton system.
▪ The $2,000/year savings would
help offset the cost of
connecting to the East Linton water system.
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East Linton Water Charges
▪ Currently, the East Linton water rates are $690/year as long as
average water use is less than 500 l/day.
▪ Water meters on each home are read every 2 months. If average
water use is more than 500 l/d, an extra charge of $3.78/cubic
meter is added for extra water use above 500 l/d.

▪ The majority of users (homes) on the East Linton water system
use less than 500 l/day on average.
▪ This is “thrifty” use of water. Ministry of Environment water system
design guidelines assume each person uses 450 l/day of water.

▪ Therefore, a typical home would theoretically use 1,125 l/d if
there were, on average, 2.5 persons per home

14

Water Use and Septics
▪ There is a possible concern that people will use more water, once
connected to a municipal water system, compared to using their
own well.

▪ Past investigations do not bear this out.
▪ As noted, existing users on the East Linton water system are for
the most part very “thrifty” users of the municipal water supply –
with most homes using less than 500 l/day.

▪ In comparison, the Building Code requires septic systems to be
designed for an average flow of 1,600 l/day for a typical, three
bedroom home,
▪ Therefore, assuming a proper septic system, converting from a
private well to a municipal water system should not cause septic
problems, or increase the risk of septic pollution.

15

Private Wells
▪ We would appreciate volunteers coming forward to discuss their
private well supplies.

▪ Staff would make appointments with home owners to document
well supply problems.
▪ This information could be critical to apply for grant support for the
project.
▪ If you are interested, please contact the Township or GSS
Engineering.

16

Pending Government Agency Comments
▪ We have received comments from the Ministry of Environment
and Grey County Planning.

▪ MOE and Grey County have both recommended full servicing
(Municipal water supply and Municipal sewage servicing) be
considered as part of the Class EA.
▪ We will be responding to these comments. However, there is no
plan to include sanitary sewer servicing in the Terms of Reference
for this Class EA.
▪ Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON) has also provided
correspondence. An initial meeting has been held with SON to
initiate consultation with them.

17

Summary

▪ We would appreciate written comments by May 24, 2018 if
possible.
▪ Comment sheets are provided at this meeting.
▪ Information packages on water use, the number of connections,
cost breakdowns and an up to date map of the proposed water
system expansion is provided on the sign in table.

18

Questions

We thank you for attending our meeting
today.
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TABLE 1 - UPDATED
ERU EVALUATION
WATER SERVICE AREAS
EVALUATION OF MUNCIPAL WATER SUPPLY – CLASS EA
September, 2017 (Updated February 28, 2018)

17-024

AREA

CURRENT NO. OF
ERU’S
(JULY, 2017)

ESTIMATED, 20 YR
NO. OF ERU’S

EXISTING SERVICED AREA NORTH
OF INDIAN RIVER

464 *

1,100

SOUTH BALMY BEACH
(UNSERVICED)

56

65

SUBTOTAL – AREA NORTH OF
INDIAN RIVER

520

1,165

INDIAN RIVER SOUTH AND MOUNT
PLEASANT AREA

+/- 71

110**

30TH STREET WEST AND
EDMONSTONE STREET AREA

+/- 74

VLA SUBDIVISION AREA
POTTAWATOMI VILLAGE AREA
ADD EX. HOMES ALONG SOMERS
ST AND NICOLS GULLY
RD/AITKENS
SUBTOTAL – ERU’S IN STUDY
AREA
TOTAL

+/- 78

DO NOT INCLUDE***

DO NOT INCLUDE***

25

33

DEFER

+/- 51 NOW

170

272

690 ERU’S

+/- 1,437 ERU’S

NOTES: ERU – Equivalent Residential Unit
Above estimate of future ERU’s assumes minimal lot severances as no expansion of sanitary
sewer system outside of Cobble Beach assumed over next 20 years.
Total connected ERU’s as of July, 2017 *. 20 year estimate (1,100 ERU’s) includes 400 ERU’s
in Cobble Beach. Currently, 87 ERU’s connected in Cobble Beach (March, 2018).
Water users at south end of Grey Rd 1 connected to Owen Sound water system not included in
future connections**
Existing water users in VLA subdivision not included as assumed they will stay on City of Owen
Sound water system. ***
Rated, Maximum Day Treatment Plant capacity is 2,600 m³/d.

TABLE 2
CAPACITY SUMMARY – EXISTING EAST LINTON
WATER TREATMENT PLANT
EVALUATION OF MUNICPAL WATER SUPPLY – CLASS EA

September, 2017 (Updated March, 2018)

17-024
2016/2017*

2017**

2,600 M³/D

2,600 M³/D

CURRENT, AVERAGE WATER DEMAND

386 M³/D

367 M³/D

CURRENT, MAXIMUM DAY DEMAND

688 M³/D

± 800 M³/D

CURRENT NUMBER OF ERU’S SERVICED NORTH OF INDIAN
RIVER (2017 VALUE AS OF MARCH, 2018).

464 ERU’S

472 ERU’S

CURRENT MAXIMUM DAY DEMAND PER ERU (688 M³/D ÷ 464
ERU’S FOR 2016/2017). SAME FOR FULL 2017.

1.5 M³/D PER
ERU

1.7 M³/D PER
ERU

TOTAL ERU’S THAT CAN BE SERVICED (2,600 M³/D ÷ 1.5 M³/D
FOR 2017). DIVIDE BY 1.7 M³/D FOR 2018.

1,733 ERU’S
(1,700 ERU’S)

1,529 ERU’S
(1,500 ERU’S)

TOTAL ESTIMATED 20 YEAR (2037) NO. OF ERU’S
INCLUDING APPROX. 272 ERU’S IN STUDY AREA SOUTH OF
INDIAN RIVER***.

1,437 ERU’S

1,437 ERU’S

ESTIMATED, ADDITIONAL ERU’S THAT CAN BE SERVICED
AFTER 20 YEARS

263
ADDITIONAL
ERU’S

63
ADDITIONAL
ERU’S

ESTIMATED, 20 YEAR MAXIMUM DAY FLOW (1,437 ERU’S X
1.5 M³/D / 1.7 M³/D)

2,156 M³/D

2,443 M³/D

EXISTING, RATED TREATMENT PLANT CAPACITY

* Based on review of water consumption records from July 2016 to June 2017. ** Based on OCWA
Annual Report – 2017
NOTE – Major leaks experienced in July, November, and December, 2016. Increased average water
demand between July, 2016 and December, 2016. Once leaks repaired, average flows in first 6 months
of 2017 were 344 m³/d
*** Currently, there are 87 ERU’s in Cobble Beach (66 actual connections). This is estimated to increase
to 400 ERU’s in Cobble Beach over 20 years. Total ERU’s in 20 years estimated to be 400 in Cobble
Beach, 272 ERU’s in the Study Area and an additional 765 ERU’s in existing service area north of Indian
River. Total 1,437 ERU’s.

Appendix H
Comments from Public Meeting No. 2

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Phase III Public Meeting for Municipal Water Supply
Class EA
Township of Georgian Bluffs

Project 17-024

June, 2018

● GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd. ●
Unit 104D ● 1010 9th Avenue West ● Owen Sound ● ON ● N4K 5R7 ● 519.372.4828

From: "Dave Twining" <davetwining@rogers.com>
Date: May 22, 2018 at 2:44:56 PM EDT
To: <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Water Supply Services Comments
I am writing to provide comments on Georgian Bluff’s Evaluation of Water Supply - Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment.
We have lived on Edmonstone Street since 1997. We have owned two different homes in that time, both on
Edmonstone Street and both locations have excellent quality and quantity of water.
I have talked to most of the home owners in the area, including some on 30th Street and they all say the same
thing. They live in this area for the reasonable taxes, and because they don’t have to pay for water and sewer
services. Many including ourselves would likely sell should the water development go ahead and this would be a
shame as many were planning to retire in this beautiful area. There are already a number of retired seniors in this
area that simply can not afford this expense on their fixed income, nor do they want it. I could not find ONE
household that was in agreement or even interested in having water services.
Why is such an expensive adventure being considered, when there seems to be very little need?
And why is this large a project being reviewed well below the radar? The majority that I talked to, did not realize it
affected them.
Many asked me if there is going to be another meeting on the matter that they can attend. I would like Georgian
Bluffs to be more up front on this issue and send a poll out to see if there is enough interest or need to justify this
expense. Each home in the affected areas should be sent the map, the costs and the options being considered.
If there is enough interest, then mandatory hook up needs to be for all. It is not right that the proposal veers off the
path of 30th street to pick up a mandatory subdivision where not one house wants water services, yet run all the way
down Sommers and not make mandatory hook up for all those homes. Let alone not being fair, some suggest this is
not legal and could be challenged. We are all tax payers for the same township. In fact, if the system were to go
ahead, the hookup should be the same fee whether you are the first house connected beside the water plant, or the
farthest house out at the end of the run. And should this water project go ahead, Georgian Bluff’s should seriously
rethink the 8% interest. This is not supposed to be a money making service for those that don’t have $25000 lying
around. It should be a fair low interest like prime or less.
I hope Georgian Buffs reconsider this water venture, or at least scale it back to just those who need it and want
it. Perhaps this would be a good question on the next election ballot.
I would be happy to sit down with anyone at Georgian Bluffs to discuss this matter further and would like to
understand what is driving this from the Township’s perspective.
Thank you
Dave Twining
156 Edmonstone Street
519-376-3376

From: "David & Christine Kinzie" <dkinzie1127@rogers.com>
Date: May 20, 2018 at 5:53:59 PM EDT
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Water EA for brooke area
We attended the last water project meeting in the afternoon. We look forward to the implementation of this
proposal.
Although we are not short of water at present this does not ensure we will have plenty of water in the future. That
being said we would love to have the water project go through.
We enjoyed Jeff Graham's presentation. He was very helpful and informative.
We did however find that the meeting was somewhat monopolized by Pottawatomi residents.
Thanking you in advance for all your efforts and all your work on this project.

------------------------------------Origin: https://www.georgianbluffs.ca/en/live-play/brooke-ea.aspx
------------------------------------This email was sent to you by David & Christine Kinzie<dkinzie1127@rogers.com> through
https://www.georgianbluffs.ca/.

From: "Doug or Shirley Ireland" <direland@bmts.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 11:21:17 PM EDT
To: <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Comments re: Class Environmental Assessment for Water Supply
1. At the last assessment meeting, we noted there was a lack of communication between Georgian Bluffs and
Jeff Graham. Comments and concerns from Pottawatomi committee to R. Winters were not forwarded to
Jeff Graham. How sincere is Georgian Bluffs in this process?
2. Has all the properties on the water main route been surveyed to ascertain the willingness of property owners
to tie in to the main upon installation in order to share the cost more equitably?
3. Will property owners building new homes along the main be required to connect to the main?
4. If the project is approved, how will Georgian Bluff amortise the project and what is the cost to those
property owners who support the project?
5. How will the supporters of the project be reimbursed when connections to the main are made in future?
6. We support the 4th option in the assessment: DO NOTHING.
7. We are satisfied with our water supply.
8. Please forward audited reports for the Pottawatomi Water System for the years 2016 & 2017.
Doug & Shirley Ireland
157 Atkins St.
519 372 9363
direland@bmts.com

-----Original Message----From: Elaine Courtis [mailto:elainecourtis@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, May 7, 2018 2:32 PM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Meeting Thursday re water concerns.
I have three comments.
First the presentation by Jeff Graham was clear & concise.
Second, Rick Winters was extremely helpful, with questions that were addressed.
Third. I attended the afternoon meeting, was quite annoyed with the Potawatomi Village comments. Would
not listen to concerns on 30th St residents.
His comments were very shallow, we are just as important .
Finally last comment. Once again I do not believe this will happen in my lifetime, but it seems this is the
most information that has been brought forward .
Elaine

Sent from my iPad

Resent-From: <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>
From: Rick Winters <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Date: May 28, 2018 at 5:34:25 AM EDT
To: <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Water System Expansion EA

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Jenna Bergeron <jenna_bergeron@hotmail.com>
Date: May 27, 2018 at 8:07:52 PM EDT
To: Rick Winters <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Re: Water System Expansion EA
Hi Rick,
In regards to the water system expansion our family is in full support. We are a young family of four, that reside at
805 30th Street West. We have lived here for 2.5 years. It is susceptible to depletion. We have been informed that
our current well is already the third well dug on the property. If we continue to have our well problems, what do we
do? We conserve our water to the best of our ability. We stagger the times that we do laundry, run the dish washer,
and take into consideration the timing of showers and baths for us and our children.
We love our home, we love our property - we do not love our water supply.
The water is a huge concern for us, and in the future could be a very serious problem that we are faced with. To
have municipal water would be amazing, and is something that we don’t only want, but that we will NEED.
If there is anything further required from us in regards to our support, and our experiences thus far we will gladly
come forward.
Please push for this. Please provide me with any further steps we can take to make this happen.
Thank you
The Bergeron Family

On May 25, 2018, at 9:14 AM, Rick Winters <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca> wrote:
Jenna, I received your voicemail and would appreciate if you could provide me with an e-mail response to your
support of the water system expansion.
I look forward to receiving your comments.
Rick

Rick Winters, C.E.T.
Acting CAO
Director of Operations

Township of Georgian Bluffs
177964 Grey Road 18
R.R. #3
Owen Sound, ON
N4K 5N5
(519)376-2729 phone
(519)372-1620 fax

From: jess bowski [mailto:thebigjessbowski@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 10:24 AM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Water project

I am strongly against the cost associated with bringing water to the area. if you are expecting everyone to
pay for this to be done and then charge them monthly as well that is ludicrous. everyone in the area
already pays taxes to Georgian Bluffs to help fund the up keep and further projects in the area. If Georgian
bluffs wants to run water and then profit from the monthly fees that is there prerogative, to expect the tax
payer who already pays their share to cover the cost to complete this project is obscene. And i'm sure my
taxes will increase if this water main goes through. so not only will the tax payer be paying their taxes you
expect them to foot the bill for this and then pay even higher taxes once its done. It appears to me that the
municipality is dipping into my pocket 3 times, correction 4 times once i start to get a water bill. Serious
thought needs to be put into the costs associated with this project and how it could affect people living in
the area.
I have also heard rumour that the people living on Sommers street will not be subject to this fee? if you
could please let me know if that is true or not that would be great.
I sail for a living and making these meetings are next to impossible. If i could be kept up to date that would
also be appreciated.

J. Vickers
Chief Officer

-----Original Message----From: info@georgianbluffs.ca [mailto:info@georgianbluffs.ca] On Behalf Of Jim Curry
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 11:04 AM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject:
If I am reading map properly no residents are included on Sommers St. from 30th to Pottawatomi village. I
am on Aiken St. and wonder why we are included as I do not feel I need this service any more than they do.
------------------------------------Origin: https://www.georgianbluffs.ca/en/live-play/brooke-ea.aspx
------------------------------------This email was sent to you by Jim Curry<jimcurry1@hotmail.com> through https://www.georgianbluffs.ca/.

From: Justin Smeltzer [mailto:yeep_jeep@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 8:11 AM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Water lines

Hi I o t agree with the associated costs with this projected plan or the fact that the township did so little to
notify people that are going to be affected that it's on the table. Most of my neighbors had no clue that there
were meetings or that this entire debate was being gone through. Our neighborhood is a mix of young
families and retired couples that dont have an extra 20 to 30k sitting around or the ability to pay an
additional 300+ a month for loans and water fees.
The fact that the potawatamomi village is pushing this harder then anyone I'm sure why is the township
assuming the entire cost of the summers st line instead of passing it onto them? The 30th st folks are getting
hit with the highest cost associated with the pipes and install.
If this is something the township truly wants to put in then they should be eating the entire cost of the project
except for the $7000 hook up

From: Marc Brooks [mailto:marc@legacyridgegolf.ca]
Sent: Monday, May 7, 2018 2:19 PM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Comments regarding proposed expansion of Municipal water
Good Day Sir,
Legacy Ridge Golf Club, 318494 Grey Rd. #1
We currently have our own private water system that is monitored by the Grey Bruce
Health Unit SDWIS number 733000483. We are drawing water directly from Georgian Bay.
The water goes through various filters, a UV light and is chlorinated prior to public
consumption as mandated by our directive with the Health Unit. We have a meter on the
system so water consumption over the previous 5 years is as follows. 859 cubic meters in
2013, 1138 in 2014, 1351 in 2015, 1341 in 2016 and 1372 in 2017. Therefore we a
consumption on 1212.2 cubic meters per year on average over that 5 year period. Our
system supplies the three buildings on the golf course but also of note, in addition it
supplies the Public Washrooms at the Sarawak Park. Contained in the public handout from
the meeting May 3rd you are proposing that the golf course be charged for 10 ERU’s
(Equivalent Residential Units) when the mandatory hook up would occur.
Based on your current billing system to existing water users on the East Linton water system
you go by a minimum billing based on 500 liters per day per household or ERU. At 500 L/day
x 365 days equals 182,500L per year or 182.5 cubic meters. Our 5 year average
consumption of 1212.2 cubic meters divided by the 182.5 cubic meters of an ERU in your
billing model, we are using an equivalent of 6.64 ERU’s. This is significantly lower than the
current proposed 10 ERU’s for the golf course. While the ownership group at Legacy Ridge
consisting of Bert Leeder, Michael Todd and Marc Brooks are most definitely in favour of
the proposed expansion of the East Linton water plant and would be willing to pay our fair
share, it is our contention that the current calculation of 10 ERU’s is unreasonably high at
this time.
Marc Brooks
Property Manager
Legacy Ridge Golf Club

From: lynne keeling <lynnekeeling@hotmail.com>
Date: May 21, 2018 at 9:11:45 AM EDT
To: "rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca" <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: dictatorship?
With reference to the upcoming installation of a water line to be placed on my property I would like my
voice heard.
Why should the homeowners on 30th street be expected to pay into the waterline to be installed when the
homeowners on Somers street are exempt?
My water is drinkable, clean, plentiful and as iron free as I want it and need it to be.
Why do the homeowners in Pottawatami Village get to dictate that a water system be put in?

WHEN DID A DICTATORSHIP TAKE OVER MY GEORGIAN BLUFFS COUNCIL? THERE MUST BE A REALLY BIG
REWARD TO YOU TO GO AGAINST THE OPINIONS OF MANY AND CATER TO THE WANTS OF A FEW!
Lynne Keeling Lot 10 Concession 2 in Georgian Bluffs

From: SHEILA SANCARTIER [mailto:msbsc@rogers.com]
Sent: May 23, 2018 9:58 AM
To: office@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: waterman expansion
With regards to the proposed waterman expansion to Potawatomi village.
We are opposed to any such expansion and definitely not interested as it is unnecessary and cost prohibitive.
Thank you
Michael SanCartier
Sheila Brown-SanCartier
129 Young's Drive
519 376 2531

From: MICHAEL MCALLISTER <mlmcallister@rogers.com>
Date: May 21, 2018 at 8:29:25 PM EDT
To: "rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca" <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Comments re: Class Environmental Assessment for the Water Supply
Reply-To: MICHAEL MCALLISTER <mlmcallister@rogers.com>

Attention Mr. Rick Winters
The following are comments regarding the proposed water supply;
1- My wife and I are 100% against the proposed provision of a water supply.
2- As a responsible homeowner located at 376 Urstadt St Georgian Bluffs for the past 26 years we
have maintained a healthy drinking water supply from our well source. The chosen additional
expense of a reverse osmosis system, whole house filtration and soft water system more than
adequately supplies our household with both the quality and quantity of water that we expect.
3- At no time throughout the past 26 years have flow rates from our well diminished. It continues to
date to provide more than adequate pressure.
4- A primary reason to reside in Georgian Bluffs was to avoid water supply akin to the City of
Owen Sound. Our choice is to have potable water free from Fluoride, bleach and other
contaminants used in water treatment facilities.
5- We disagree wholeheartedly with Counsel deciding on our behalf whether an alternative water
supply other than our own well is necessary. In fact, at no time have counsel members or the
Township of Georgian Bluffs contacted myself or hired professionals to appropriately assess my
existing water supply. Therefore, uninformed planning and decisions are being made by the
township.
6- It is my belief that homeowners are responsible for maintaining their own personal water supply,
If a handful of known homes have issues the homeowner should perhaps tend to those matters i.e.
drill a new well if necessary. Foregoing that, if the township were inclined to truly help
aforementioned homeowner, the provision of a cistern would be a viable solution at a significant
cost savings to the township and it's residents.
7- The proposal suggests that residents along Somers St will not incur any expense, the
Township has proposed to cover 100% of the cost, residents along 30th St West 50% of the cost.
This is absolute nonsense. The township is inadvertently pitting homeowner against
homeowner. What is the thought process behind this? Many rumours are floating around
suggesting that this decision was made due to the fact that residents along Somers St do
not currently have any known water supply issues. If there is truth in these rumours than I must
appeal on behalf of myself and neighbors with whom I have spoke with, We also do not have any
water supply issues. Why are we, the same tax paying residents of the Township of Georgian
Bluffs being forced to incur full costs of the expansion, hookup fees etc. when others are not. This
is not an equitable solution. In fact, this proposal is reminiscent of the backwards thinking of years
past when classification of citizens ran amok. This is straight up discriminatory and has no place in
todays society. Should this not be remedied, the township and it's counsel members shall have to
respond to the media and prepare for potential lawsuits.

8- In conclusion, I suggest that such an extravagant proposal lacking restraint be put to the vote.
Hold a referendum, allow the residents to decide for themselves whether a state of privation is
upon us.
Respectfully,
Michael McAllister
Lisa McAllister
519-477-5267
519-477-3766
376 Urstadt St Owen Sound On N4K 6V5
mlmcallister@rogers.com

From: Rick Winters <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2018 7:26 AM
To: Jeff Graham <jeffgraham@gssengineering.ca>
Subject: FW: Water & Sewer Services study area
FYI

Rick Winters, C.E.T.
Acting CAO
Director of Operations
Township of Georgian Bluffs
177964 Grey Road 18
R.R. #3
Owen Sound, ON
N4K 5N5
(519)376-2729 phone
(519)372-1620 fax
From: Peter Libicz [mailto:peter.libicz@yahoo.ca]
Sent: Sunday, May 6, 2018 5:04 PM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Water & Sewer Services study area

To: Rick Winters, Director of Operations.
As a local resident, I am very concerned that services are possibly going to be forced on me and
my family. We have a well functioning water supply and septic. I missed the Shallow Lake
meeting (I came out but turned out to be there a day after it was held, my fault). Please correct me
if I wrong. Between the handout and my conversation with the township office, it appears that
services might be forced on my family, which would mean a huge financial burden. I believe the
Council is trying to please a few households at a huge expense imposed on others. It is not right.
I would like you to know that I am strongly opposing the project and even stronger opposing having
to pay this massive amount of money (or any other amount towards this project). I strongly
request that you do not force us into this very high expense.
Please confirm receipt of this e-mail.
Sincerely,
Peter Libicz and family
801 30th St W
Georgian Bluffs, ON
N4K 6V5
226-909-1753 cell

From: busyfamily <grsuchomel@rogers.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 10:51:51 AM EDT
To: "rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca" <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: EVALUATION OF MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY
Good morning Mr. Winters,
I am contacting you in regards to the current water situation. We reside in a home my family purchased in 1917. We
have never had a water issue and have absolutely no desire to be a part of your water system. We live on Youngs Dr.
and actually own approximately 55 acres on the road. I believe this makes us with the exception of Grey Sauble
Conservation the primary land owner, with the most road frontage on Youngs Dr.. After talking with neighbours in
the Pottawatomi Subdivision who also do not want to be a part of your system I felt it was important express my
strong opposition to any water extension to Youngs Dr.. If you are still considering such an option, perhaps a clear
and precise costing should be obtained for each property and then people in the effected area should vote. It
sounds like costing is still very unclear at the current time. By the time our next tax bill is mail out if you could
include a notice outlining the actual cost to go ahead with the plan per household I think many people would have a
greater understanding of the cost impact. Costing was conspicuously absent from your mailing about the public
meetings. If perhaps you had mentioned residents would be looking at 20-40 thousand dollars in cost you might
have had a different meeting. Many years ago my grandmother and great Aunt approached council about water
concerns when the subdivision was being planned , their voices weren’t heard. In today’s society lets hope everyone
has a voice in such expensive undertakings.
Sincerely,
Rhonda Suchomel, Hons. BSc.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From: Robert Clendinning <bobclendinn@rogers.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 11:18:37 AM EDT
To: "rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca" <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: water comment
Reply-To: Robert Clendinning <bobclendinn@rogers.com>
Hello Mr Winters:
I have lived at 174 Edmonstone St. for the past twenty years and have had good quality and volume of water. The
people on Edmonstone, Aiken, McMillian and Urstadt St that I have spoken to all seem to be in the same category. Of
the twenty two homes , 9 have retirees or retirement age people in them and the cost quoted will drive some of those
from those homes ( as mentioned by the homeowners).
At the evening meeting the consultant stated the there were no complaints from people on Somers St so people are
not being compelled to hook up to the system. I will say the same should apply to the above mentioned streets as well.
When the township has a major project such as paving Big Bay Road or the Biodigester or costs at the Shallow Lake
Arena I doubt the property owners who 'benefitted' paid the shot but was rather spread out over everyone on the tax
roll. This would be slightly more palatable that the non hookup costs be divided that way.
In short we cannot support the plan as it is.
Thanks Bob and Martha Clendinning

From: Adams Family [mailto:kristy_shawn@rogers.com]
Sent: Sunday, May 6, 2018 7:35 PM
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Cc: abarfoot@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Class E A for Water Supply in Georgian Bluffs

Mr. Rick Winters,

With regards to the proposed Class Environment Assessment for the water supply in Georgian Bluffs, our household
is completely against being forced to attach onto a new water system.
We are located at 380 Somers Street and have lived here for over 10 years. Through these years we have
experienced no water issues and are very pleased with the condition and state of our well.
We attended the Phase III public meeting on May 3 2018 (as we did not receive prior notice of the earlier meetings
that occurred) and we were very displeased with the inconstancy of information that was provided. The online map
showing the 4 affected areas was completely different than the physical/handout maps that were provided during
the meeting.
There is a very graphic difference than the information provided to the public via your website, and the newly
proposed plan. *The physical/handout map shows water line heading south on Somers St. ~ the website map
showing water line running south off Gale St. and new shaded/affected houses on Somers Street south off of 30th
Street.
With a project of this size; we believe that there has been a very poor job in notifying the affected households and
the tax payers of Georgian Bluffs who need to know what is proposed to their properties. We would have hoped
that more successful communications for the truly affected households would be available. Indeed for a project of
this size; canvassing to households would be a much more reliable method of ensuring the voters are aware of the
predicament that is pending.
This email is our refusal vote to this proposed water system in Georgian Bluffs.
Thank you for your time.
Best regards
Shawn and Kristy Adams
380 Somers Street
Owen Sound, On
N4k 6V5

From: Susan Natsheh <snatsheh@hotmail.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 10:22:34 AM EDT
To: Rick Winters <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Cc: Vinod Nair <nair.vinod777@gmail.com>
Subject: Brooke EA comments
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the status of the water supply for Pottawatomi Village. As you know, there are many concerns
about the current suitability of the water quality and supply as well as the sustainability of an aging pump house. The community well also
incurs expensive maintenance costs.
We support initiatives to resolve the problems with the water, however have a number of personal concerns with the proposals presented at
community meetings within the past year. We wonder if there are local and more economical solutions which have yet to be explored. We
believe until those possibilities are exhausted, we cannot support the proposals presented at the community meetings.
Below is a list of questions and concerns we have with the proposal to extend water services from East Linton.
1. The costs to be incurred by the residents of Pottawatomi Village are high. Based on the numbers presented, we are looking at an
estimated $40,000 fee per household in capital costs. There will be an additional annual $1000 yearly maintenance/usage fee.
With the current annual maintenance/usage fees per household averaging $3000, there would be annual savings of $2000.
However, even if the system was fully functional tomorrow, it would take 20 years for residents to break even from their
investment. Currently, there is no known start date for this project. In reality, how long will it take to complete the project? 5 years?
Longer? How many current residents will be living in Pottawatomi Village in 20 to 30 years in order to see any financial benefit
from their investment? In addition, we will incur losses on the income from the sale of our homes as ongoing costs for the
proposal will be deducted from the selling price of the homes in our neighbourhood. Will the township reciprocate and reduce the
value of our home assessments for calculating our municipal taxes?
2. Projected costs are based on a number of assumptions such as financial assistance through grants and the proposal remaining
within budget. In reality, our costs may actually be grossly underestimated. Will there be a cap to the costs incurred by the
households?
3. Should the plan move ahead as proposed, we would consider residents who pay to finance the infrastructure as investors. Should
anyone join the water line in the future, their financial payment should be proportionately divided between the investors, rather
than being paid solely to the township.
4. Have we fully exhausted more financially feasible alternatives to the proposed plan?
1. What is the process for regulatory relief on our current water system (as outlined on the ontario.ca website)? Are we
eligible for less frequent testing thus decreasing our maintenance costs?
2. Are there any local alternatives that would not rely on financial input from our neighbours in Georgian Bluffs? What are
the options for local wells?
1. Individual wells would incur a comparatively minimal cost for insertion, with negligible maintenance
costs. The money saved on annual water fees would pay off the installation of the new system
within 5 years. Private wells would potentially alleviate household water pressure issues and water
quality could be managed within individual homes, as desired.
2. Would digging a new community well alleviate the current issues? Would it be a financially viable
solution?
5. We understand it is traditionally difficult to fragment a community water system. If we are mandated to remain on a costly community
system then there should be significant financial input from those mandating us to do so, particularly if more economical solutions are
possible.
6. We understand hooking up with the city of Owen Sound’s water supply is no longer being considered. There are too many issues
with aging infrastructure in the city's water system for this to be a reliable option and we do not support it.

Thank you,
Dr. Susan Natsheh, MD
Dr. Vinod Nair, MD, FRCPC
159 Atkins Street

From: "Tina" <hicks-1984@hotmail.com>
Date: May 11, 2018 at 5:09:18 PM EDT
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Hicks
Hi Rick,
I am writing in regards to the proposed water line. We were not able to make it to the town meetings as my husband
works long hours to provide for our family; however I have read the information package posted on the website. We
are a family of 6 that chose to move to Georgian bluffs from Owen Sound four years ago. We were tired of the higher
taxes and increased garbage prices, and were thrilled when we found a house on 30th street west that we could
afford. Now four years later I am absolutely sickened to my stomach hearing that the township would expect us to
pay $23,000 for a water line when we are perfectly happy on our well (it was one of the selling points to our house).
We are a one income family with 4 young children, and we are barely scraping by. Does the township of Georgian
bluffs understand the devastation a bill like that can cause in a family like ours? If this project is approved and moves
forward with the home owners left with the bill, we will have to sell the home that we have worked so hard for. I
doubt my opinion will matter, but I felt I had to remind Georgian bluffs that their decisions can change/ruin families’
ability to survive.
Thank You
Tina Hicks

From: Todd West <toddwest.halwrights@rogers.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 9:37:15 AM EDT
To: rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca
Subject: Re Water Evaluation
Township of Georgian Bluffs,
As a home owner at 861 30th st west, I am not in favour of municipal water system.
Over the years of owning my home, I have never had a issue with water supply.
Been more of a issue with getting water away from the property (flooding causing damage)
The estimated cost of this, even with a 50% grant is not reasonable for all home owners living in these areas.
Potentially causing people to relocate, causing stress and burdens to families.
Kind Regards
Todd West
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List of Attendees at Public Meeting No. 2

Appendix J
Comments from Residents of Pottawatomi
Village – October 2017

Nancy Cluthe
Subject:

FW: Potawatomi Water

From: John Gibson [mailto:drjohnny48@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 31, 2017 7:30 PM
To: gmcarroll@rogers.com; elfordann@yahoo.ca; jillgamble@bellnet.ca; jeff_pinch@yahoo.com;
gaydaduncan@hotmail.com; grace.clark1@gmail.com; davidblackster@gmail.com; drjohnny48@gmail.com;
dianegib66@gmail.com; jerry@greymotors.com; pfeilmj@gmail.com; adam.clark@meridiancu.ca;
megan_barfoot@hotmail.com; my5toddies@gmail.com; michael@legacyridgegolf.ca; jcoreywhittle@yahoo.ca;
djwhittle1@gmail.com; Daniel Whittle <djwhittle1@gmail.com <djwhittle1@gmail.com>; Mailon Marshall
<mailon144@gmail.com>; John Brown <johnabrownos@gmail.com>; jeffreybarrett@live.ca; littlechriskat@gmail.com;
mcomette@hotmail.com; douggibson26@gmail.com; Doug Gibson <douggibson26@gmail.com
<douggibson26@gmail.com>; Peter Struthers <postruthers@bmts.com>; Susan Natsheh <snatsheh@hotmail.com>;
direland@bmts.com; peterdoris.bonfa@rogers.com; Barb Bingham <barbbingham@rogers.com>; mjd1@rogers.com;
Dave and Sheri Hatcher <hatcher279@rogers.com>; mhlukasik@gmail.com; jlmom59@gmail.com;
hydra@sympatico.ca; mikeguilfoyle7015@rogers.com; Ellan Muir <muirjdem@sympatico.ca>
Cc: Rick Winters <rwinters@georgianbluffs.on.ca>
Subject: Potawatomi Water

Hello Homeowners
This note is an update and follow up to the Pottawatomi water meeting held on October 12, 2017 at
the Gibson home. As discussed at our meeting an appointment was arranged with Rick Winters
Director of Operations Township of Georgian Bluffs , to communicate the dialogue and questions
from the homeowners meeting and to further investigate future alternatives to our water system.
Georgian Bluffs meeting Monday, October 30, 2017
In attendance were homeowners Peter Bonfa, Jeff Pinch, John Gibson and for the Township Rick
Winters. We informed Mr. Winters that the purpose of our committee was to improve
communications and dialogue between Pottawatomi homeowners and the Township concerning
drinking water matters. We highlighted our three main concerns, those being quality of water,
quantity of water, and the economic concerns of future capital costs and rising operational costs.
We provided Mr. Winters with your questions concerning water chemistry, wells, capital cost
forecast, operating costs forecast and issues of low volume flow to some households. We took
away 3 positive steps from our meeting.
(1) that a new much more cost effective proposal is currently being explored by management and
Council that will hopefully be a viable alternative when the EA is completed at the end of this year.
(2) that a meeting for Pottawatomi homeowners concerning drinking water issues be held at the
Township offices on the evening of Monday, December 18 with the company that manages our
water system OCWA to answer any questions about the current state of our water system and
prognosis moving forward. A follow up notice of this meeting with exact time will be sent out in
the next few weeks.
(3) that an open house be held at our water treatment and pump house in the spring of 2018 to view
and once again question operations.
1

We left the meeting with the commitment to continue to improve communications between
homeowners and the Township on water matters. We also felt a certain degree of optimism that our
issues are being heard and that the Township is earnestly seeking a new long-term solution to our
water issues with a better control of capital costs and more affordable usage fees.
We look forward to providing you with more information as it becomes available to us and hope
that you will mark on your calendars the December 18 OCWA meeting opportunity. Further
questions or comments on this committee's progress are welcomed.
Sincerely John Gibson
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Appendix K
Additional Comments from Review Agencies and
Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON) in Phase 3 of Class EA

CHIEFS AND COUNCILS
SAUGEEN OJIBWAY NATION
Chippewas of Saugeen, RR 1, Southampton ON N0H 2L0 519-797-2781
Chippewas of Nawash, 135 Lakeshore Blvd, Neyaashiinigmiing ON N0H 2T0 519-534-1689

April 23, 2018
Mayor Barfoot
The Township of Georgian Bluffs
177964 Grey Road 18
Owen Sound ON N4K 5N5
Chief Administrative Officer, Corporate Services
The Township of Georgian Bluffs
177964 Grey Road 18
Owen Sound ON N4K 5N5
Mr. Jeff Graham, P.Eng.
GSS Engineering Consulting Limited
104 – 1010 9th Avenue
Owen Sound ON N4K 5R7
Re:

Municipal Water Supply Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs
Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON) Consultation Process

The Saugeen Ojibway Nation Environment Office acknowledges receiving correspondence dated March 28,
2018, from the Township of Georgian Bluffs and its consultant, GSS Engineering Consultants Limited, which
included:
•
•

GSS Engineering Consultants Limited Cover Letter
Notice of Public Meeting No. 2 - Evaluation of the Municipal Water Supply Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) for the Township of Georgian Bluffs.

BACKGROUND
Saugeen Ojibway Nation Objectives: To ensure that the Class EA recommended, preferred solution/option
will not have any substantial adverse impacts on water volume and quality, aquatic and fishery life, the
environmental/ecological health of the water resources system of Georgian Bay, the Indian River that
represents a designated fish sanctuary underscores its environmental sensitivity. Specifically, no adverse
impacts on SON’s commercial fishery, aquatic life and the environmental ecological health and conditions of
the land that is essential to SON communities. In order to protect SON’s Fishery Rights, it is critical to
preserve, maintain and enhance the ecological and environmental health of water quality and water resources
functions and features of Georgian Bay and the Indian River to comply with the Aboriginal Treaty Rights.
SON expressed in writing on August 8, 2017, and November 28, 2017, the opinion that, based on our reviews
of the preliminary information for this Class EA provided by the Consultant, the proposed work has an

extremely high potential for adverse impacts on environmental, ecological and water resources
conditions, and may adversely impact SON cultural and archeological resources.
The preliminary comments presented in our letters are being reiterated in this correspondence. It should be
noted that the following points are based on very limited information provided to SON by the Consultant that
included: the Notice of Commencement and two Public Meeting Notices. It is noted that the Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) had previously determine that First Nation’s consultation required
by the Class EA process under the Environmental Assessment Act (EEA) must ensure that sufficient
information is provided to First Nations to enable the First Nation to identify what rights and interests may be
impacted by the proposal; to identify and evaluate impacts; and to determine what accommodations may be
necessary.
It is SON’s position that the required information has not been provided and this Class EA process to
date is deficient.
The proponent/consultant has not provided SON with any detailed information, including critical information
such as: a Problem Statement related to an evaluation of the existing and future Municipal Water Supply Class
EA water demands; evaluations of existing environmental/ecological and water resources conditions;
evaluations of existing geotechnical, hydrogeological conditions and the water balance assessment;
assessment of existing private septics deficiencies, their locations and proximity to the project area, and
evaluations of potential adverse impacts from these deficient private septic systems.
Based on the Notice of Public Meeting #2, Alternative #1 was identified as a preliminary preferred servicing
option that recommends to expand the East Linton water distribution system south of the Indian River to supply
the study area for this Class EA. However, due to the fact that the Consultation Process and/or any reviews of
this Class EA by SON has not occurred, the selection of the preferred servicing option shall not be finalized.
Therefore, we wish to reiterate SON’s preliminary concerns regarding potential adverse impacts by the
proposed project that were presented in our previous correspondences as follows:
•

The proposed increased water intake from Owen Sound to the study area, whether from the existing
East Linton intake or from a new extended intake.

•

The proposed municipal water supply works on the Indian River at East Linton.

•

The proposed municipal water supply works potential adverse impacts on fish, aquatic life and natural
heritage protections, and archaeological conditions.

•

The proposed municipal water supply works on water resources management, hydrogeological/water
balance conditions.

•

The creation of a new surface water treatment plant or its expansion of the future location of the plant
along the shore of Owen Sound or in close proximity.

•

The considerations discussed regarding a potential new intake from the shore of Owen Sound to the
study area that may be considered.
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•

The further expansion of the municipal water supply system from Owen Sound to the study area and
potentially to the areas of existing private septic systems.

Due to adverse impacts from a potential failing private septic system within the area of the proposed work,
SON is of the opinion that an evaluation of the wastewater services will be required to be included within the
Municipal Water Supply Class EA works to ensure the safety and water quality requirements. This will likely be
required by the MOECC and residents of the Township. We request that the previously-noted and present
comments from SON be reported in this Class EA and be addressed by the proponent/consultant.
SON has only received the following formal communications regarding this Class EA:
1. Notice of Study Commencement - July 2017;
2. Notice of Public Meeting #1- August/September, 2017;
3. Notice of Public Meeting #2 - March 28, 2018; and
4. GSS Engineering Consultants Limited Cover Letter
SON initiated a number of telephone inquiries at which time the Consultant advised that the Township intends
to engage SON in the Class EA Consultation process “soon” but at the time of these discussions the project
was on hold.
During our telephone inquiries with GSS Engineering Consultants Limited, SON:
• reaffirmed our commitment to participate in this Class EA Consultation Process;
• identified the importance of commencing this Consultation Process as soon as possible;
• requested that GSS Engineering Consultants Limited provide detailed information about this project;
and
• requested that the proponent and GSS Engineering Consultants Limited meet with SON.
As of this date, the Township and the Consultant have not actively engaged SON in the requested First Nation
Consultation Process and have not formally responded to our written and email inquiries.
OUR POSITION TODAY
Based on our previously-noted preliminary comments and concerns, SON has concluded that the
required consultation has not occurred and that SON’s previous requests for necessary information
and its willingness to participate in a Consultation Process for this Class EA has been either
inadvertently misplaced or not fully understood by the proponent.
The Consultation Process with SON for this Class EA shall be commence as soon as possible to
ensure the ‘duty to consult’ requirements are met.
The Duty to Consult
•

The Township is required to fulfill ‘the duty to consult’ obligations with First Nations under the EAA to
meet its legal obligations under the Aboriginal Treaty Rights.
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•

The First Nations Consultation Process is an independent consultation process for EA projects under
Aboriginal Treaty Rights and is required to be undertaken by proponents. This responsibility has been
delegated to proponents by the Crown/the Province of Ontario.

•

This First Nations EA consultation process must include the participation of First Nation communities
for EA projects. First Nation communities require being part of EA discussions, consultations, decision
making and economic agreements and benefits.

•

In accordance with the Municipal Class EA requirements under the EAA, the Class EA Consultation
Process with First Nations Communities, ‘the duty to consult’ with First Nations represents one of the
major requirements of the EA process.

•

For a similar Municipal Class EA project, SON’s legal consultant, Lorraine Y. Land, determined for the
proponent “that Aboriginal consultation is a legal requirement that goes beyond stakeholder
engagement (as there are different and additional requirements under the EA Act, federal and
provincial funding agreement for the project if any matching federal and provincial funds are being
used, and under the common law applying to Aboriginal right contexts). General ‘stakeholders’
information is not sufficient for Aboriginal consultation processes.”

For the reasons previously noted:
SON requests that our project expectations and comments be incorporated into this Class EA process
including, but not be limited, to SON’s presented above preliminary environment/ecological/ technical reviews
of existing and in future any further presented background reports, project components that may include,
selection and rating of proposed environment servicing options and considered/recommended solutions in
accordance with the SON Consultation Process, protocol and requirements.
SON remains of the opinion the Township and the Consultant have not undertaken the required effort
to commence and conduct the Class EA First Nations Consultation Process, and/or preliminary review
discussions with SON, nor have they accommodated SON’s request for any detailed information and
meetings. Therefore, the proponent has not met the Consultation Process intent and requirements of
the Municipal Class EA Consultation Process under the EAA.
CONCLUSION
This letter represents a third and formal request from SON to the proponent to participate in the First Nation
Consultation Process for the ongoing Municipal Water Supply Class EA project for the Township of Georgian
Bluffs.
We ask that you commit to the following:
First Nation - SON Consultation Plan
1. Meet the EA requirements of ‘duty to consult’ in accordance with the EAA, SON’s consultation practices
and vision/traditional knowledge;
2. Provide SON with the funding necessary and the required agreements to participate and be part of the
process and solution for this EA, which must be mutually accepted;
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3. Conduct meetings to consult with SON during all EA project stages; and
4. Obtain SON’s acceptance for the recommended solution.
We ask that the MOECC commit to the following:
SON Expectations from the MOECC
1. The MOECC direct the Township and its Consultant to ensure that all obligations of the ‘duty to consult’
with SON under the EA Act are met; and
2. The MOECC ensure that SON’s consultation practices and vision/traditional knowledge be respected
and incorporated into this project.
3. The MOECC shedule a meeting as soon as possible to discuss the Consultation Process for this Class
EA.
The Consultation Process with the First Nations under the Environmental Assessment Act (EAA) for the
Municipal Class EA projects identifies that The Crown has a duty to consult with First Nation and Métis
communities if there is a potential to impact on Aboriginal or Treaty Rights. This requirement is delegated to
project proponents as part of the Class EA process, therefore the project proponent has a responsibility to
conduct adequate and thorough consultation with Aboriginal communities as part of the Class EA consultation
process. The project study area is located within the traditional territory of SON and also contains a number of
sensitive natural features which may be of concern to First Nation and Métis communities in the area and
located in the vicinity of the project site.
SON has provided a copy of this letter to the MOECC with the request that it meet the previously-stated
expectations.
In closing, and in order to move forward, we recommend the following immediate steps:
1.
The proponent extend the Class EA review period until the Consultation Process with SON is
complete and consensus is reached among the MOECC, the Township, and SON.
2.
The proponent develop the required agreement with SON to participate and be part of the
solution for this EA and provide SON with the funding capacity required for this project.
3.

The proponent schedule a meeting as soon as possible with the MOECC and SON to:
•
•
•
•

discuss the Consultation Process;
share all detailed information and the information related to any potential agreements with
OMAFRA regarding funding details of the future recommended preferred option that the
Municipality usually provides to the MOECC;
provide maps showing the exact legal descriptions of the parcels of land being considered and
the subject areas that could potentially impact SON’s land claims, cultural rights in
archaeological sites, and fishing rights; and
discuss SON’s review comments.

SON looks forward to discussing the Consultation Plan, funding, and next steps.
Should you have any questions or comments, please contact Doran Ritchie at 519-374-9210.
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Sincerely,

Gregory Nadjiwon
Chief
Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation

Lester Anoquot
Chief
Chippewas of Saugeen First Nation

cc:
Chief Lester Anoquot, Saugeen First Nation
Chief Gregory Nadjiwon, Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation
Craig Newton, MOECC
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Appendix L
Response to Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
And Parks Comments and
Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation &
Chippewas of Saugeen First Nation Comments

17-024
June 18, 2018
Gregory Nadjiwon, Chief, Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation
135 Lakeshore Blvd,
Neyaashiinigmiing, ON N0H 2T0
Lester Anoquot, Chief, Chippewas of Saugeen First Nation
6493 Highway 21, RR 1
Southampton, ON N0H 2L0
RE:

Municipal Water Supply Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs
Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON) Consultation Process

Dear Chief Nadjiwon and Chief Anoquot,
We have received your letter of April 23, 2018 (and earlier correspondence of August 8, 2017 and
November 28, 2017) regarding the above Class Environmental Assessment being conducted by
the Township of Georgian Bluffs.
We apologise that earlier responses have not been provided and we fully acknowledge the
Municipality’s duty to consult with First Nations under the Environmental Assessment Act.
Currently, the Class EA is in Phase III and we have had two public meetings. This letter
summarizes the background and current status of this EA and addresses key issues raised in
your correspondence. We would also look forward to another meeting between SON and the
Municipality in the near future.
Background
In early spring, 2017, the Municipality of Georgian Bluffs issued Terms of Reference (TOR) for
the current Class EA. The TOR for this Class EA is similar, but are more limited, than the Class
EA previously completed in 2006/2007.
The previous EA evaluated water supply alternatives for a much larger study area that included
Cobble Beach as well as Springmount and the Sunset Strip. A major initiative at that time was to
determine the preferred water system alternative to service the proposed Cobble Beach
development.
At that time, the preferred alternative was to expand the existing East Linton water plant (to 2,600
m³/day maximum rated capacity) and construct a water storage standpipe near Cobble Beach.
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The East Linton water plant was subsequently approved by MOECC for expansion from
approximately 800 m³/day to the above noted 2,600 m³/day maximum day capacity and the water
standpipe near Cobble Beach was constructed. A Permit to Take Water was issued at the same
time by MOECC to withdraw up to 2,600,000 L/day from Georgian Bay. Copies of the MOECC
certificates for the East Linton water system can be provided upon request.
At that time, water servicing options for the current Study Area (the Georgian Bay shoreline area
south of the Indian River, Brooke and the Pottawatomi Village area) were evaluated but the final
Class EA ESR did not recommend any immediate change in water supply for these areas.
Since 2007, residents in some areas of the Study Area have complained to Council of poor water
supplies. As well, there has been growing acknowledgement by Council of long term financial
issues facing the Pottawatomi Village water system.
Currently, the water supply(s) serving existing development in the Study Area can be described
as follows:
- Georgian Bay Shoreline Area (Indian River south to boundary with City of Owen Sound) –
Private, individual water supplies being predominantly shore wells out of Owen Sound Bay. A
small area of Georgian Bluffs just north of the Owen Sound Boundary (approximately 10 lots)
is serviced by a historic extension of the City of Owen Sound municipal water system. Private
individuals also own and operate informal small water supply systems (from Owen Sound bay)
that service adjacent, private properties.
- Brooke Area – Private wells service all of Brooke except for the VLA subdivision which is
serviced by an aging extension of the City of Owen Sound water distribution system. The
quantity, and quality, of the groundwater provided by the private wells is highly variable and is
known to be poor to very poor in some cases.
- Pottawatomi Village – Pottawatomi Village is serviced by a municipal water system consisting
of a single, groundwater well and a water treatment plant providing chlorination and UV
treatment. Due to high iron, an iron sequestering system is also added. Twenty-five homes are
serviced by the system and there are long standing concerns with poor water pressure and
relatively poor water quality (iron staining etc.).
A major issue at Pottawatomi Village is long-term economic sustainability. This is a very small
municipal water system to operate cost effectively and still meet all MOECC requirements for
operations, testing, reporting, long terms reserves for asset management and source water
protection. Connecting to a larger water system (ie expanded East Linton system, a new water
system servicing the Study Area or the City of Owen Sound water system) would provide the
economy of scale for long term economic viability, as well as providing better quality drinking
water and improved water pressure.

GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
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Current Class EA
The Current Class EA was initiated in the spring of 2017 when the Municipality of Georgian Bluffs
issued Terms of Reference (TOR) for this Class EA. The TOR were quite prescriptive in that they
1) defined the general alternatives to be considered and 2) described the limits of the Study Area,
which excluded Springmount and the Sunset Strip.
The water supply alternatives to be examined included i) expansion of the existing East Linton
water system ii) construction of a new water treatment plant south of the Indian River or iii)
connection to the Owen Sound City water system. All three of these options would source the
drinking water supply from Owen Sound (Georgian Bay). While not specifically stated, the TOR
implied that any new Municipal water system would exclude any reliance on new or expanded
well (groundwater) supplies. The fourth alternative to be considered was the “Do Nothing”
alternative.
GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd. was selected to complete the Municipal Water Supply Class
EA. We began our work in early summer of 2017. Initially, we had discussion with senior staff of
Georgian Bluffs whereby we suggested that possible consideration be given to “opening up” the
TOR of the Class EA to include sanitary sewer servicing. The impetus for this suggestion was
recognition, that without sanitary sewer servicing, that additional lot severances, or subdivision
development, would be very restricted in accordance with Ontario’s Provincial Policy Statement.
It was recognized, at the initiation of the Class EA, that economics would be a major factor for
this EA in that running long lengths of watermain, with relatively few connections per kilometer of
watermain, would result in high costs for each new water service connection.
However, it was also recognized at the time that “opening up” the TOR, to include the possibility
of sanitary sewer servicing of the Study Area, would greatly increase the time and costs to
complete the Class EA. The possibility of providing sanitary sewers to this area would result in
the potential for major land use changes and a myriad of planning reviews, re-zoning issues and
require Georgian Bluffs Council to carefully review the very significant cost, planning and zoning
implications of this major change. We also know, from experience, that Class EA’s for new
sanitary sewage servicing are generally much more difficult to complete from the perspective of
environmental, social and heritage concerns as well as capital planning and long term operating
and reserve account costs.
So while the concept of sanitary sewer servicing was brought forward by GSS Engineering, and
discussed in some detail by senior municipal staff, we decided in Phase 1 of the EA to continue
with the original TOR that would only consider alternatives for providing municipal water servicing.
Problem/Opportunity Statement
You are correct in that we have not provided a Problem/Opportunity Statement as part of Phase
1 of the Class EA. As discussed above, the TOR were quite prescriptive on the alternatives to be
reviewed, and the extent of the Study Area, and also the implied problem. However, we provide
our proposed Problem/Opportunity Statement as follows:
Existing development in the Study Area is serviced with private water supplies and a small
municipal water system. The private water supplies include private groundwater wells as well as

GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
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shore wells along Grey Road 1 adjacent to Georgian Bay. Private citizens, in limited cases, also
operate small private water systems that draw water from Georgian Bay and distribute water to a
limited number of private residences along Grey Road 1 and Mount Pleasant Drive. Small areas
of the Study Area are also serviced by two, long standing extensions of the City of Owen Sound
water system.
Based on concerns expressed by some residents in the Study Area in regard to the suitability of
private water supplies, and based on long term sustainability concerns with the Pottawatomi
Village municipal water system, the Township of Georgian Bluffs wishes to evaluate realistic
alternatives to provide Municipal Water Servicing to some of the Study Area.
As such, the Class EA has been initiated to evaluate alternatives to provide Municipal Water
Servicing to portions of the Study Area. Such servicing is not intended to encourage or support
large scale development but rather to provide a reliable and high quality potable water supply for
existing and limited, future residential development (as well as existing and limited commercial
and institutional development) in the Study Area.
Water Supply Demands.
Currently, the are approximately 211 existing residences in the Study Area that could be
connected to an expanded water system. This includes development along Grey Road 1, the
Mount Pleasant Drive area, the 30th Street area, Somers Street and Pottawatomi Village. This
limited area also includes one major commercial development (Legacy Ridge golf course). We
have estimated the existing residential development and golf course are equivalent to 221
equivalent residential units (ERUS’s). This number of ERU’s excludes major portions of Brooke
(ie Park Street, Finden and Carney Street areas) that are not anticipated to be serviced within the
foreseeable future.
With modest growth over 20 years, we estimate the future number of ERU’s in the serviced area
would increase marginally to 272 ERU’s.
The existing, average day water use in the East Linton water system is approximately 0.78 m³/day
per ERU. Similarly, based on actual water demands for the East Linton water system, the existing
maximum day water use in the East Linton water system is currently 1.7 m³/day per ERU. These
values include all leakage from the watermains.
Based on actual water meter records for individual homes, the actual, average day water use per
home – for most of the connections – is less than 0.5 m³/day. In other words, leaks in the
watermain system can greatly affect the overall demand of the system. As such, the Municipality
(and the Ontario Clean Water Agency who is the operating authority) carefully monitor the East
Linton water system for any evidence of leaks in the watermain distribution system.
If these per ERU values of water use are used to estimate the water use for the subject Study
Area (based on the above, estimated 272 future ERU’s), the estimated, average day water
demand for the serviced portion of the Study Area would be is 212 m³/day. Similarly, the
estimated, maximum day water demand for the Study Area would be 462 m³/day.

GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd.
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Preliminary Preferred Solution
As discussed at our meeting with SON staff and SON consultants on May 2, 2018, the preliminary,
preferred alternative at this time is expansion of the East Linton water system southerly into the
Study Area. As discussed, the City has not responded favourably to Georgian Bluff’s request to
provide extensions of the Owen Sound water system into the Study Area.
Key aspects of the proposed East Linton water system expansion are as follows:
Impact on East Linton Water Plant Capacity – As above, the rated capacity of the East Linton
water treatment plant is 2,600 m³/day. This is the allowed, maximum day water use. This is also
the same, allowed water extraction rate from Georgian Bay as allowed by the MOECC Permit to
Take Water.
The current, maximum day water demand of the system is approximately 800 m³/day – which
includes all leakage in the existing water distribution system. There are approximately 472 ERU’s
currently connected to the East Linton water system.
Based on current water use, we estimate that a total of 1,500 ERU’s could connect to the existing
East Linton water system. Given there are only 472 ERU’s currently connected, there is
significant, reserve treatment capacity left at the East Linton water treatment plant to service the
Study Area. We estimate, that over the next 20 years, that an additional 645 ERU’s will connect
to the East Linton water system within the established service area north of the Indian River. Many
of these additional connections will be additional homes in the Cobble Beach development. If so,
the total connections, within the established service area north of the Indian River, will be 1,117
ERU’s. This therefore leaves “room” for the additional 272 ERU’s to connect within the Study Area
if the East Linton water system was expanded south of the Indian River to service the Study Area.
Impact on the Aquatic Environment and Fisheries - As per the above, all water proposed to
service the Study Area would be drawn from Georgian Bay. This would be done under the
approved limits for the existing East Linton water plant as set by the facility’s MOECC water
system licence and the MOECC Permit to Take Water.
A concern has been raised on the impact of the water system expansion on the Indian River. As
discussed at our meeting on May 2, 2018, we would anticipate that the watermain would cross
the Indian River by being attached to the side of the bridge. Such watermain would be protected
against freezing by heat tracing and insulating the watermain. Such attachment to the side of
bridge would avoid any disruption to the river below and allow easy inspection of the watermain
for any leaks.
South of the Indian River, all watermain would be constructed in the roadways. This would involve
laying the watermain in grassed shoulders, under gravel road shoulders or under the asphalt
surface. There are no other stream crossings required other than the Indian River.
For the above reasons, we see no significant risk from watermain construction to fish habitat in
any surface water streams, or any risk to near shore or off shore fishery resources or fish habitat
in Owen Sound.
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Once concern expressed with piped water supplies is the possible use of more water by
homeowners, once connected to the municipal water supply, and the potential overtaxing of their
private septic systems. As above, we note that most existing homeowners on the East Linton
water system use less than 0.5 m³/day, on average, per home. This is, in our opinion, stringent
use of municipal water. Reasons for this stringent use of water include extra costs for extra water
used (based on reading of individual water meters), the common use of low flow fixtures and low
water use clothes washers, as well as relatively low numbers of persons commonly occupying
each home. We also feel that most homeowners acknowledge and follow the conservation ethic
to minimize excessive use or wastage of potable water.
Under the Ontario Building Code, the minimum, average day water use assumed for design of
conventional, Class 4 septic systems is 1,600 l/day for a 3 bedroom home. Given average water
use is typically 500 L/day or less (0.5 m³/day) for the East Linton water system, we feel the
chances of increased septic pollution caused by switching from private wells to a municipal water
system are very low. The great majority of septic systems are therefore operating below their
potential capacity and, based on water use patterns with the East Linton water system, there is
little evidence to suggest that household water use will increase when piped, municipal water
supply becomes available.
Geotechnical and Groundwater Issues - At our May 2, 2018 meeting, we acknowledged that we
have completed minimal geotechnical investigations to address the impact of watermain
construction on groundwater resources or sub surface drainage systems. As explained, all
watermains, household service pipes and fire hydrants would be constructed under or along the
edge of municipal roadways. Watermains would be constructed at 1.8 m (6 foot) depth. At this
shallow depth, and given the Township’s background knowledge of soil conditions, ground water
levels and aquifer conditions within the Study Area, we do not anticipate any negative impacts
resulting from watermain construction to shallow groundwater flows, deep aquifer conditions or
surface drainage patterns.
Nonetheless, we are currently completing test holes throughout the Study Area to document soil,
bedrock and shallow ground water conditions. These test holes will typically be 7 feet deep below
edge of asphalt elevation. We are planning to complete a total of 12 test holes along the roads
where watermains are proposed, including a deeper test pit where the new water booster station
and future water standpipe are proposed. We anticipate the test holes will be completed shortly.
On June 7, 2018, the deeper test pit was dug at the proposed booster station and future standpipe
site. This site is just west of Mount Pleasant Drive on the south side of Grey Road 17A. We
decided to dig as deep as reasonably possible at this site and encountered bedrock at 16 feet.
The overburden consisted of a surface topsoil and till layer followed by brownish to grey clay. The
clay was largely free of any stones and no standing water was observed in the test hole. We will
communicate the results of all test holes once complete.
Impact on Natural Heritage and Archaeological Resources. – As discussed above, all watermains
are anticipated to be constructed under existing roads or road shoulders. As such, we anticipate
the risk of watermain construction to Natural Heritage features and Archaeological Resources to
be relatively low. A possible exception could be the booster station and future water standpipe
location west of Mount Pleasant Road. We include a conceptual site plan of this location for
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review. This area is currently under agricultural production (with tilled land) and there are no treed
areas that would be disturbed other than recent plantings of a line of trees along the south side
of the road.
However, we would appreciate any comments from SON on high risk areas that watermain
construction could disturb. We would fully support a Phase 1 archaeological assessment of some
or all of the road watermain alignments if SON felt that this was appropriate.
Further Consultation with SON
As you may be aware, we met with SON representatives at the Township of Georgian Bluffs office
on May 2, 2018. The letter of April 23, 2018 was reviewed to some degree, though in our opinion,
most of the meeting was spent developing a better understanding of the intent of the project as
well as the scope and possible impacts of the proposed water system expansion.
We would appreciate the opportunity to meet again with SON representatives. At the next
meeting, we suggest the April 23, 2018 letter be reviewed in further detail and the content of this
letter also be discussed. We would also review the results of our test hole program, though we
will provide the test hole results to SON representatives as soon as they are available.
We would be pleased to meet with SON representatives at your convenience. Please let us know
if another meeting can be arranged.

Yours very truly
GSS ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS LTD.

Jeff Graham, P. Eng., President,
JTG/sl
Cc:

Allan Barfoot, Mayor, Township of Georgian Bluffs
Rick Winters, CAO, Township of Georgian Bluffs
Doran Ritchie, Land Use Planning Coordinator – SON Environment Office
Craig Newton, MOECC
Scott Taylor, Senior Planner, Country of Grey
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June 21, 2018

Mr. Craig Newton
Regional Environmental Planner/Regional Coordinator
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
Southwestern Ontario
733 Exeter Road,
London, ON N6E 1L3
RE:

Municipal Water Supply Class Environmental Assessment
Township of Georgian Bluffs
Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON) Consultation Process

Dear Mr. Newton
We have received your letters of May 4, 2018 as well as your earlier correspondence of June 27,
2017 regarding the above Class Environmental Assessment being conducted by the Township of
Georgian Bluffs. We have also received your letter of July 31, 2017 which dealt primarily with
Aboriginal consultation. Consultation is underway with Aboriginal groups in our area.
Currently, the Class EA is in Phase III and we have had two public meetings. We have also
recommended, at our last public meeting, that Alternative 1 (expansion of the East Linton water
system to service portions of the Study Area) as the preliminary, recommended preferred
alternative.
This letter summarizes the background and status of this EA and addresses key issues raised in
your correspondence.
Background
In early spring, 2017, the Municipality of Georgian Bluffs issued Terms of Reference (TOR) for
the current Class EA. The TOR for this Class EA is similar, but are more limited, than the Class
EA previously completed in 2006/2007.
The previous EA evaluated water supply alternatives for a much larger study area that included
Cobble Beach as well as Springmount and the Sunset Strip. A major initiative at that time was to
determine the preferred water system alternative to service the proposed Cobble Beach
development.
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At that time, the preferred alternative was to expand the existing East Linton water plant (to 2,600
m³/day maximum rated capacity) and construct a water storage standpipe near Cobble Beach.
The East Linton water plant was subsequently approved by MOECC for expansion from
approximately 800 m³/day to the above noted 2,600 m³/day maximum day capacity and the water
standpipe near Cobble Beach was constructed. A Permit to Take Water was issued at the same
time by MOECC to withdraw up to 2,600,000 L/day from Georgian Bay.
At that time, water servicing options for the current Study Area (the Georgian Bay shoreline area
south of the Indian River, Brooke and the Pottawatomi Village area) were evaluated but the final
Class EA ESR did not recommend any immediate change in water supply for these areas.
Since 2007, residents in some areas of the Study Area have complained to Georgian Bluffs
Council of poor water supplies. As well, there has been growing acknowledgement by Council of
long term financial issues facing the Pottawatomi Village water system.
Currently, the water supply(s) serving existing development in the Study Area can be described
as follows:
- Georgian Bay Shoreline Area (Indian River south to boundary with City of Owen Sound) –
Private, individual water supplies being predominantly shore wells out of Owen Sound Bay. A
small area of Georgian Bluffs just north of the Owen Sound Boundary (approximately 10 lots)
is serviced by a historic extension of the City of Owen Sound municipal water system. Private
individuals also own and operate informal small water supply systems (from Owen Sound bay)
that service adjacent, private properties.
- Brooke Area – Private wells service all of Brooke except for the VLA subdivision which is
serviced by an aging extension of the City of Owen Sound water distribution system. The
quantity, and quality, of the groundwater provided by the private wells is highly variable and is
known to be poor to very poor in some cases.
- Pottawatomi Village – Pottawatomi Village is serviced by a municipal water system consisting
of a single, groundwater well and a water treatment plant providing chlorination and UV
treatment. Due to high iron, an iron sequestering system is also provided. Twenty-five homes
are serviced by the system and there are long standing concerns with poor water pressure and
relatively poor water quality (iron staining etc.).
A major issue at Pottawatomi Village is long-term economic sustainability. This is a very small
municipal water system to operate cost effectively and still meet all MOECC requirements for
operations, testing, reporting, long terms reserves for asset management and source water
protection. Connecting to a larger water system (ie an expanded East Linton system, a new water
system servicing the Study Area or the City of Owen Sound water system) would provide the
economy of scale for long term economic viability, as well as providing better quality drinking
water and improved water pressure.
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Current Class EA and Sewer Servicing
The Current Class EA was initiated in the spring of 2017 when the Municipality of Georgian Bluffs
issued Terms of Reference (TOR) for this Class EA. The TOR were quite prescriptive in that they
1) defined the general alternatives to be considered and 2) described the limits of the Study Area,
which excluded Springmount and the Sunset Strip.
The water supply alternatives to be examined included i) expansion of the existing East Linton
water system ii) construction of a new water treatment plant south of the Indian River or iii)
connection to the Owen Sound City water system. All three of these options would source the
drinking water supply from Owen Sound (Georgian Bay). The fourth alternative to be considered
was the “Do Nothing” alternative.
GSS Engineering Consultants Ltd. was selected to complete the Municipal Water Supply Class
EA. We began our work in early summer of 2017. Initially, we had discussion with senior staff of
Georgian Bluffs where we suggested possible consideration of “opening up” the TOR of the Class
EA to include sanitary sewer servicing. The impetus for this consideration was recognition, that
without sanitary sewer servicing, that additional lot severances, or subdivision development,
would be very restricted in accordance with Ontario’s Provincial Policy Statement. It was
recognized, at the initiation of the Class EA, that economics would be a major factor for this EA
in that running long lengths of watermain, with relatively few connections per kilometer of
watermain, would result in high costs for each new water service connection.
However, it was also recognized at the time that “opening up” the TOR, to include the possibility
of sanitary sewer servicing of the Study Area, would greatly increase the time and costs to
complete the Class EA. The possibility of providing sanitary sewers to this area would result in
the potential for major land use changes and a myriad of planning reviews, re-zoning issues and
require Georgian Bluffs Council to carefully review the very significant cost, planning and zoning
implications of this major change. We also know, from experience, that Class EA’s for new
sanitary sewage servicing are generally much more difficult to complete from the perspective of
environmental, social and heritage concerns as well as capital planning and long term operating
and reserve account costs.
So while the concept of sanitary sewer servicing was brought forward by GSS Engineering, and
discussed in some detail by senior municipal staff, we decided in Phase 1 of the EA to continue
with the original TOR that would only consider alternatives for providing municipal water servicing.
It is our opinion that it is not practical to provide sewer servicing for the Study Area using the
Cobble Beach sewage treatment plant. This concept, which is well beyond the scope of this EA,
is impractical in our opinion as the Cobble Beach sewage treatment plant is approximately 14
kilometers north of the Study Area. The required sewage collection and pumping
station/forcemain system would be routed through the large area north of the Indian River that is
not serviced with sanitary sewers.
It is our opinion that it would be more beneficial to first examine the benefits and costs of possibly
expanding the sanitary sewer system in the areas immediately adjacent to Cobble Beach.
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Provincial Policy Statement and Partial Services
We appreciate the Provincial Policy Statement encourages development on either private
services (each residence serviced by a private septic system and well) or on full services
(municipal water supply and municipal sewage system).
As you are aware, past Class EA’s, including the 2006/2007 Class EA, recommended expansion
of municipal water treatment plants to provide additional water supply capacity for homes serviced
by municipal water supplies and by private septic systems. While a key focus of the 2006/2007
Class EA was to provide municipal water supply to Cobble Beach (which has its own sewage
collection and treatment system), another objective was to expand the water treatment capacity
to service additional residential development in the established water service area north of the
Indian River.
At that time, the Class EA described the connection of the separate Presquile water supply and
water service area to the expanded East Linton water system. This was subsequently completed,
and the original, standalone Presquile Water Treatment Plant was decommissioned and the
former Presquile water distribution system is now supplied from the East Linton water distribution
system.
One alternative in the current Class EA includes connection of the existing Pottawatomi Village
water supply and distribution system to an expanded East Linton water system. As per above, we
have also considered the connection of the Pottawatomi Village water system to the City of Owen
Sound water system or a new water system servicing the Study Area with a new water treatment
plant constructed on the shoreline of Georgian Bay at the Sarawak Family park.
The connection of the Pottawatomi Village water system to a larger municipal water system is
consistent with the Provincial Policy statement. The provincial policy statement also recognizes
that failing private water systems, in a development area, are justification to connect to a municipal
water system and remain on private septic systems. It is our opinion that the Brooke area, and
the lakeshore development area along Grey Road 1, are existing development areas.
We feel that the relatively poor, private wells that exist for portions of Brooke are equal to failed
water supplies. We also feel that providing residents along Grey Road 1, which draw, in most
cases untreated, or partially treated water from Georgian Bay, as reasonable to supply with a fully
treated municipal water supply, if available.
There are also small, private water distribution systems along Grey Road 1 that draw water from
Georgian Bay. These small, private systems, which service a number of homes in the area, would
be connected to the municipal water supply.
Potential Impact of Septic Effluents on the Environment
Once concern expressed with piped water supplies is the possible use of more water by
homeowners, once connected to the municipal water supply, and the potential overtaxing of their
private septic systems.
All of the homes connected to the existing East Linton water system have individual water meters.
The municipality reads these meters quarterly. The majority of homeowners on the East Linton
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water system use less than 0.5 m³/day of water, on average, per home. This is, in our opinion,
stringent use of municipal water. Reasons for this stringent use of water include extra costs for
extra water used (based on reading of individual water meters), the common use of low flow
fixtures and low water use clothes washers, as well as relatively low numbers of persons
commonly occupying each home. We also feel that most homeowners acknowledge and follow
the conservation ethic to minimize excessive use or wastage of potable water.
Under the Ontario Building Code, the minimum, average day water use assumed for design of
conventional, Class 4 septic systems is 1,600 l/day for a 3 bedroom home. Given average water
use is typically 500 L/day or less (0.5 m³/day) for homes on the East Linton water system, we feel
the chance of increased septic pollution caused by switching from private wells to a municipal
water system are very low. The great majority of septic systems are therefore operating below
their potential capacity and, based on water use patterns with the East Linton water system, there
is little evidence to suggest that household water use will increase if piped, municipal water supply
becomes available.
Source Water Protection
Our final ESR report will include a section on Source Water Protection. As you may be aware, the
Grey Sauble Conservation Authority is completing the Source Water Protection program for
Georgian Bluffs. For most surface water supplies from the Great Lakes, such as the East Linton
water plant, the only risk factor requiring evaluation under Source Water Protection is the storage
of large volumes of fuel.
If you require any further information, please contact the undersigned. Senior municipal staff
would also be willing to meet representatives of the MOECC in Owen Sound if requested.

Yours very truly
GSS ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS LTD.

Jeff Graham, P. Eng., President,
JTG/sl
Cc:

Alan Barfoot, Mayor, Township of Georgian Bluffs
Rick Winters, CAO, Township of Georgian Bluffs
Rick Chappell, District Manager, MOECC Owen Sound
John Ritchie, Supervisor, Safe Drinking Water, MOECC Owen Sound
Doran Ritchie, Land Use Planning Coordinator – SON Environment Office
Scott Taylor, Senior Planner, Country of Grey
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